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A note from the editors

Westerly has a new look
and a new price
Westerly's format has changed dramatically for the first time with
this issue. We hope you like the new Westerly and that you
introduce it to all your friends. We think that it looks — and feels
— even better than the old Westerly. The changed format is partly
a response to squeezes in our funding; partly a feeling that it was
time for a change and that this new size and shape suits readers of
the 1990s.
You will be aware that the price of Westerl;y has changed with this
issue too. This is the first time for over a decade that Westerly's
price has risen. And it is still the lowest priced major quarterly
hterary magazine in Australia. Our subscribers are our most
imponant audience, so stay with us and bring others along too. The
new rates are:
Single Copies:
Annual Subscription:
2 years:
Overseas:

$8.00
$34 (includes postage)
$64 (includes postage)
$38 (surface mail)
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Correspondence should be addressed to the
Editors, Westerly, Department of English, The
University of Western Australia, Nedlands,
Western Australia 6907(telephone (09) 380
2101, fax (09) 380 1030), email
westerly@uniwa.uwa.edu.au. Unsolicited
manuscripts not accompanied by a stamped
self-addressed envelope will not be returned.
All manuscripts must show the name and
address of the sender and should be typed
(double-spaced) on one side of the paper only.
Whilst every care is taken of manuscripts, the
editors can take no final responsibility for their
return; contributors are consequently urged to
retain copies of all work submitted. Minimum
rates for contributors — poems $40.00;
reviews $60.00; stories/articles $90.00.
Subscriptions: $36.00 per annum (posted);
$64.00 for 2 years (posted). Special student
subscription rate: $24.00 per annum (posted).
Single copies $8 (plus $2 postage). Email
Subscriptions $10.00 to
westerly@uniwa.uwa.edu.au. Subscriptions
should be made payable to Westerly and sent to
The Administrator, CSAL, Department of
English, The University of Western Australia,
Nedlands, Western Australia 6907.
Work published in Westerly is cited in: Abstracts
of English Studies, Australian Literary Studies
Annual Bibliography, Australian National
Bibliography,Journal of Commonwealth Literature
Annual Bibliography, Arts and Humanities
Citation Index, Current Contents/Arts &
Humanities, The Genuine Article, Modern
Language Association of America Bibliography,
The Year's Work in English Studies, and is
indexed in APIAS: Australian Public Affairs
Information Service (produced by the National
Library of Australia) and AUSTLIT, the
Australian Literary On-Line Database.
Three Westerly Indexes 1956-77, 1978-83
and 1984-88, are available at $5.00 each from
the above address.

Patricia Hackett Prize
The Editors have pleasure in announcing that the winner of the Patricia
Hackett Prize for the best contribution to Westerly in 1995 is

Rosanne Dingli
for her story 'The Pomegranate Tree'
that appeared in the Autumn 1995 edition of Wester!}/

Special Issue 1996
Australian Jewish Writing
Westerly No 4 Summer 1996
The final issue of Westerly for each year is a special one
devoted to a selected theme or concept. For the Summer
(December) issue of 1996 or 5758 by the Jewish calendar, the
theme will be Australian Jewish Writing.
Stories and poems concerning any aspect of Jewdsh life and
thought, past or present, are welcome. Westerly is also
interested in articles, or personal reminiscences which deal
with Jewish/Australian experience. It is in the personal sense of
what it means to be Jewish in Australia that Westerly's present
interest lies, though the more formal academic kind of paper
would also be of interest.

Contributions welcome
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Arabella Edge

On Thin Ice Skating

September. Month of watermelons
I, who have scullioned at the Coq d'Or, played chef to Mayfair club houses, on good
wages and bad Bordeaux, who prided myself on that most difficult simplicity the
fillet, now prepare gulls and foxes a la brochette. My bear waiting to be skinned is
a solid hump and brace of guillemots rigid with frost.
Three stoves and a cooking galley. Four bear-fat lamps smoulder with the constancy
of chimneys caught on fire. Damp furs, filthy woollens, cast-off boots, tobacco
smoke, the stench of vomit, sick men, hour upon hour, without even a bunk to lie
on or a felt-curtain to hide me, these make up the reality of my home.
1 pace the deck. This endless deck. Uphill work. I vsdsh the ice had given us even
heel. Now sixteen inches higher on one quarter than the other. The wind screams
over the floes and everything about the vessel is frozen into stalactites. How
wretched everything seems.
A blank monotony of mural precipices to the north. Rough packed hummocks to
the east. Flat floes of young ice to the west. Stretching out, mile after mile in
sinuous, smooth lines like watered silk.
Two hundred and twenty days. On utter darkness borne.
October. Month of pomegranates and figs
On the ice meadow, near the skating ground, the men are carving sculptures.
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Scaly-winged griffins astride rhinoceri. A Ufe-sized chess board: armoured Mark
Anthony and Caesar locked in checkmate, African slaves, chained neck to foot, their
pawns. Uniformed monkeys hard at a game of billiards, icicles for cues. Even
Queen Victoria, riding a bejewelled elephant, a pack of panthers snapping at her
heels. Nor forgetting a multitude of centaurs, pucks and satyrs in priaptic poses of
desire.
Misshapen images of the Empire.
Ofhcer Tutt has wagered a bottle of cognac that he can build St Paul's faster than my
Rouen. He staggers a little on his skates, has difficulty shovelling fresh snow.
Caught a black fox this morning. Now have three on board.
Take officer Duff his antiscorbutic cordial. A wine flute of olive oil and lime juice.
He sits at his sandalwood escritoire, scratching indecipherable missives to the
admiralty. What's the use?
Still, the officers refuse to wear wolf fur, bear ski, dog pelt. Rather shiver in
threadbare uniforms, their epaulettes frayed, patched worn breeches hanging loose.
With each day, looser. Watch Duff take shaky sip after sip.
Of most interest on this vessel is the narration of our dreams. Last night, Duff tells
me he was presented to Queen Victoria. Describes a ballroom illuminated with gilt
chandeUers, where perfumed ladies in satin gowns bobbed and curtsied, blushed
behind their ostrich fans.
Says the tables were spread wath every luxury, Egyptian figs, roast partridge, boars
steaming on spits, cut crystal decanters brimming with muscatel wines.
We dream often and sleep less.
This endless darkness begins to oppress our fancy. Even the most hardfisted of
boatswains have become jumpy, testy, over-imaginative of late.
Sighting
unaccountable apparitions over the ice. Seven white wolves with smouldering eyes
Sea nymphs, ice wraiths, circling, stalking the ship. A thin drone of insects
heralding Beelzebub, Lord of the Flies. Lizard tongued sea monsters, serpent tails
entwined. The usual stuff.
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As for me, my dreams remain lustful, sun drenched. Sucking oranges on crescent
coves or gathering quintas on wave flattened shores. As for you, Jeanette. You too
are there. My poor, dead wife. Always at my side.
Duff slams dovvn his glass. "Damn you Canot. Bring me the charts."
Each morning he maps the disconsolate lime escarpments, frozen levels and granite
beachscapes. Already, he has named the hummocks, flows, black water lanes after
prince consorts, princesses, politicians, courtiers, advisers, friends.
Even when the ravaged pinnacles of his empire fall, he heads for his cabin, re-plots
the transformed vistas: Melbourne Straights, Sandwich Bay, Mount Nelson.
This new Britannia. Cartographer's dream.
Glued fast. We waste. On thin ice, skating.
November. Month of capon and chestnuts.
The cold has come upon us gradually. First the freezing of our water casks, cases of
claret, cognac. Then the salt beef turned to Venetian mosaic, sugar to cork, flour
much the same. Our precious preserved meats to cannonballs.
Hand-blistered, I prepare the flinty meals.
Best to smash the barrels vdth the meats.
Stow beneath the galleys.
Allow one day to thaw.
My refuge. The library. A narrow, mildewed, mahogany hall.
Coldest part of the vessel. Three thousand calf-bound volumes glazed with ice.
Yesterday and with much sorrow, finished the Vicar of Wakefield for the sixth time.
Curled in this dripping den, I pull my astrakhan cloak closer, WTap my swollen
limbs in fox fur, curse the guttering lamp and reach for Mary Shelley's Frankenstein.
Have arrived at the Modems, too soon.
Each page sears through my mitts like a knife.
Outside, a distraction of wald ice voices, strange wheening cries, punctuated at
intervals with sharp twangs like bowstrings. Again those damned puppy whines.
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An incessant roar of bees.
Fourth month of darkness. Cirius, our fickle sun.
The men's countenances grow waxen, whey-textured. How 1 long for light. Even
the sullen stews of Pigalle, Montmartre. Those languid, leaden dog days.
On deck, the men marvel at a huge floe dislodged from our ship on the starboard
side. Leaving an exact impression, gangway stairs of ice block masonry.
A new coastline meets my eyes. The narrow openings of a few hours ago are now
great rivers.
Snow geese flying north prove tender and well flavoured.
My cathedral is toppling. Breaking up. My vaulting gargoyles and arched roofs
crowned with ramparts, those hoary belfries and angels with Mona Lisa smiles. All
gone.
December. Month of mulled wine and brandy-buttered mince pies
To shoot a seal, practice the Esquimaux tactics of endurance and immobility. All
day I wait. My ancient carbine branding my hands. One by one, the seals rise,
breast high from their water-holes, scan the horizons, treading water with their tails,
only to dip again at the sound of my rasping breath.
Take aim. Fire.
The ball does not kill outright. Blood oozes from its muzzle. Looks at me wdth an
expression of startled reproachfulness. Dips again. Comes up. Thrashes flurriedly.
Sinks once more. Lost.
Desire for fresh meat drives us like a disease.
The men devour small gulls, warm and raw, as soon as they fall. The blood of a seal
slaughtered earlier, was eagerly drunk fresh from the wound. The officers Tutt and
Duff in particular, begin to dread the sight of our blood frozen faces.
Pen official letters to the Admiralty.
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Measures have been taken to prevent the flower of the British navy reduced to the
level of Esquimaux savages.
The gross diet of the Polar region no more.
Consumption of raw meats on this vessel herewith forbidden.
Shoot another. Roll its packed body over the drift plains. Back in the galley, find
one toe frostbitten. Tallow looking, dead flesh. Restore by snow-rubbing. Serves
me right.
Skin.
Retain blubber with the pelts.
Soon ice renders them solid.
Great herds of reindeer seen migrating west. The men too weak to hunt.
1 rebuild my cathedral. Fashion fretted turrets, engrave the spiral stairways with
fleur de lys.
Each noon, 1 serve the officers double rations of preserved meats. Green flecked,
gangrenous beef. Opening the containers of salt pork, notice the soldering has
dripped like melted wax dowm the inner surface.
Inform officers, Lund and Rose, the stocks are tainted.
Each night, the officers play party games like children. Drink brandy, cheat at
polka, dance breathless, mincing quadrilles, quite out of step, and all the while
young Carp does violence on the Jewish harp.
Each day, the officers send orders to crochet their laddered lisle wool stockings,
patch their uniforms, dam a defunct sock, adjust the seat of their breeches, powder
their wigs. In the mess, they gossip and giggle like a Knightbridge sewing group.
I've been counting the empty bottles of champagne.
Preserved meats only. Triple rations for the men.
The crew complain of loosening teeth, bleeding gums, suppurating limbs.
Lethargy.
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"Feel like I've taken a good beating," Carp says, gasping for breath. Each morning
1 squeeze limes and grind molasses hard as anthracite.
The scorbutic taint is so generally developed that fifty-eight men are on the sick list.
Down in the sick bay. Officer Tutt raves. Senseless tirades. Hour upon hour.
"Men turned heathenish. Bloodied countenances and raw meat. Lost their fucking
backbone. Whatever happened to the British stiff upper hp," he whines, tears
streaming downi his cheeks.
"Canot," he pleads on all fours Uke a dog. "Wouldn't you agree? A few court
martials are all we need."
Bathe his brow.
Spoon him broth.
"Canot v^dll be flogged if he does not speak."
Tutt the talented, the ambitious, now twists the sheets, common cotton stuff, into
tourniquets.
His body reeks of urine, stale vomit and something else, more sour, metaUic.
A few hours yet. On deck, a monotonous sound of nails hammered into wood. The
ice is shifting. Or the constmction of Tutt's coffin perhaps.
Who knows?
Flares throw long shadows on the fractured angles of upturned ice, where the bear
was discovered two days ago.
The men stamp their feet. Their breath billows, darker than frost smoke. Listen to
the Captain's speech. In silence, the body is lowered.
The bear was found wedged between two slabs of ice. Its muzzle mbbed deep into
the frozen snow. Twdce he had stopped to lie down during his death march - blood
turning each spot into crimson-veined marble.
January. Month of oysters and stout
Hear the white whale singing. Unfathomable note. One long, under-ocean whistle
followed by deep yodelling melodies of a Tyrolean kind.
Yesterday's seabeach all gone. Swallowed, uplifted into long banks of broken ice.
Stumble over flattened hummocks. A mackerel sky. Reminds me of summer. Long
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days of meadow grass and lark song.
Jeanette
Crushes bluebell sap
One by one the slender stalks snap
As kneeling, I lap.
Wait for the dogstar to flash blue then crimson. In a new lagoon, spot a whale
blowing purple sprays into the nightshine. Take a shot.
Duff drunk on brandy. Rose teeters, trips on the damask hem of his crinoline.
Reluctant butler, I serve champagne, first to the ladies, then to the gents. Carp
winds the hand organ. Such a ball, as you have never seen. Officers and gentlemen
lining for the waltz. Mesdemoiselles, Rose, Clare and McCrae decked in their finery.
Shaved, powdered, perfumed by Canot. Who else?
The Admiralty would be proud at such a spectacle. Toasts to Britannia.
Once again to our dear Queen.
Down in the sickbay, the Captain shouts orders to abandon ship. Nothing but the
best for my men. Stock the whale boats. Not forgetting chocolate, cognac, Ceylon
teas, cocoa, sugar, scented soaps. Discard the rest.
Votes for the ice queen.
Nominations for Emperor and Empress of the Straits.
Outside, beneath moon shadows, the crew play football. A bear thunders across the
ice ground. Takes off with the ball.
The caim of containers is now completed. Eight hundred tins filled with lime rocks.
Men continue to gorge on triple rations. The sky glows ochre, pink and crimson.
Mockeries of warmth.
Unable to leave the ship on account of the wolves.
"Your cream has curdled. Monsieur Canot," Jeanette announces, stirring the copper
cauldron with a wooden spoon.
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Lift her flannel skirts. Press against those fleshy thighs.
"Poor dying bear," she sighs. "Drive your hot muzzle into the cool, wet snow.
Carried on a stretcher, the Captam orders cannons to be fired at the advancing
ships. He hands me the glass.
"The masts, yards, gaffs, everything but the bowsprits can be made out quite
distinctly," he says.
Eighty sick and dying men slumped in hammocks below. My right hand is
paralysed. The joints of four fingers swollen beyond recognition. Exactly where my
prep school headmaster caned me. That time he lost control.
Retreat to the library. Sob in the darkness like an abandoned child.
Cradling my head in her lap, Jeanette sings. Her voice, high-pitched.
Unfamiliar.
She holds my injured hand against her heavy breasts.
Her right nipple is in my mouth.
My hungry mouth.
Suckle.
Tentatively at first. Fresh blood. Warm as ewes' milk. Spifls down my chin and
stains my white silk shirt.
Watch the wolves devour shot bear meat. The wand howls. A shrill C minor trilling
across the hummock ridges.
The Captain orders an expedition to make contact with the man in the black cloak,
seen standing motionless on the north-western floes.
"Look, he waves his arms," the officers shout. Examine the snow plains.
Virgin. Without one single speck.
Jeanette and I skate hand in hand, spiralling along the outer rims of the rink Her
reindeer muff swings from side to side as she races me, faster and faster her blades
sending blue sparks against the ice.
The wind whispers, brittle as glass.
"1 have for some evenings been giving lectures on topics of popular science to the
crew," she says, allovwng me to catch up for a while.
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"They are not an intellectual audience but listen with apparent interest."
She skates backwards in long, loping strides.
"I fear the Captain has fallen for our young Rose. They plan to elope. But not one
word. The others do not know."
Twelve officers. Twenty-seven crew. Carp gone too. The Captain wanders the
deck, like a sick bear, groaning.
Post-mortems reveal blackened lungs, tuberculosis, tape worm, scurvy and several
advanced cases of Signor Ghonnorhea.
Jeanette watches me carve succulent slices of rare steak in the messroom.
"Officer Clare is done a treat," she shoots me an admiring glance.
Smash plates of bully beef to the ground. Officer Clare's ironic rigor mortis smile
haunts me still. Is there no one to trust?
Fifty six now dead. No limber for the coffins.
Prepare to evacuate ship. Knapsacks packed. Provisions plenty. Salt beef.
Royal Navy quality.
Route. North to North West.
Letters, journals, cashmere gloves, thermometer, mother of pearl medicine chest.
What to take? What to leave behind?
In the library, run my hand along the bookshelves.
Faint rustles from one cobwebbed comer. In a ragged scarlet dress, Jeanette shreds
pages like a child tearing wdngs from butterflies.
Illuminated manuscripts, memoirs, sonnets, novels, manifestos crumpled and
tossed my way.
Paper streamers unfurled in flight, brushing beamed ceiling like flames.
Inventive, pretty things.
Peacocks, winged angels, fan tailed doves, sail boats, sickle moons and silhouette
lovers.
"I'm hungry Canots," Jeanette says, ripping the complete works of Moliere into
wafer thin strips. She leans back, lowers the long vellum tapers into her mouth as
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if nibbling asparagus tips.
"Bon appetit," she says, smacking her lips.
Ankle-deep, I wade through confetti, still scattering and tumbling like swansdown.
Four cannon shots. One by one, the men heave the ropes, haul the skidding sleighs
across the skating ground.
I almost wave, watching them go.
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Chris Pigott

Fire

wasn't even in bed when the baby started up. It was 2am and I hadn't even
changed into my pyjamas. I was taking a drink. Maybe it would help me
get some sleep. I took a sip and the baby started up. That was the way
lately. In fact, that had been the way for quite a while.
Let Carrie sleep. Why worry about it? So she hadn't been up to feed her for a
week. I didn't have a problem with that. I hadn't been to sleep in a week. Not
before it was getting light. That's what I hate. The only time my body gets the
picture is when I'm standing out on the balcony and the sun's coming up over the
hills. It's the only part of the day I'm in love with, when the sky is blue and pink
and yellow all at once and you can feel like you're the only man alive and the only
one who matters. I'm damn sure I'm the only one sipping on good stuff right then
anyway. That's the way it is. As soon as the sun starts coming up and I start feeling
spiritual my body falls asleep right there on the balcony and then my mind goes
heavy and I may as well not be out there, so I go and lay dovin and I'm asleep before
any rooster starts up crowing.
I took another drink and then I went and put a pot on the stove. After that I put
the milk in the bottle and the bottle in the pot and after that I went upstairs to get
the baby. All this I can do in the dark. I can hot up a bottle in the dark and I can
mix a double and I can carry my girl around too. Carrie doesn't like it. I told her
one night at the start of all this, when the weather went hot. I lay in bed with her
and I was going crazy just lying there looking at the light swinging on its cord. It
does, all day long and all night, swing, like we're always in the middle of a quake.
Nobody believes me. DOWTI at work they used to think I was crazy, but that doesn't
matter any longer. But it does swing forever, and I was at the end of my rope just
watching it, so I woke Carrie up and told her how the night before I'd done it all in
the dark. Boiling the water and mixing the drink and feeding the baby and all the
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rest. But Carrie doesn't like it. She said I could b u m down the house or worse. By
worse she means drop the baby down the stairs. I know that. I know how Carrie s
been thinking lately, and that's what she meant. So the next night I let the Ughts
bum all night long, but that costs, so I quit. Now 1 do it aU in the dark and 1 don't
tell Carrie.
The first thing I saw when I was up the stairs were the fires. Our neighbour is
an old man, like 90, and he's as crazy as they come. When we shifted up here
everyone from the postman down told us to look out for him. So the first thing we
did was invite him for dinner. We were like that before the baby. Just so we could
have a good time at his expense. And he was crazy, believe me. For a start he would
have said 10 words all night, 5 about his old wife, and 5 about his god-damned
donkey. Which it turns out, was the oldest donkey in the land. What a donkey. It
must have been around 96 according to the old man and that was about all he told
us. A real talker. The next thing was that he had less teeth than my baby has now,
5 at the most. And Carrie serves com. Good old Carrie, back at her best. It was
the funniest thing to watch and it was only the tip of the ice. What a night. A riot.
When I made it to the top of the stairs I could see the fires burning. They were
all out on his land, buming good enough to light the sky as pretty as could be. He
was buming all his waste, like any farmer does in any given summer. All their
thistles and old hedges and whatever the hefl else they want to get rid of I guess. But
the old fruit was buming his at night. Who knows why. Maybe it was to do with
the air temperature. That might be it. But you can be sure that he had a reason and
that it wasn't on any whim, even if it was just to have some fun with the rest of us.
I looked for him out there among the fires. I knew he'd be there somewhere stoking
the flames at 2am but I couldn't see him. The fields were lit like day and I couldn't
see him. It was pretty enough to watch though. That's what I'll give him. He could
stoke a good fire and if I ever want a bonfire lit I'll give him a call, which would
probably be never. So I watched them bum a while, good high strong flames, but
then I got back to the baby because she was starting a riot of her own.
Between us we'd found a routine. The baby would cry and I'd feed her. She'd
drink some, and then she'd start up again. Then I'd tell her a story and by the end
of the story she'd be feeding again. We'd do it all over and at the end of this second
time she'd be ready to sleep again. This took a lot of trial and error, but I'm good at
both of these and she's showing signs. Anyway, it works for the two of us And
what could take an hour takes 20 minutes.
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She was crying good and loud the little queen, so I was in a hurry to get her
down the stairs so Carrie wouldn't come out of that slumber of hers. That's how I
missed the step. I was jigging the baby on my shoulder and two-stepping and I
missed a stair. My foot went right by the edge of one and I didn't feel a thing except
that I was falling. I knew that. My whole body, baby and all, took a lean forward
and I started thinking about a hundred things. Like my butt being on the line again.
That would be it, I knew it. So 1 ran. It was all I could think to do, to run like it
was a god-damned avalanche. Everytime I've been up the mountain, that's all Carrie
has said to me. If you're in danger, run, and I was in danger, so 1 ran. 1 ran until
my foot hit something and I didn't stop until I was an eyeball away from the liquor
cabinet. I'm not going to tell Carrie. She'd chalk it up. Even though I'd tell her I
did it as the baby was crying so hard and that it would have happened that way at
night or in the middle of the afternoon just the same, she'd chalk it up for a rainy
day.
I gave the baby her bottle and she stopped crying. I sat her in her chair and
watched her drink and when she was away 1 mixed myself one, only a little stiffer.
When I took a sip, she laid down her bottle and started up.
"Okay," I said. "There, there." But she kept up. I didn't have a story on top of
my head, so 1 kept saying it. "There, there. There, there." Then I started listening
to myself and I figured I sounded pretty lame. I figured I had to come up with a
story.
"Alright," I said. "I've got one." She didn't seem too interested. She kept up
crying like she didn't want a story. But I knew she did. So 1 took a sip and started
up about all I could think of. "When I was a kid," I started off, "I had a pal called
Jim, but everyone called him Bones. I don't know why. I'd tell you if I did. Anyway,
Bones and I were firm friends. We would sit by each other at school and leer at the
same girls and other stuff you don't need to know about until later. We drank a lot
of beer together and we'd do other fine things."
She was looking at me now, taking it in. She was still crying but it was like a
habit. She wasn't setting out to cry any longer.
"Bones was a fun guy. If he was telling this story it would be funny and to the
point and everything else. It would be a laugh a minute, but that's because Bones
was a funny guy and I'm only a god-damned laid-off postal worker.
"Anyway, one time Bones and I went fishing. We lived in this little dive of a
towTi, but it was right on the coast, so you can fish and shoot and other such things.
Bones and I would fish a lot, and we knew how to fish. After a while we could read
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the tide and the weather and know when to fish and where. We were fine little
fishermen.
"So this time we go out to catch some dinner. Bones lives with his mother, and
I live with mine. They were fine friends, our mothers, and good sports I guess.
"WeU, we weren't fishing two minutes when Bones caught one. It was big. It
was as big as you are, honey," I said. "And Bones pulled it in with no trouble and
then he held it up. It was a big fish, as big as Bones or I had ever caught. It was
heavy to lift, as heavy as you, and big. I was awed to look at it.
"Bones kills it straight off, with a stone, and he lays it up on the rocks like it's a
big prize. And maybe it was. Then we cast again and we can't stop catching them.
In half an hour 1 catch three and so does Bones; and after this I pull in. My mother
will love me; three good fish. But Bones baits up and keeps on going. I don't know,
maybe he's going to seU them. I really don't know. 1 lay back and watch Bones. I
get a good brown tan there, and for an hour he fishes on. And he keeps on hooking
them. Each one he catches he holds up and then lays it up by his first fish, the damn
monster-fish, and then he kills them. At the end of the hour and a half Bones has
19 fish layed out on the rocks, aU good ones. Next to my three it is very impressive."
The baby was drinking again, so I figured I ought to hurry the story along. We
had a schedule to meet.
"Alright," I said. "After the 19th fish Bones reels in and fixes up his rod to show
he's done. I stand up to look at his fish and as I say, they're very impressive. I feel
inadequate next to Bones and his catch.
"So I say to him, 'Are you gong to sell them? You'll make a mint." But Bones
doesn't say a thing. He just smiles. He looks at me and then at his fish and he just
smfles. And right then, at the end of that smile, he starts to throw the fish back in,
and I watch them dive like they're alive, and then just begin to float, making ready
to drift back to the top and lie on their backs.
"And then I look at Bones, and he's holding that other damned fish, that
monster-fish, up in the air in both his hands, staring at it and smiling Uke he's the
god-damned fisherman king."
The baby was drinking well again, so I left her to it. I went across to the cabinet
and fixed another drink. I was wide awake. I'd never felt so awake in my life.
Maybe it was the heat. I don't know. I'm not a doctor. It's all I could do to stop
from going crazy. Take a drink. It takes the edge off the whole thing. But that's
what I do know. That I'd never felt so awake in my fife.
I mixed one more and by the time I was back in the kitchen the baby had started
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up again.
"Okay, honey," I said. "This next one's a given, considering. I don't know where
my head was." The baby was making a lot of noise now. That's how she was. She
was worse when she was half fed. So I started up.
"Your mother, Carrie, used to have a problem. Before you came along and
before I came along too, I guess. But she still had it when I met her, and right up
until a while ago. What would happen would be that 2 or 3 times a month your
mother would get out of bed in the middle of the night and walk. She was a regular
no-holds-barred sleepwalker. And I'd find her in the funniest places. Once it was
in the garden, at 3am, wandering around like a genuine greenfingers among the
cauliflowers. Another time I caught up with her two hundred yards down the
pavement, out for a Sunday stroU, her night dress blowing in the wind. It was the
funniest thing to wake up in the middle of the night in an empty bed, knowing you
had another chase on your hands. It was the funniest feeling.
"Anyway, where we lived in the country, this was fine. But then when we were
married and we figured we should move to the city. I got a job and Carrie went and
studied. But she didn't let up sleepwalking. It got so bad I started locking all the
doors and hiding the keys and that worked fine. She'd still walk, but she couldn't
go anywhere. I had contained the problem.
"Then one time around Christmas — maybe you were coming by then, I don't
know — I got sloppy. This was in the new home up behind the University. It was
just before Christmas and hot like this, and we had a few drinks. In fact we had a
lot to drink. And after we drank all we had we went to bed, and it just wasn't on
my mind to lock the doors at all. I didn't even come close to thinking about it.
"Well, that night, Carrie went walking. Only I didn't wake up at all, not until
some Samaritan came knocking on my bedroom door. And they took me to her,
and I thought she was dead, I truly did. She was lying like this, all flat and still at
the bottom of the stairs. I didn't know what to do, I truly didn't. I just knelt above
her, petting her and comforting her, and all the time I'm looking at her ear. Coming
out of her ear was a little line of blood, and it was the scariest thing. It was all I could
do, stare at that line of blood coming out of her ear, and pet her."
The baby hadn't finished her bottle, but she was ready to sleep. I could read the
signs. I picked her out of her chair as gently as 1 could, and put her on my shoulder
and carried her back to her room.
"Be a goodnight girl, honey," I whispered to her. "Be a goodnight girl. There,
there." But she was already asleep. I only said it for luck. I said it every night, and
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now I said it for luck.
I wasn't even close to sleeping. It felt Uke the middle of the day. So 1 took my
drink and sat on the balcony and watched the fires. They were buming good and
the sky was lit red like it was the end of the world. It was almost beauuful. I looked
for the old fmit to call out to. I thought I might take him down a drink. It would
be hot work, I guess. But as bright as it was, I couldn't see him anywhere, so I let it
rest. I'll tell you one thing though. He could stoke a fire as good as anyone, crazy
or not. Like I said, if I ever needed a fire lit, he'd be the man. It was the prettiest
thing to watch.
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Kate James

The Go-Between

M

IRLVM was bom in Doctor Chart's hospital in south India, twenty
miles inland from her home tovra. Doctor Chart's town is small, hot
and dusty. The roads into the town are bumpy and the asphalt
crumbles into the earth at the sides of the road. Miriam returned to Doctor Chart's
hospital when she was ten, after she had broken her arm falling out of a tamarind
tree, and she cried at the pain when the jeep bumped over each pothole. She
imagined how uncomfortable her mother must have felt, bouncing along the roads,
about to give birth.
When I was in year twelve at Bayswater High School I read The GoBetween. I used to read many books. I liked The Go-Between for its first line:
The past is a foreign country. I thought this was especially apt because I had
spent most of my life in India, and my past was literally a foreign country.
Of course I could ask: if most of my life was spent in India, does that not
make Australia the foreign country?
Miriam's mother might have gone instead to the mission hospital in Vellore, which
was better equipped and had an Australian doctor. Miriam's father lectured in
missiology at the Bible Seminary, and staff wives were expected to take the train to
Vellore for the last fortnight of their pregnancy. The journey took two days, and
Miriam supposed that her mother had been too busy to spare the time. Miriam
imagined her mother, with a huge belly, sorting the students' laundry, or arguing
with the sweeping ladies or interrogating the kitchen staff about missing bags of
flour.
When she was thirteen Miriam asked her mother, J^dn't you care about me?
Anything could have happened to me in that chi-chi hospital. Her mother laughed. She
told Miriam about the tribal village where she had worked as a nurse. She had
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delivered babies in paddy fields, because the women could not afford to stop
working. Once, she delivered a baby among the fish guts and ropes in a tiny boat,
as she and the mother were paddled up the river to the mission clinic. And nothing
went wrong when you were horn, she said. I was so excited after your head came out that
I leaned over and pulled the rest out myself Gave myself a nasty rip in the process. Miriam
did not like to think of her mother pulling a baby out of her own bleeding, sticky
body.
1 was bom in India but my mother was born in the Royal Women's
hospital in Melbourne. In India my parents decorated their flat with cheap
boomerangs and an Aboriginal dot painting and a map of Australia. Now
that we are home they hang batik paintings on the wall and display wooden
elephants.
On Miriam's fifteenth birthday, she and her brother Philip were home from the
mission boarding school. The air was hot and dry and the sunlight intense, even in
the moming. The family ate breakfast in their flat. Miriam's mother brought out a
jar of Vegemite for her birthday. The Vegemite was three months past the use-by
date.
Miriam's father and Philip argued over which was the most interesting animal
on the Native Australian Animals tablecloth. Miriam's father said that the wombat
was humble and dependable, full of Christian virtues. Philip said that the wombat
was boring. He Uked the black swan.
In my first year in Australia, people often asked me Did you like it there?
I said Do you like it herel I wanted them to feel stupid.
I said it was just where I lived.
Miriam's father ate his toast, and then he said I've made a decision about breakfasts. From now on we're only going to speak in French.
Miriam's mother said Pardonnez-moil She and her husband laughed. Miriam
and PhUip looked at each other.
Can't we speak Tamil? Philip asked.
Non. Neither of you did very well in French this term. Here's a dictionary if you need
it.
Miriam looked up 'butter' and 'toast' and 'eggs'. The conversation moved
slowly. Miriam drank her tea and said J'allez au the market ces matin. Vous want
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anything?
Non, merci, Miriam's mother said. And ne parlez pas avec boys when you're out
They think all white girls are prosdtutes.
Philip said The English Medium School boys ail talk about Miriam when they see her
in town. One of them loves her.
Amour, amour... Miriam's father said.
Miriam owned an old bike. The red paint was flaking, and the edges of the white
plastic seat were stained with rust. Miriam worried that the brakes would fail. She
wheeled the bike out from under the frangipani tree behind the College office. She
checked the brakes every few steps, and then she rode down the driveway. The
College stood on a small hill, and the driveway was steep.
Miriam felt the msh of air as the bike moved faster down the hill. She took her
feet off the pedals. When she reached the flat stretch at the bottom of the driveway,
she had to put the brakes on slowly. If the pedals were moving too fast they would
cut her ankles when she put her feet back. Miriam imagined how her ankles would
look, horribly mangled and bleeding in the pedals and chains.
Miriam rode down Commercial street, past the plastic facades of jewellery shops
and sari showrooms and Tandoori restaurants. She rode towards the market and the
dustier end of tov^m. When she reached the market she wheeled her bike through
the side alleys. Mud and sUmy vegetable refuse stuck to the wheels, but she thought
that if she left the bike locked up outside the market an Indian would steal it. A man
with oiled hair and a tight shirt brushed past her. She thought that he was too close
to her. He said I want you baby. There were lots of people around them and he said
Hey baby and walked on past.
Australia was not only boomerangs and maps. We spent two months in
Australia every two years. Then, Australia was lamb chops, grandparents
with Minties, radio that played Duran Duran, early moming cartoons on
the telly, new jeans, the smell of shopping centres, and wide skies and
beaches.
Miriam bought bright pink ribbons and tied them in bows around the ends of her
plaits. She bought coconut sweets and a silver bangle shaped like a cobra.
She remembered the cobra she had seen under the College office. The servants
had seen it and called in the Snake Man. Miriam knew that he had got rid of the
snake before the teaching staff said that the Snake Man was a Hindu and would
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probably use Hindu rites on their Christian property. Miriam's mother would not
let her watch the Snake Man at work.
Miriam saw him once sitting in a tea shop in the market. He had pale eyes and
matted hair, and he looked at her face. Men usually looked at her feet or her breasts.
The silver tail wound down Miriam's arm; the metal seemed cold at first. Soon
it was warm like her arm.
When Miriam wheeled the bike back on to the road, she saw Habib. He wore
mirror sunglasses and he leaned against the wall next to his motorbike. Miriam
thought that he looked like an advertisement in India Today. Habib sat on his bike
and said Hey, Miriam. Miriam had not seen Habib for months. Back from school, eh
he said. She smiled at him.
Habib shouted at a market boy in Tamil. Miriam understood the language, but
Habib would not speak Tamil to her, and he laughed when she tried to speak it to
him.
He told the boy to look after the bike. Don't ride it, he said. Just watch it. He gave
the boy two rupees and then he said to Miriam, Get on the bike. We'll ride over near
the sea, so no-one will see us.
Habib did not mind that Miriam wanted to keep their friendship secret. Once
he said Maybe 1 could talk to your Dad and he would see that I'm OK
Miriam said No Habib, please don't. Her father was used to village converts who
wore white shirts, and whose churches were paying for them to study. Miriam
thought that her father would not understand Habib. Habib exported Kashmiri
shawls and rode a blue motorbike and had spare time and money.
Miriam thought that if she tried to explain, her father would tell her that people
from different cultures expect different things from friendship. He would not
mention sex, but she would know that was what he meant. She knew that her father
would not believe that Habib also wanted to protect her from men. Habib asked her
You haven't talked to those boys, have you? You haven't been meeting them? They say
things about you. Sometimes Miriam smiled back at the boys, but she had never
spoken to them.
Miriam and Habib did not wear helmets. They rode fast along the dirt roads
through the palm plantations. The motorbike was loud. Miriam was glad that they
did not have to talk. She held on to Habib and rested her cheek against his leather
jacket. She thought that this was better than riding her bike down the driveway. The
motorbike was faster, the wind was stronger, and someone else was in charge of the
brakes.
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When Habib and Miriam got closer to the sea, the roads were made of hard sand
and cmshed shells. Habib stopped at some thatched shops beside the road. Between
the shops and the sea was a stretch of sand and coconut trees, and a series of low
pale walls; it was a mined house or temple.
Habib sat on a bench outside the tea shop; he stretched his legs and looked
around. A couple of small boys looked at his bike and then stared at Miriam. Don't
touch, Habib said. Miriam sat down next to him and kicked at the dust with her
sandals. He bought her a Campa-cola.
Miriam wanted to look at the mins under the coconut trees. She told Habib that
she was going to the toilet, and she walked behind the shop.
I have read about women who become disturbed by the eroticism of the
art of the mystic east. In the film of A Passage to India (parts of which were
shot in my town), Judy Davis plays Adela Quested, a woman who is new
to India. One scene shows Adela wheeling her bike past a ruined temple.
The camera pans across the stone carvings of voluptuous milk-maids
embracing well-endowed gods. The monkeys around the temple hiss at
Adela, who becomes frightened and runs back to her cold English fiancee.
The walls were a crumbling maze, only as high as her waist. The floors were hard
earth. She saw a grass snake glide between the rocks; she tensed, and let it glide
away. Her hands were grazed and dusty as she climbed into what looked like a
courtyard.
When she looked in the comer, Miriam saw a roughly carved statue; a lingam,
the Hindu phallus. It was as tall as the wall. She looked at it for a while. She wanted
to touch it. It was grey and she thought the stone would be textured and cool. She
stood back because she thought someone would see her. A man might walk around
the comer and see her touching the lingam.
The past is a foreign country. But now I remember that country as though
I was only a tourist there. I can tell you nothing that a tourist could not tell
you after a month or two, India is bright pink and blue paintings of gods,
the smell of curries and diesel fumes, watching fishermen pulling in their
nets on white beaches, waking up covered in soot and sweat in a train
carriage at a station with chai-wallahs pushing dirty cups of sweet milky
tea through the windows.
I suspect that I will never write anything original about India.
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Miriam looked at the statue. Roughly carved animals seemed to be dancing around
and around the stone. The base was cracked, and the broken ledges were full of
seaside dust; tiny cmshed shells and sand. Miriam reached out and held her hand
against the stone.

Tracy Ryan

Washday
Distorted and self-conscious, these flannel
shirts, bruised Levis, not quite perished,
strung out as if for examination
of conscience,
they want
at least another cycle, still smell
of the Globe Hotel, the empty flat, the limestone
grit of that last cave, the lives
before this one
woven now into the fabric
that will never soften.
You say you know the right
way to peg them but insist
on any old way,
warn me against rehanging.
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Zan Ross

Twelve Months Without Moonlight
My mother said, "Moonlight on the bed
while you sleep causes insanity." When
the full moon came, I slept with the shutters
closed 'cause I'd read Dracula,
knew the score: never invite buming-eyed
men into your bed; go to confession, wear
a crucifix at all times. Don't forget the silver
bullet: Werewolves are an increasing possibility.
Once I went out. Northern Hemisphere
Autumn and the moon in Scorpio, large as
a chance of deception; zombies in a fedora,
black glasses, leather jacket with up-turned collar,
blank in a theatre with Les Miserables.
I felt your cool, would have welcomed your bite,
needed to ride Harley-hot into someone's life. Instead I
prowled it out under cedar trees during the dark
moon, felt each cell suspend.
Months later you lay on my bed. I skimmed
your breath into my lungs, left the cross to my sister,
seared my eyes, scorched the shutters, hung from
the chandelier.
You tvnsted crimson carnations, iris blue as a night sky,
a ranunculus into my hair as I slept, a golden Sphinx
rising like a sun god's riot released after millennia. My
relentless heat numbed your incisors, gritty on my thigh.
Come at last to tonight: I sleep lunar, sheened skin
masking arms 'round my shoulders, covert licks at
wounds in neck, chest. This last will never heal,
worried by teeth biting, always biting.
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Carolyn Logan

Remember the Buffalo
My father's advice:
'When the buffalo stampede, head for high ground.
The herd wall spUt around you; they have sharp hooves.
You'll be safe on high ground.'
Now my father wanders in and out of himself,
grins ferocious teeth beneath vague glance,
taps his feet in his black shoes, dancing.
'I went dancing every night
stayed up all night for five years, slept all moming.
A good Ufe, dancing.'
tap tap tap
'Then I met
I met?'
Contents of my father's wallet:
card with name address in case he falls,
lost.
'1 walked to the railroad track today. It's far.'
'You were gone a long time. See the train?'
'I don't know.'
newspaper cutting seven decades old
'I was good at tennis, played doubles vvath, see here!
It says 1 played with
won the doubles tournament with
doubles with.'
Facing one another in identical chairs fingers gripping armrests
waiting.
His worried glance sUdes over me.
'Who are
you
who are
you who don't expect me to remember who you are
don't expect me to remember.'
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On very high ground now, almost out of sight.
My father, sensing thunder beneath his feet,
remembers the buffalo,
flees,
escapes thmsting shoulder hoof dusty hump glistening hom,
heads for high ground.

Stephen Magee

Then and again
Christmas 1394
From
From
From
From

Belfast the peace is holding.
Wales the weather and the hint of smoke.
Hanoi the beer and the salad.
London a new kind of tax.

It never happened here. Where now, or then,
the guns of '75, the secret army
in Redfem, the looted dumps
providing cover for liberation
Queensland angry hippy crops?
Emptied plates are never satisfaction:
no test, no middle order
collapses quite enough to
scratch below the surface, down
to where we itch for some reality in this,
the one day of the year that might
one day become our everyday.
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Paul Kavanagh

January
Last year we were up here it was the kind
of Christmas when time stands still and the colours of sky
are in the trees and the water but different because
of the vAnd. We took off our clothes and waited in the water
for the eye of the lake to see past the sky to the cold
stars. We lay in hammocks, reading, joining the past
with the breeze on our skins, until the sun went dovm
and the sky was a theatre of sets with no characters but
ourselves — and in the night the sky did disappear
and all there was was space and the stars that had been
waiting and the stiU of the water slid wdth long
blind eels. Then mid moming, the police came
and stood in their boat off shore with a hailer and we
couldn't hear — and they came in closer and said 'What
are your intentions?' And we packed up and left, watching
the camp place get smaller and as we drove back the light
was red pools, and we spent our nights dreaming of fire
as the flame moved up valleys like the presence of God and over
the water till it was black with the dust of stars.
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Dorothy Hewett

On the Nullabor
A mad old woman dressed in black
pushing an English pram
a nun with a walking stick
a woman with a string of camels
mirages floating in heat
a foot above the ground
visitants lost on the scrubby
horizon where no line marks
the possible
I watch them
out of the comer of my eye
coming closer gigantic dwindling
smell the old woman's sweat
her loose mouth mumbling
the camel lady
spit
in opalescent strings
splashing her shoulders
the nun an adventurer
her habit clogged with sand
plotting the desert.
Footloose improvident
this is where we got
when there is no-where else
past the last motel bleached
listing into the heat
the Aborigine eyes hidden
under a limp felt hat
chopping wood in the backyard
the breakers along
The 90 Mile Beach
falling like glass
black shadows ahead
water tanks busted tyres
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carcasses lining the highway
by the petrol bowser
a woman in a grey rag
keys dragging at her waistline
is selling salt water
a ute skids on the gravel
the driver gap-toothed
in a grin
spits
through the broken windscreen...
but out there further out
those fictions the old woman
pushing her pram
the nun and the camel-lady
riding a hump
under a tree of cans
swivelling in a light ynnd.
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Louis Armand

Kascha

you dance alone
on the tooth-chipped cobble streets
arches 6z pavilions agape
laughing in the lunar ecUpses
or in a tavem where your inventions
recall a dream of life among the stars
though the barmen will have forgotten you
their most promiscuous client
dancing alone
on the tables & tooth-chipped cobble streets
like a child the world dreams of loving
but never expects to live with
always painting v^th your fingers
at the extremities
laughing v^th your desire-infected lungs
until the night feigns paranoia
of contagion
& you insist on eternity at any price
dancing among the constellations
church & legislators agape
& you dance along in a taxi
without the cash to go anywhere
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John Kinsella

Drafts, Place, and All
Possible Meanings*

P

OETRY, at least conceptually, should be eclectic, inquiring, and 'all
encompassing': that is, a random and persistent sampling of sensation
and knowledge, a priori and a posteriori, and, for that matter, synthetic
a priori, that will be systemised into a form through both synthetic and analytic
processes. The poem is a body of thought and experience that has a defined anatomy
though internally changing properties. By this 1 mean a poem is written within a
particular framework to evoke, or not evoke, certain responses in the reader. But
these responses are dependent on how the reader reads the poem. The poem will
contain a key or even set of keys that indicate how it should be read, or could be
read, but these are reliant on the reader possessing a certain knowledge and
awareness of appropriate sensations (one may read 'emotions' here as a kind of
parallel range of reactions). Without an awareness of this key or keys the reader will
read 'another' poem. Thus its properties change. The words are the same and the
order unchanged, but their meaning is different.
It's possible for the writer to experiment with this notion by re-drafting poems
through several versions. In my own work, in 'The Jetty Poems', I've used the same
notion, and even many of the same words, to write entirely different pieces. In a
sense one's oeuvre is merely a process of redrafting in any case. Just as avant-garde
poetry needs a canon to react against, so the poet needs to be 'conscious' of the work
that precedes the present draft. More often than not, this 'consciousness' is
suppressed in the name of 'newTiess' and the poet conveniently forgets the same
ground has been explored by the very same sensitivity before!
In my own case, all the poetry I have written stems from the influences of three
or four poems that travelled vidth me through childhood, haunting and enticing me,
inviting investigation and inculcating their rhythms. The links wall be evident to
anyone familiar vidth my work. There's Keats's 'Ode To A Nightingale', Robert
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Frost's 'Out, Out —', WiUiam Blake's 'Tiger', and Shaw Neilson's 'The Orange Tree'.
'Paradise Lost', 'The Prelude'; and The Iliad and The Odyssey loomed large as well!
Particularly interesting is the working method of rewriting the same landscape
poem in different landscapes. Some poems of mine, for example, were written in
York, then in Perth, and then on the Cocos Islands. They are cafled 'Islands', and are
unpublished at present. There may be many other 'drafts' before they are published.
They'll probably form a sequence of the same poem over and over, but viewed from
different angles, in different Ughts, in different cUmactic, cultural, and other
conditions. What remains constant is the process of writing, the notion behind the
work, and basic language. The theme or notion, in the case of these poems, concerns
exile and 'claustrophobic' isolation; the salt around an island of grass in York, the
welter of houses around an island flat in the city, and the vast nothingness of the
Indian Ocean around the Cocos (Keeling) Atoll. The theme forms the mastercopy.
It is similar to taking a musical composition into the studio and having it mixed. In
this post-modem marketplace we can buy X number of 'mixings' and 'dubbings' of
one particular recording; aU are different, and valid as pieces of art in themselves,
but all require a 'knowledge' of the original mastercopy if their 'codes' are to be fully
understood.
In the same vein, all genres are interactive. Film and art have always influenced
me (I also paint and work in mixed media). David Lynch films are one of these
influences. Blue Velvet, a favourite, is interesting to me for two entirely separate
reasons. One is in terms of itself, as a psychological thriller, as a parody, as the centre
of referentiality, as another piece in the oeuvre of Lynch. But also, it interests me as
a vehicle for Dennis Hopper. It seems to me that no other could play the role of
Frank: it is Hopper's right, not only as American cinema's but as popular American
culture's bete noire, to play this role. A grim archetype that constantly bites the hand
that feeds it. Frank's fetish for blue velvet is the darkest side of a capitalism that can't
caU for Mom without feeling that it's missing an opportunity to cash in. It
compulsively chokes itself on what it finds beauriful. It is aghast at its cormpt
memories and fights them with variations on the same. It ritualises by default. It
creates continuity in perversities. It's interesting to note that in Lynch's films there
are numerous drafts being enacted simultaneously. The finished product is not so
much a combination of these but a reaction to their concurrent natures. In a similar
fashion, I see the poem in terms of the material that has come before that allows it
to be written. Even the first poem one writes requires knowledge as well as
experience; it must be informed by the continuum.
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With Dennis Hopper, regardless of the role he plays or who directs him, there
is this sense of a bSte noire, of all those things associated with the character of Frank
from Blue Velvet, Even in his more morally appealing hero-victim manifestation in
the earlier Easy Rider (actually directed by Hopper), we see the classic outcast, albeit
one who has cast himself out, so to speak. He is not 'evfl' in this film, rather the
opposite, but he is an enigma to the capitalist fetishized society. He never fits into
this mould. In a dark film like Paris Trout (Stephen Gyllenhaal), the 'midwest'
American capitalist ethos is used as a vehicle for (Hopper) Paris's malice. This is
what comes of false and deceptive conventions, of a hunger for power that evolves
from the oppression of role play. Paris Trout has the 'law' on his side... One is
reminded of the voice that characterises the poet. Many readers of poetry claim they
can identify the authentic poet from poem to poem by the "voice", regardless of
subject matter. What is it that gives this voice? A sense of identity.
I have spent a lot of time travelling and have often been asked if this has much
direct bearing on my writing. As a poet with a strong sense of place (namely the
wheatbelt and southern regions of Western Australia) I actually find myself closer,
more able to break the surface of the scape, from a distance. As Simone Weil said:
'Toute separation est un lien' (Every separation is a link). Distance brings clarity,
as do the juxtapositions an entirely different environment provides. For example,
severe cold, mountains, and snow, work as useful comparisons to the buming saltpans of outback Western Australia, generating what one would hope is rich and
evocative imagery ('the hot snow of salt ). A clear and concise, almost semiepistolary poem like 'Poem For Those At Wheatlands' — actually written in London
during a period when I was otherwise obsessed with linguistic experimentation —
reaches under the brilliant surfaces of rural life more decidedly than a rich and
deeply imagistic poem Uke 'Old Hands/New Tricks' from Eschatologies.
Poem For Those At Wheatlands
You only realise
that the stars
over the low
fluorescent crops
are particular
1. Simone Weil, La Pesanteur et la Grace, Paris; Librairie Plan, Paris, 1948,166.
2. John Kinsella, Night Parrots, Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1991, 26.
3. John Kinsella, Eschatologies, Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1991, 19.
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to the frame
of Wheatlands,
that the canvas
stretched
against the salt
is a photo —
sensitive plate
that might take
generations
to expose
(below, another waits!)
And that family
ashes
are the size
that will hold
souls, stars, and soil
in place.

This does not make the latter poem less meaningful, but rather makes us
consider how distance presents a different draft. It is worthwhile comparing 'For
Those At Wheatlands with 'The Myth of The Grave' which was composed in part
on the farm at York where it is set, part on a farm near Dryandra forest in the Southwest, and redrafted and completed in the city. This poem is the realisation of the
drafting process, as well as of notions of place, possession and exile.
In writing poems from a distance, language often absorbs the charactenstics of
its environment. Thus you get hybridised images that refer to things outside those
being referenced. There's a kind of subtext going on, poem beneath poem, layers of
possibility, implication, and potential meaning — draft layered on draft. This also
happens in reverse, of course. The poem 'Warhol At Wheatlands', originally
published in Scripsi, is an example. This poem looks at a notion of popular midtwentieth-century American culture, of popular culture as it affects 'us' here and
now, and places the point of 'seeing' in a seemingly incompatible Western
Australian wheatbelt farming context, as is shown in the following extract:

4,
5,
6,
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John Kinsella, The Silo: A Pastord Symphony, Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1995 35,
John Kinsella, EscJiatoJogies, Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1991, 28
Scripsi, No 2, 1993, 157-158,
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Deadlocks 6a: hardened glass make him feel
comfortable, though being locked inside
with Winchester rifles has him tinfoiling
his bedroom — he asks one of us but we're
getting ready for seeding & can't spare a moment.
Ring-necked parrots sit in the fruit trees
& he asks if they're famous. But he
doesn't talk much (really). Asked about Marilyn
he shuffles uncomfortably — outside, in the
spaces between parrots & fruit trees
the stubble rots & the day fails
to sparkle
The poem as a whole demonstrates how distance clarifies, how images are created
from discordant sources to enrich, how a number of drafts pertaining to the same
concept can exist in the one piece. I have written a number of other 'Warhol'-mral
poems that deal with the same themes, but these are quite different, being exhibited
in different lights, viewed from different angles.
Also pertinent here is my poem, 'Skeleton Weed: Generative Grammar , as it is
a kind of essay on all that I'm discussing, a small ars poetica possibly. It links the
visual, the sense of place (and loss of place), of the interactiveness of language, and
the sequestering of language, of form, to meaning. It is dedicated to Noam
Chomsky, Strangely enough, the poem is essentially a pastoral. The 'discussion' is
between the workers who search for the dangerous skeleton weed, and the idea of
the farmer, who employs them. Of course, the farmer represents power, centralised
power in this case. He doesn't actually occur as a physical entity in the poem, but
rather as a concept. The chat occurs between the labourers, who are kind of postmodem shepherds:
One year the fanner asked us if we
felt guilty for missing one & hence ruining
his would-have-been bumper crop.
Quarantined the following year. Losing
his unseeded would-be bumper crop.
7,

John Kinsella, Erratum/Frame(d), Fremantle: Folio/Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1995, 53,
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Ruining his credit rating. His marriage.
His son's and daughter's places
at their exclusive city (respective) boarding
schools. His problem with alcohol.
His subsequent breakdown
& hospitalisation, (?) We remained
& still remain passive. We still remain
& remained passive, StiU we remained
& remain passive. But we [look(ed)] deeply,
collectively & independently
into our SELVES, Our silence
was an utterance of a loud inner speech,
A loud inner speech was an utterance
of our silence. Speaking for myself,
I've included in my lexicon of guilt
the following: what I feel today
will I feel tomorrow? And those tight
yellow flowers: so beautiful on the wiry
stmctures they call "skeleton weed".
But this is also a poem about the way language informs and appropriates. It is
about an infinite number of possible readings, about how we read a text. There are
certain codes we can use that make a particular meaning more specific, more able
to be realised, given that the reader recognise the codes. It correlates to pitch in
music, to sustain, to the sharps and the flats. What one reader may see as a series of
meaningless brackets, another famfliar with a particular grammatical 'language' can
translate. But then, as a writer/composer, the poet must allow for both readings, and
others. All are valid. This is why I consider that the purely polemical poem is the
least poetic: it allows least for alternative readings. In a sense, the more varied and
rich the objective correlatives, the more 'poetic' the poem. There are new meanings
that don't necessarily exist in the original theme, that were not part of the poet's
plan. Chomsky's theories indicate that it is possible, 'by the application of a finite
number of rewrite rules, to predict ('generate') the infinite number of sentences in a
language and specify their stmcture.'^ Poetry can create its own meanings.
* A version of this paper was given at the 1995 Perth Writers' festival.

8.

3B

The Fontana Dictionary o/Modem Thought,ed. Alan Bullock & Oliver Stallybrass London-Fomana 1977
257.
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Rose Moxham

Cooking With Grace

stood in the doorway of a room, big and bare enough for a ball. The
woman who called me in sat by the window in a red, wdngback armchair.
She wore pink silk pyjamas that would have looked trollopy except that her
elbows rested on her knees, which were spread like a man's. She was whittling a
curve into a piece of wood, and the silk fell in drapes from her bony shoulders. She
looked elegant and competent, so 1 called the untidy way her grey hair was pulled
up nonchalant, instead of careless.
"My name is Ludi," I said. "I've come about the cook's job,"
She looked up and her face was like a piece of old leather, but oiled, worn down
fine so the lines didn't crack, and I watched them ease round her mouth as she
spoke,
"Ludi. What kind of name is that?"
I could have asked what kind of woman was she, hacking at a lump of wood
Vvdth a penknife, but I was here for the interview; it wasn't my first, and I was
learning that you go along with them, and answer whatever they ask,
"My mother read unusual books when she was pregnant."
And who would remember what was unusual fifty years ago? All her life my
mother swore that she never could remember where it was she read my name. She
never passed her books on to me and so my name remains a mystery.
I stepped further into the room, pretending not to notice the missing floorboards
behind her chair. I hoped the ache of my full bladder didn't make me look
impatient. It took so long to get here; a train, a bus and then a trudge up a pot-holed
road through a bit of forest much too dark and deserted to venture into for a pee.
The veins in my legs throbbed and I could feel the damp patches under my arms
spreading to my back. But I could blame my dirty shoes on this woman's road and
the dead, wet leaves that didn't stop at her steps.
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"There's only me here, so you can call me Grace," she said. "You need a job,
Ludi, or are you just fishing around?"
What I needed was to cook for a little family, just like I'd always done,
"Grace," I said, "what I need is the toflet,"
She granted and leapt from the chair m that thin, rich way. She had to be past
seventy and moved like a neurotic horse. Maybe she didn't grunt, maybe she
snorted, and now that she was up I could see that her teeth were streaky yellow but
I couldn't tell if they were her own or an old, stained set. I'd need to know, if I was
going to cook for her,
"The toflets don't flush any more," she said. "The pit lawy's out by the stables.
Follow me,"
I followed her through the room, feeling smug; I'd pegged her: she looked like
a horse and she had stables. I wondered if I looked like a cook, like a lumpy stew,
after all those years of peering too long into steaming pots,
Grace turned and held up for my inspection the piece of wood she'd been
whittling.
"Black bean," she said, "Not too hard, good for joinery. I'm making a comer shelf
for one of my vases."
I was impressed; I always am by anyone who knows their tools. But I couldn't
see any vase, and I wondered if the shelf wouldn't be lost in such a big room.
"Lovely," I said.
She paused before opening the door that led to the rest of the house. I contracted
my muscles to keep the pee in.
"There's oak panelling under that paint." And, as if I'd doubt her, she took to it
with her knife, cut through the paint with one thmst, Undemeath the wood looked
skinned, it was so fresh and pink, and I fancied I could smell it.
"Tulip oak. Strong nutty grain. All the rooms have it,"
The next room might have been a library, with its two walls of empty shelving,
but she didn't say and I didn't ask why she was bothering to make another shelf
when she had all this; nor did I ask why one of the walls was stripped of its
paneUing, exposing studs covered in squiggly lines which could have been a bit of
creative carving but looked more like termite tracks.
We descended the stairs to the kitchen, where Grace pointed to a chopping
block as big as the kitchen table I used to have,
"Huon pine. Too soft for a block, should have been a boat,"
A wooden beam, hung with butcher's hooks, spanned the room, but she didn't
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identify it; maybe she hadn't put it there.
By the back door was a freezer and as we stepped out I heard it humming,
"What have you got in there, Grace?"
'Just meat, Ludi, And a few fish,"
It might have been a smirk on her face, but I would ask no more quesrions till
I'd been to the pit lawy. The courtyard was disappearing under parsley and mint,
run amuck; we shuffled through it to a path, and I tried to hurry Grace along by
stepping ahead, but she persisted with her pace so I fell back in with her. We came
to a small, dark brick building with an open padlock dangling from its door. I
started towards it but Grace called me back.
"That's the family crypt, My first husband's people, and him too." For a moment
she looked relieved.
"You spend your life avoiding the family," she said. "And at the end you're
shoved onto a shelf with the lot of them forever. Well, I might end up there, but my
present husband won't — he's got the wrong name. And I never took it,"
She pointed to a shed at the end of the path.
"There's the lawy."
Inside the lawy it was warm and still. Sunlight came through the cracks between
the wooden slabs of the wall, sprinkling gold over the packed earth floor, my bare
knees and a spade that poked out of the tin of ashes in the corner. My head began
to clear with the relief of aU that pee hitting the ground, so far down that it echoed.
But as soon as my head was cleared it began to fill up again, with my picture of
Chile. She'd come out of a bone assembly room, my husband told me, A room in
some South American country — why should I have asked which one? But he told
me anyway that it was Chile and so that's what I called her. Her job, he said, was to
match the bones of the missing and murdered, I doubted him, and I never saw her,
but he left me the day after our son's wedding. For months, while I waited for
interviews, I imagined how Chile looked while she sorted through what must have
been spread on the table before her: hips, spines and heads, boxes of extras on the
shelves behind her — teeth and vertebrae, toe and finger bones lined up like my old
spice tins. By now I had a good picture of her and, as I sat over the lawy's pit, I could
squint to magnify a crack in the wall without losing Chile's face. Then the crypt
came into view, I could say that wherever I go there are bones; but, looking down
at my sunny dappled knees 1 could also say, of course there are bones — Grace
inherited ancestors, Chile will always be a bone matcher, and I am a cook, I know
about knuckles and scrags, legs and racks of lamb, and the only thing that makes
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sense is that Chile must have chosen my husband for his plumpness.
I thought my head was echoing, but it was only Grace caUing.
"Are you all right in there, Ludi? You haven't fallen in?"
"No, I haven't fallen in, Grace,"
I puUed up my pants, threw a spadeful of ashes into the pit, stepped out into
the dazzling light and looked at what I'd mshed past, A stretch of neglected lawn
gone to dandeUons; and there was Grace over by the stables. It was a long shed vnth
aU but three of its doors padlocked. The iron roof extended over an earth floor on
which stood a trestle table, another red wingback armchair and a polished wooden
horse-trailer. Grace was stirring up embers in a brick fireplace beside the trailer. As
I walked towards her she seemed to become anxious; it made me notice her age, so
I winked at her. She giggled like a girl and I wondered how many husbands she'd
been through to get to the present, absent, one.
"I'm making a pot of tea."
She spoke carefully, the words easing out like cool honey, as if she didn't want
to scare me off.
"My dear, this is my home and I wdll explain, presently."
She opened the narrow door to the trailer and ushered me in like it was a hired
limousine. Inside, iff stretched my arms I could touch both walls, which joined in
a curve at the far end. I recognised the missing panelling from the wall in the house.
All the cupboard doors were carved wath interlaced lines, like a carefully arranged
stock whip, A set of shelves held figurines and small Chinese vases,
Grace sat on the narrow bed and rested her shoulders against the snaky Medusa
carved into the bedhead. Behind it, a green silk curtain filtered the sunUght that fell
across her back when she leaned over to open the door of a dinky wardrobe. Inside
were more of her silk pyjamas; sets of yellow, purple and maroon.
"I carved all this, you know. Put in the walls and those windows."
She didn't name the timbers, just nodded to them as she touched each of the
grains.
"Tulip oak," I said, touching the wall with her. Grace was pleased with my
recognition, but I felt the wall give a Uttle; if I'd poked it harder, my finger would
have gone through the panel, it was so rotten.
"What do you think?"
"Very cosy," I said, staring at the curvature of the trailer's far end. "It's just the
shape, it's like being inside a cosy bullet."
"It wasn't easy to do — not even when you know how."
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"Grace," I joked, smiling down at her on the bed. "Are you after a cook, or a
carpenter's apprentice?"
"Both,"
Her smile exposed her gums and she caught me looking at her teeth.
"They're real, but a bit loose — are you too proud to cook pap?"
"1 can cook whatever you want, but why are you living out here when you have
a big house?"
1 wondered if she wanted me camping out here with her, and how long she'd
been here, lining the trailer with rotted panelling.
"I'm pleading poor. 1 drove my husband out and now he wants my money —
compensation for pain and suffering."
"My husband moved out the day after our son's wedding," I said. "All those years
of feeding them, and then both of them leave me to live with other women."
"But, Ludi, I'm out here on principle. I am prepared to live here in my trailer and
let that house run to mination. When his lawyers finally come the place w\\\ be
gutted."
It sounded more Uke she was out here in spite.
"Anyway," Grace said, "those vases and figurines are worth more than that
house. I've got a boxful under the bed, enough to keep us for years."
I wondered how a box of china could be worth more than a house. She was
making me an offer, but I still thought that I only wanted to cook, work at what I
knew. Outside, the kettle hissed, and we stepped from the trailer into a roUing cloud
of steam. Grace took the kettle from the fire and it sizzled as the water slopped about
inside.
"They're supposed to be passionate, those South American women," I said as she
poured the water into a silver teapot.
"Who's that, dear?" She stoked the fire and threw slivers of panelling onto the
coals; I wondered why she bothered to keep it aUght, now that the tea was made.
"The woman my husband ran off v/ith. She came from one of those terrorised
South American countries. My husband said her pain inspired compassion in him.
1 could have turned on pain any time he wanted. But he wanted it on a large scale."
Finally she looked at me and her face lit up the way it does when you remember
something pleasurable.
"I drove my husband out of the house with terrorism," she said. "It's the only
way. And some things about a person become too much — he whistled his S's, you
know. So I used snapper heads,"
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The pink pyjamas rippled with her laugh.
"1 put them in the toilet bowls and when he lifted the lid, there they were, all set
to leap at him. He fainted the first time. Then he tried bribing the fish shop to stop
selling them to me, but I just went to the fishermen. He moved out when his
prostate got bad — he didn't think he had a hope of making it out to the pit lawy
in time. But it was only ever the urge — he'd run out of piss."
The way she said it, she made 'piss' sound like a word she'd invented herself.
"He never saw the joke."
Grace whistled softly at the horses, too far away to bother responding. I looked
with her and saw another horse trailer, abandoned in the pasture where two horses
grazed and one lay sleeping.
IdyUic.
"We can fix up that other trailer. If you do the carrying, I'll do the carving."
She paused, considering her next offer.
"You're a fast learner — I'll teach you about wood in no time."
I didn't think I could leam that fast.
"Grace, am I the first one you've interviewed?"
She laughed and took my arm.
"Nobody ever got this far, Ludi."
It gave me a little thrill to hear that laugh, made me think I'd been found as she
leaned towards me. For a moment I thought she was going to whisper in my ear the
name of the book my pregnant mother had been reading. But she didn't. She kept
hold of my arm and now that we were companionably close 1 could smell the
strange, dry odour that clung to her; I thought that Grace might need some looking
after, but I wasn't sure either of us were up to it.
She turned and I followed her to a stall in the stable. A snapper hung from a
hook on the rafter; its head was as big as a teapot, with thick pink lips and worn out
teeth as yellow as Grace's.
"I'm in the habit of them now. It's defrosted. We'll do a trial meal, shall we?"
With some effort she Ufted it from the hook by sticking a sharp- pronged pole
up into the roof of its mouth.
"Why bother to hang it?"
"The hooks stay polished when you use them."
"It's nearly as long as my arm," I complained, but Grace wasn't yet in the habit
of hearing me.
"Tonight, we'll do fillets. Then back to pap — fish soup for the rest of the week.
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Look, the fire's ready, now's your chance, Ludi."
She was making me uneasy. I didn't like the way the snapper's pink skin had a
dull bluish tinge, nor the way she held it out to me — so heavy that her arms must
have ached — like an offering. She was making me uneasy because the fire and the
trailer were beginning to feel agreeable.
But I didn't take the fish from her, so she lay it on the trestle and picked out a
knife from a box undemeath.
"This is where you take the head off," she said, pushing the knife under the jowls
and hacking away through the bone. I could have done a better job, but it was her
fish.
"The bones are big, but they get smaller dov^m by the tail, so you have to be
careful. I'll do it this time, to show you."
She eased the backbone away from the flesh with the knife, and though I was
only watching, I could feel how it was like cutting through butter. She brought a pot
from under the trestle and I put the head and bones in it for the soup. She gave me
two slabs of flesh.
"I'll cut, you cook."
I lay them on the old cake-rack that she'd set over the fire. It was messy; oil and
lemon damping down the coals, some limp yellow parsley Grace brought from the
kitchen courtyard, and a packet mashed potato, her pap. A daydream, schoolgirls
on a bivouac by the fire under the stable roof, and the sun just starting to lower.
Grace set our places on the trestle. We pufled out two rickety stools from
underneath and balanced ourselves.
"Are you staying, Ludi?"
"Am I interviewing you, Grace?"
"Oh yes, all things being equal."
I was wavering. But all things being equal, I could be forthright.
"I don't know. I don't know what's in store for me." But I smiled and ate some
watery potato; I didn't want to upset her.
She held her forkful of fish and I held my breath when I saw the bone, short and
thick, from dowTi near the tail. I was still holding my breath as she put it into her
mouth. Didn't she see it? Didn't it prick her tongue, scratch her throat? She just sat
there while her eyes bulged and her collapsed skin went blue. I nearly passed out
from holding my breath, she was choking so slowly.
She coughed and the bone flew from her mouth and landed on the table
between us.
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"See? I do need looking after."
Because she'd done it on purpose, because of the pit lawy, and that her husband
might come and catch us eating snapper, because I liked her and had not acted to
save her, I avoided her watering red eyes as I stood up to ran away.
"I'm going for a walk."
Maybe I was letdng a chance go by, but she and I could never be the little family
I wanted to cook for.
I walked round by the rosemary towards the house. The light was dimming and,
as I wondered if I'd be able to catch the bus back, I also wondered why I wasn't
mnning for it. I turned to look at the serene pasture and horses. It occurred to me
that the horse on the ground might be dead.
I turned again, back towards the stables and in time to see the last of the sun hit
the black brick of the family crypt. I walked to the iron door, felt the heat of it, and
moved my hand to the inside of the door, just to see if the sun's heat could penetrate
the thickness of it.
Five coffins lay on the shelves. Grace had been at them, carving designs into the
panels. It pleased me to be able to recognise the folded whip design of her trailer
cupboards.
I sniffed the strange smell, the same one that clung to Grace. I tried to find its
source, but there was nothing I sniffed that contained it alone. It was a combination
of old wood, fresh shavings, ashes, and Grace herself. And it no longer seemed
strange. Standing in the crypt, it occurred to me that I would not need to investigate
the trath of what my husband had told me about Chile. Everything was here; I could
work at filling a crack in a pelvis, sanding back a spUntered femur, connecting a rib.
1 could straighten out those bones.
1 went back to Grace.
She was whittling the piece of wood she'd had when I arrived, the curve getting
deeper and smoother.
"The thing you should know about wood it is that it's always good for a fire."
She pointed to a pile of splintered oak panelling. Throw some on the coals, would
you, dear?"
Here we go then.
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The Day's Catch

R

AIN falls. Wind blows. Ah Cheng closes her eyes to hear the wind better,
and shifts uncomfortably on her sandy bottom. Her wet clothes are
clammy on her skin, and as the vidnd blows she sets her lip to forestall the
tiny shudders. Today has been a good day for her, because she comes rarely to the
beach. All her life she has lived within smelling distance of trandling tracks
carrying the day's catch, but her business is not wath where they have come from,
or where they are going to, as they pass by the main market where she goes every
moming. Every moming is a set routine, being sent off by Ah Ma to buy the day's
provisions. And every afternoon is a varied form of routine, spent in the backyard
that serves as a kitchen to four families, making sure that the fire never goes out.
Only today is different, because Ah Pa and Ah Ma have made what they think is
a small killing in the gambling den (it happens more often that it might seem), and
that means the whole family goes on a ferry, with rubber balls and floats and
homemade paper kites stuffed into woven raffia bags, to mix with all the other
people from neighbouring towns going onto the Island to buy duty-free goods fresh
from the harbour.
Many of them this moming wore their best starched shirts and had their hair
sUcked back into a bun, or carefully crimped in the new style that was also blowing
in from the harbour. These were obviously not bound for a day spent digging up
cockles or spitting at the shoreUne to attract fish bait, as she had dutifully helped the
younger ones to do all day, but were more likely to be making visits to Kuan Yin
Temple to place oranges at the altar of the dead. Or then again oranges were also a
good present to bring the living, judging by the piles displayed of all shapes and
sizes lining the salted roadsides. Ah Pa and Ah Ma and all the little ones between
them spit out enough seed to keep the kitchen fire buming from moming to night
and the kitchen god happy all year.
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But now it is evening, and rime again to go back across by ferry to the large room
where they wiU afl sleep on the row of mattresses laid out over the empty floor.
They will be ured, and she will sleep the sleep of a weary child. She will not be
afraid for once of Ah Ma's puffing sewing machine that she is learning to tread and
spin toppling over onto her. She will sleep with the sound of the wind in her ears,
and the feel of sand between her bare legs and the rambling floor, under which
night after night it might be some of the same people laying oranges before Kuan
Yin who now gamble by the light of a single rasted but powerful kerosene lamp.
She would like to go to the toilet that belongs to the restaurant of the landlord
next door, but rather than show herself to the friends of Ah Pa and Ah Ma or other
people of her age who spend their evenings with one leg up on a wooden stool and
leaning against posters of calendar girls, she would rather stay where she is.
Listening to the click of Mahjong tiles and picking out the rhythm of the game.
Before she feels the sleep stealing over her, she can even put her eye to the place
where the wooden boards have not been nailed together properly, and see again the
scene of night after night that sometimes rises before her as she goes about her
daytime chores.
Pale faces and brown-skinned faces alike with a reddish or yellowish cast, odd
shadows thrown across bodies. The room's comers shadowed into weird angles and
powerful, stealthy glances from faces harsh with concentration. While their knotted
hands rap the rastling mahjong paper and they cast their tiles away with contempt,
they are reckoning the total of their gains and losses over the financial week. This
is their nighttime business, whether in the daytime they sell noodles in the market,
hand out prescription glasses or dispense civil service to the rest of the town. Ah
Cheng wTithdraws her own glance and goes to sleep.

"Aieyeeah! You turtle!" chortles Ah Ma gleefully. "Look what you've done!" Ah
Ma has a strange sense of humour. It is two days before Chinese New Year, and the
endlessly buming fire is taking an endless amount of firewood to keep it burning.
Ah Ma and the little ones are busy rolling dough and stirring fragrant sugary
mixtures in huge tin pots, and washing out old Horlicks jars to keep New Year
goodies in. The air smefls sweetly sticky. Ah Cheng is chopping firewood with an
axe. At this rime of the year especially, she has to remember that she was only
adopted from even poorer parents so that she can help Ah Pa and Ah Ma raise their
own family, and send them to school so that they can someday study in the capital.
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"How could you be so careless? Haah? Can't even watch what you're doing, big
girl like you, seventeen years old and don't know how to chop firewood!" Ah Cheng
holds out her bloody thumb for the Uttle ones to admire, but some of them run away
and some of them hide behind Ah Ma. An enormous wooden splinter pierces the
ragged flesh, and she feels quite faint vAlh pain and Ah Ma's scolding good humour.
Ah Ma only scolds in eamest when she can't get the results that she wants from the
sewing machine for her esteemed (wealthiest) customers. When she's not happy
with the intertwining stitches of her delicate embroidery on ladies' house slippers
or when Ah Pa does something stupid like announce he's going to quit his job at the
post office and start his own gambling den.
Now looking at the poor thumb with the splinter, first she scolds then she starts
to feel sorry for the poor ignorant girl whose face is bright with mingled shame and
pain. Rarely has Ah Cheng had to cause the people who have taken her in much
trouble, she generally prides herself on earning her keep, and being able to say hello
to the noodle-seller and the man who owns the spectacle shop as if she were any
normal inhabitant of the town with normal connections.
Biting her lip, still waving her finger about like some sorry ghost to scare the now
screaming children, she stops short with a sudden reprimand from Ah Ma: "Now
stay still! What do you want me to do when you move about like that!" The level
of pain seeming to rise with the level of noise in the backyard. Ah Ma leads Ah
Cheng away to the restaurant's water rap to extract the splinter wdth her seamstress'
precision and with great professionalism. Then she kindly gives Ah Cheng a pat on
the head and permission to sit down with her for a while away from the children:
"They've been excited enough for one day. Any more excitement and we'll have to
advance Chinese New Year by two days!"
"Anyway, Goddaughter, I think it's time we found you a job in this town. (Ah
Ma calls her first child Number One Son). We can't take care of you forever, and
you don't have any friends. Yes, yes, you're a lonely sort of person I know — like
thinking your own way. I know you take care of my children, and you're the best
kind of dutiful daughter but the children will grow up. Then what wiU you do? (Ah
Ma looks at her even more kindly, but vnih. her shrewd dowager empress' face.)
Aaieyeeah! Think you can get married? Not a chance! Not even one like my old
man will have you if he thinks he can ever rise to become a bank clerk! And the
restaurant owner next door with his five girls, some pretty some not so pretty but
loaded with money. (Her dowager empress' face crinkles.) So we get you a job
downstairs and you can stop peering from upstairs. First you help us pay the
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landlord his rent then you can help us send the children to school and you can even
have some money left to do what you want. You could also pay me to make you a
dress so you can attract someone you like. There's always one or two from out of
town around here — but just don't make it too soon."
Ah Cheng is unaccustomed to being the target of Ah Ma's plans. Never does Ah
Ma trouble herself on her behalf to this extent. Coupled with the swimming pain of
her hand, the heightened atmosphere of the approaching Chinese New Year and the
sweetness of being talked to as a person of account, she almost leans across the
marble-topped table to clasp her adopted mother's hand in respect.

"Ah Cheng! Are you finished" May Ching the landlord and restaurant owner's
daughter screams shrilly from the front of the restaurant. "All right quick, this
person here's been waiting for his fried squid and fried kuey teow for fifteen minutes
now. Then you're wanted next door too. And you mother already knows you'll be
late back upstairs tonight. But she says it's OK, she can see from upstairs everything
that's going on if she wants to."
But Ah Cheng knows for a fact that Ah Ma wouldn't be at ah likely to look dovm
the gap in the floorboards to see that she's at her job bringing the men their beer and
the few women their tea as they concentrate on the game. Wouldn't be at all likely
to see that there is one lurking young man in particular, the one who brings tofu
fresh to the capital from the local tofu manufacturers, who will be occupying his
usual seat both in the restaurant and the strangely-lit hole of a gambling den. Night
after night she has served here till the harsh yellow lamplight of the den has become
wholly familiar, and she never goes in the daytime to the market without wondering
what is strange about the town, its open but crowded street centres and people
bustling about their daytime business.
The young man who brings tofu to the capital is a good gambler, hisfingersplay
the game deftly, his mind works in time with his fingers drawing and rejecting the
tiles. He doesn't even have to look at a tfle he has drawn to know whether it has an
animal or a flower engraved on it, or which number of which of the four suits, or
whether the wind is blowing in his direction, North, South, East or West. He takes
in a moderate but sure amount every week, and she has begun to notice this after
seven or eight weeks since he started this route for his boss in the capital. She knows
him now, and knows that his boss in like Ah Ma — not exactly kind or impersonal,
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but another person with plans, who sends people like the slouching Ah Tak out to
do what they find fits in wdth plans. She doesn't talk to Ah Tak about it, but she
feels rather in sympathy with him. And in almost the only world that she has
known, the only world which is apart from the world where everybody everyday
simply goes about their business, wether it may be selling noodles, spectacles,
working in a bank or making tofu, he stands out enough that she has agreed to
follow him to the capital.
One week later. Ah Cheng stands by the sundry shop with its hanging paper
kites out the front, watching people go by, and waiting to see one of those trucks
that always trandle by carrying fish from the harbour. And waiting for another
track to come by, with Ah Tak at the wheel. While she is waiting, not one of the
tracks but two goes by, and more than three or four people that she has known in
this town since the day she came to live here as a young child.
Today it seems they are friendlier than they have ever been, they wave and call
out to her as they pass by on their errands, none of them too busy for once to spare
her the moment to shout a casual greeting. But mostly they just raise a little more
dust on the road as they go by for the plain and quiet girl who is Auntie Min's
adopted daughter. Now the plain and quiet girl in the gambling den doesn't live in
this town any more, but everyone else who does something in the town still has
work to do and relatives to visit at the altar of the dead when they feel that it's time.
Yesterday Ah Pa and Ah Ma had remained solemnly seated on their wooden
stools while she brought her burdened head down to their feet. Then they had each
given her a symbol of their acknowledgment of the years that she had spent with
them. The two angpows now line the pockets of her shirt. The children too were
solemn, sensing a ceremony, seeing how their parents sat side by side in the
imposing manner of gods at the temple — or the yellowed photographs of their
venerable grandparents. She had almost wanted to cry with gratitude and the very
unpleasant shock of leaving, but felt at the last minute a faint tug of loyalty to Ah
Tak. Also, the solemnity of the occasion had a formal beauty such that it was almost
good enough to be captured in a photograph too. She wants to remember the
occasion frozen and clothed in dignity.
The right track comes by, three times bigger than the noodle seller's cart, six
times as big as the old man at the comer's rickshaw, but no bigger than one of the
tracks that carries fish and the smell of the sea. This one is headed like those ones
are for the capital, and raises its fair share of dust as it trundles nearer.
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Imagining Australia

W

HEN I visited Adelaide for the first time almost fifteen years ago, I
was surprised to hear the story that there are camels living in
Australia, and that some AustraUans organise camel races just like the
rustic Arabs on the outskirts of Muscat during a festivity. "When 1 came for the
second time last year for an international gathering of writers, I was not prepared to
hear a bomb exploding in one of the government's buildings, killing one poUceman.
1 recall muttering to myself, "Now comes the twentieth century".
I do not remember saying it with a sigh of relief. Trotsky, the Russian
revolutionary, once said that anyone wanting to live peacefully should not live in
the twentieth century, and he was right. This century, which is coming to its end
very soon, is by all accounts an exciting but ugly time. It has its liberating moments
and yet on the whole it teUs us stories of great disappointment. From the first
decade to the last, bloodshed and atrocities abound. With the current killings of
innocent people in Algeria, with the Rwandan massacre and Serbian "ethnic
cleansing" uprooting hopes that came out of the end of the Cold War, thefin-desiecle mood has failed to be buoyant.
To be sure, you can also list a number of worthy human efforts to make the
world a better place to live, all moved by great causes and by Utopian ambitions. But
all in aU, the image, or better, the traces, of the last ninety years are marked by a
growing awareness of human Umitation and tragic sense of history. You may begin
by asking what has happened to the quaUty of our mercy, but at the end of the day
you start having doubts about its purpose.
I know that I have my own bias. I come from a country quite different from
Australia, I come from a country where the politics of memory is bom out of
traumas, where people tend to use the past to caution the present, and to talk about
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the future in a moralistic, prescriptive way, as if to gloss over their acute sense of
uncertainty. Life has never been easy for ordinary Indonesians, People of my
generation learned the shock of violence even before they could utter a world of fear.
I remember vaguely when I was barely four my mother took me into her arms in a
darkened space in which everybody was silent, probably scared. Later I guessed
that it might be our way of hiding ourselves, somewhere under a tunnel built by my
father in the backyard, when a platoon of Japanese soldiers came to search the area.
The Japanese left, and the Royal Dutch Army returned to recapture their former
colony. In my home town, they came after a low flying plane blasted the clear sky
with a salvo of gunfire. A contingent of Dutch troops took my sister's house and
used it as its temporary quarters. At night a solo guerrilla, against aU odds, threw a
grenade at the occupying force, killing three. But the Dutch caught sight of him in
the dark, a lone figure crawling along the river bank; it was not difficult to spot the
white part of the Indonesian flag the man put around his head. They gunned him
down instantly. Five days later they surrounded my father's house and arrested
him. We waited for three days in fear and then came the news that they had
executed him without trial. My brother-in-law brought the body back in a
horsecart. There were three holes in his balding head; the blood was all over the
seat.
My mother took us to another town, still under Indonesian control, but one year
later nine Dutch planes appeared in the moming sky. I saw one of them suddenly
descending at high speed, and I heard for the first time (I was close to seven then)
the frightening noise of a falling bomb, to be followed by a violent explosion as if
the world crashed into a mighty rock in a dark universe. The bombing stopped in
the afternoon, after my family left the half-destroyed town and moved to the hills,
to join other refugees and the Republican guerrillas. It look me a year to overcome
my fear each time I heard the sound of an airplane in the sky.
This fragment of my life story is just one example of a huge body of records you
can pick almost randomly from the world's twentieth-century saga. Decades after
my father's death, you can listen to even grimmer tales of cruelty bringing death to
fathers, mothers, sons and daughters of other people. This explains my bias when
I talk about our time. I tend to see things Uke one philosopher's angel of history,
who flies backward and sees the so-called progress as a pile of debris growdng
skyward.
Especially because the twentieth century has failed to change the three hundred
years of bratality. Colonialism is just one of the hideous stories. In an officially
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sanctioned chronicle like the Bahad Tanahjawi you can find records of royal caprice
and barbarity. In the seventeenth century, for example, King Amangkurat I orders
his troops to slaughter three thousand ulemmas gathered in the royal plaza of
Kertasura, and they did it in about thirty minutes. Later, when his son became king,
the murderous instinct took a different bent. To end a chaotic period of
insurrection, the young raler invited a rebellious price to a ceremony of peace.
While shaking the rebel's hand, he treacherously ordered the royal entourage to
surround the man and strike at him. They killed him instantly. In no time, they
were ordered to tear his heart out of his body and slice it into small pieces. The king
then told his men to eat them.
I believe this kind of tyranny put its stamp on the way the Javanese respond to
things like power, violence, tragedy and the precariousness of life.
I am not sure whether I can speak with the same certainty about the Australian
experience. My reading of Australian history is almost zero. I do not want to repeat
the "lucky country" cUche here, but I think it is safe to assume that except for the
Aborigines, the Australian psyche for many years has remained unscarred by the
same adversity people in other parts of the world have gone through. The twentieth
century was comparatively kind to Australia. The bomb killing one policeman in
an Adelaide government building was perhaps one of the most atrocious crimes in
the city.
Milan Kundera, the Czech writer, in his flippant mood, speculates that war and
culture cannot be separated from one another. Obviously he has European history
in mind. "The fact that no war has broken out in Europe for fifty years no new
Picasso has appeared either", he writes in his latest novel, Immortality. If you foUow
the Kunderan logic, you may end up believing that Australia is a country with a
culture-less present. This would be a gross misconstruction. It is true that war is
the father of many things, but Picasso was not bom out of the rains of the bombed
Basque towni of Guemica, about which he created his famous work. His perpetual
celebration of the voluptuous and the unchaste, his undying fascination with the
brutal sexuality of the Minotaur, all seem to have nothing to do with pain, death and
destraction. Or if they do, one can always point out that Brett Whiteley's paintings
of the nude in the bath, as well as his fascination with necrophilic murder, indicate
a sensual and morbid bent comparable to Picasso's.
Yet it is trae that Australia, the old continent of the Aboriginals, has a "young",
or better stiU, unspoiled quality in its great sflence. A.D. Hope's depicrion of the
land as "the last of lands, the emptiest", gives the image of Australia that is not the
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kind of place to breed a Javanese sensitivity. My theory about the famous subtlety
and exasperating indirectness of the Javanese is that these traits are the result of
years of living in shared poverty. The so-called "agrarian involution" has made it
impossible for them to be indifferent to others, and forced them to find ways to be
extra careful in taking risk. The economy of space typical of a densely populated
area has created a culture of scarcity, in which people constantly negotiate wdth kin
and neighbours. In the process, almost every public act, including speaking, is Uke
walking on a tight rope. Once a Javanese opens his mouth to say a word, he
immediately puts himself in a vertical relation vnth the other person; there are
several words for "I" and several ways to address "you" in the language, depending
on the degree of your respect of and intimacy with the person you talk to — a
complicated protocol indeed. And look at the well-knovim Indonesian habit of not
queuing, as well as their frenzied way of driving and honking. I believe these are
parts of a scarcity syndrome: no one is quite sure that everyone will get his or her
portion of space and security.
Australia, by contrast, is exempted from this hazard. When I first came to this
country, 1 got an invitation to spend a couple of nights in the countryside, hosted
by somebody who lived as a farmer. I got my culture shock from two distinct things.
One was the way my host spoke to his closest neighbour; he did it through a radio
phone. The other was the enormous size of Australian steak. 1 began to understand
the relation between the luxury of distance and the independence of the Australian
spirit, between the alimentary affluence and the Australian sense of assurance.
This may explain the clumsiness of AustraUans who visit the "Third World",
meaning a country like Indonesia and a city Uke Jakarta. The young reporter who
is the hero of Christopher Koch's novel The Year of Living Dangerously comes face to
face with human squalor for the first time, and not knowing how to deal with this
kind of experience, returns to the refuge of professional detachment; the only
interpreter he has on the unravelling Indonesian drama is Billy Kwan, a character of
indefinite origin and a rather fuzzy philosophy. "Most of us, I suppose, become
children again when we enter the slums of Asia", the hidden narrator of novels says.
I once knew a man who drew a list of what he believed to be the favourite topics
when expatriates made small talk in Jakarta. Most of the "expats" he met were
Australians who were in Indonesia for a short stay, and this is the Ust: (1) small talk
is normally not about the weather, since the weather hardly changes, but about
Jakarta's appalling traffic jams; (2) it is not about politics, since political Ufe is always
the same, but about petty officials and bribes; (3) it is not about gossip and
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anecdotes of famous people, since famous Indonesians are all colourless, but about
funny things Indonesians do in their wretched lives.
1 know that we should not take the list seriously, but it is perfectly
understandable if somebody coming from, let us say, Canberra, has a disparaging
view of a city densely populated by nine-million people and ran haphazardly by
bureaucrats steeped in the art of corruption.
The sneer has nothing to do with smugness. If anything, Australians are too selfconscious about their lack of mental resources to be smug. Their immediately
response in meeting with the 'Other' — people from different backgrounds that is
— is to grapple vwth their own confusing problem of identity. Identity, as James
Baldwin once put it is questioned when the stranger enters the gate, and today
almost every minute, as it were, AustraUans meet with the stranger at the gate. Each
time they bring themselves to confront a difficult self-inquiry: "What is an
Australian?"
Before Mabo, they would instinctively, but uneasily, put themselves into a
category which English or Europeans, in the distant North, take for granted as their
own. After Mabo, the category has become more problematical. Paul Keating,
introducing the Native Title Bill on November 16, 1993, mentioned that the
Aboriginal is "a defining element" in the character of the Australian nation.
This is a generous gesture to people who have become almost foreigners in their
own land. But I think there is something unresolvable in Keating's politically
correct statement. I find it hard to understand what his statement implies. I am not
sure whether one can say that one kind of people, or one kind of culture, is "a
defining element". In Indonesia, even the Javanese majority is never conceptualised
in this way. What makes a particular element so special that you can use it to define
a nation's character, or identity? and how? Does the defining come naturally, or does
it not? In other words, when you talk of Australian identity, are you talking about
an origin, or a project?
I am persuaded that if there is something that makes our time peculiar it is that,
on the issue of identity, the idea of origin has become more powerful and yet more
equivocal, I happened to read B. Wongar's Taki. It strikes me that the novel's
narrator perceives himself as being related to almost anything: Serbs living in the
village of Milinkovo, Aboriginal folks, and even dingoes. In short, it is impossible
for today's Australians to talk of "identity" and think that it is something to do with
a common heritage and a shared memory. Years ago I wrote of my impressions
watching an Anzac Day Parade in Melbourne. With Serbs, Croats, and Vietnamese
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war veterans taking part in the parade, the commemoration was obviously not about
faUen heroes of one single war, and the moving feeling of camaraderie among the
marchers was not due to a remembrance of a common struggle.
In this sense the past, as a coherent complex of things remembered, will always
escape you. Yet, at the same time, it will haunt you. "History comes and grabs
people", says Rudi Kabbel, the lunatic father in Thomas Keneally's novel A Family
Madness who stays obsessed with his tumultuous Belorussian experience after
moving to Sydney.
Indeed, it often occurs to me that like Rudi Kabbel, many Australians tend to let
themselves be tempted eternally to have a history. The temptation can sometimes
be so strong that it makes one fail to appreciate things that are incidental,
unrepeatable, and persistently different. I think the weakness of a novel UkeRahi is
that it paints the past in big brush strokes of a lyrical kind, reducing the sharpness
of individual rememberings into a definable collective order. The novel's reference
to Serbs, Croats, Turks (or "Ottoman raiders"), as well as Aboriginals, has a note of
detachment from the concrete world of multifarious faces, random conflicts and
designless destinies. Probably that is the way Australians want to root themselves
into some sense of origin. Hence the common use of words like "culture" and
"community" in this country. But the problem when you think of "multicultural"
as just another word for (or an euphemism oO "multiracial" is that you put people
into close-ended categories. You tend to forget that initially these categories are
there to serve a role similar to a white chalk circle drawn around a group of people
every time you want to make differences simple. Of course, the chalk circle is based
upon people's self-perception, but often it is not treated as a starting-point which
will be left behind at the end of the day.
Then the question is whether the way we see ourselves is the way we are, or is
merely something constructed in or imposed upon our minds. In other words,
should we look at the question of identity from an "essentialist" view or is our
identity just a label we put on ourselves?
Livio Dobrez, in his excellent introduction to Identifying Australia in Postmodern
Times (a book published last year as the result of a 1992 seminar at the Australian
National University), suggests a different approach. According to him, it is better to
theorise identity as an event. Using a Gadamerian approach to the question, Dobrez
argues that once identity, or better still "identification", is put this way, "it becomes
something one lives out or endures, not simply as an 'experience'.,, but as stpassion".
His argument makes Paul Keating's rhetoric of "a defining element" a pale copy of
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the language of Australian essentiaUsm, since for Dobrez, "being Australian
represents a process of identification: neither merely active (something one does),
nor merely passive (something done to one), it is something in which one
participates, a game ,,. in which one is caught up, transformed".
To me Dobrez' argument is a most plausible one. It reminds me of the way
Indonesians respond to a simflar question. Decades before Indonesia became a
nation-state, social thinkers debated the notion of "Indonesianness" in a manner
comparable to what Dobrez refers to as "essentialist" and "nominalist" positions.
The debates, documented in a seminal book called Polemik Kebuduyaan ('Polemics
on Culture'), took place between, to put it roughly, people who believed that
"Indonesian culture" could be defined from a particular root in the past, and those
who believed that it was something to be constructed as a part of the agenda of
modernity. Today, the differences between both camps are by no means completely
resolved, and Indonesians keep talking about the need to guard their identity,
without really reaching a point of consensus. Viewed this way, the insistence on
national identity has become a ritual of "imagining" a community, to borrow the
words from Benedict Anderson's theory of nationalism. In the process, some people
wiU always try to reify a particular concept of identity and others will attempt to
revive the passion for being continually "caught up, transformed".
Yet, unlike Dobrez, 1 do not see that "being Australian", like "being Indonesian",
is comparable with being Jewish or Palestinian, For both people, the issue of
identity is related not only to a history of common suffering and common moments
of glory, but also to the need to defy the prospect of annihilation. For the majority
of AustraUans, and to certain extent for Indonesians, nothing quite as dramatic is in
evidence.
Let's take the so-called "Helen Demidenko affair" as an example. It strikes me
as an Australian's attempt to construct a past that is tragic, tortuous, colourful and,
therefore, phoney. You all remember that here is an Anglo-Saxon AustraUan woman
(an "un-ethnic" person, as one vmter puts it) parading herself as having a Ukrainian
background. She wrote a novel deaUng v^dth an atrocious decade peopled by
Germans, Jews, Ukrainians, Poles, Kazaks, and what have you. The novel, besides
vinnning presrigious literary awards, triggered a rather noisy controversy over her
plagiarism and her false c.v. The spokesman for the Australian Jewish community
Identifying Austrolia in Postmodern Times, edited with an introduction by Livio Dobrez, Bibliotech, ANU,
Canberra, 1994.
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attacked the novel as "anti-Semitic", while Australians of Ukrainian descent were
not amused to discover that the real Helen Demidenko is Helen Darville. The whole
affair is a polemic about remembrance and origin, making a mediocre, albeit
enthralling first novel a curious sparkle that has moved beyond the life of the fiction.
It must be cathartic, or simply exciting, to replay the harrowdng passages of
twentieth century Europe on the flat surface of Australian coUective memory. Rudi
Kabbel, the strange character in the Keneally novel I quoted earlier, carries his
violent Belorassian past into the life of Tim Delanay, an honest and simple Sydney
security officer whose martial vocabulary only refers to ragby league matches. I
suspect that the novel says a lot about AustraUan Oedipal attraction to and repulsion
from Europe. But it is possible that Australians can have a politics of memory that
eventually has to have a meaning outside Europe's insistence on its ovioi historical
privilege. Europe, with its "giddy whirl of centuries, of revolution, of fame", as one
vmter puts it, tends towards a cultural closure. That's why Europe has always been
uneasy with new countries, which are mostly non-European in terms of geography,
history and race. D.H. Lawrence's grumbling letter — written from AustraUa, which
he liked "less and less", in the second decade of the twentieth century — is an echo
of the Old World's prejudice. He hated "new countries". "They are older than the
old," he said, "more sophisticated, much more conceited, only young in a certain
puerile vanity more like senility than anything.'
Australia's "puerile vanity", if we can believe in what Lav^rence said, will only be
like senility when it fails to see how the rest of the world suffers the same syndrome
— in other words, the tormented pride in negotiating vidth the fact that Europe has
created a civihsation that the rest of the world has to deal writh, or depends on, even
while rejecting is. This is also trae in the case of Indonesia,
Indonesians — including the Javanese — have only a few things that grant them
a legitimate claim to a distant past. The Buddhist temple in Central Java,
Borobudur, was built in the eighth century, a hundred years younger than the
glittering dome of the Mosque of Omar in Jerusalem. The Majapahit empire, if it
really was an empire, reached the height of its power in the thirteenth century,
almost one hundred years younger than Cambridge university. Yet the need to give
the badge of antiquity to our heritage is consistently strong, since it has become a
common folly to equate old heritage with civilisation. European conquerors came

Letters dated May 28 and 30, 1922. Published in The letters oj D.H. Lawrence, Vol. 4, edited by James T.
Boulton, E. Mansfield and W. Roberts, 1987.
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with the arrogance of a people claiming a root that goes back to the Ancient Creeks
and the Old Testament. They have made us to beUeve that one is simply a zero if
one is unable to resort to a rich deposit of past glory.
But this is precisely the reason why Europe can easily become a cultural closure.
Its identity tends to be exclusivist. A Khymer refugee living in a city Uke Paris will
find it difficult not to feel marginalised in the perpetuity of the past sprawling over
the old urban architecture, historical sites, religious rituals, and imperial memorials.
In the mid-60s I lived in Bruges as the only non-white student in this Belgian town
built in the ninth century. Six hundred years ago Brages was already a commercial
centre that housed works of great Flemish artists and astounding reUgious reUcs,
When I lived there, staying in a boarding house which used to be a hotel during the
Napoleonic wars, I was often distracted by the chimes coming from the tall bellfry
next to the town square; the carillons were playing a Mozart tune to signal the time.
Often the melody gave me a pecuUar feeUng, especially when I heard it while
listening to the latest news on some EEC negotiations. At such a moment, I was
completely exposed to a sense of "not-belonging", an awareness of being outside a
mighty stream of history, from the time of Mozart to the mid twentieth century,
rolUng on outside and inside my room. Every Easter the people of Bruges organise
the procession of the Holy Blood, in which they dress as medieval burghers like their
ancestors, honouring the bloodstain that was thought to be that of Jesus, a sacred
memento brought from Jerusalem during the Crusades. I knew then as I know now,
that even if I decided to become a citizen of Bruges, I would never be an authentic
part of the festivity. In the words used by Dobrez to describe the process of
"identifying", 1 would never be "caught up, transformed",
AustraUa does not, and cannot, offer History (with a capital 'H'). Yet this country
offers something that makes one aware that there are worthy things besides
thirteenth century towns, old belfries and cariUons, Octavio Paz, the Mexican
writer, writing of the Europeans, mentions that "he who says the word history says
awareness of death". Coming from Indonesia, a country made up of cities with no
recorded past, I sense that death is nothing but a close, and yet mysterious, part of
our very existence — something that one particular Australian work confirms, I saw
Picnic at Hanging Rock in a Melboume cinema when it was first released. Curiously,
when I saw it — to me it was a lyrical story of innocence, youthful joy, death and
the enigma of the outback — it was like rediscovering my own notion about
awareness of death that has nothing to do with the word history.
Flinders 1995 Asia Lecture, October 25, 1995. I would like to thank Dr Zhang Weihong from Beijing
Foreign Study University whose thesis on the works of Thomas Kennealy has helped me to get a glimpse
of an Asian perspective of an Australian mind.
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Place Perfect and the Other Asia

For the heart of the matter is always somewhere else than where it is
supposed to be.

Trinh T. Minh-ha

T

HE man in the cafe by the beach almost spills from his seat with
excitement, he jiggles his cappuccino, sends a croissant spinning across
the table. He can hardly contain himself, he's so eager to speak. At first my
friends and I pretend not to notice, we are luUed by the sun and sea breezes, our
conversation is lazy but intensely our own. The man edges around it the way some
men do, around women's conversations, making rumbling noises, thrusting in an
ignored interjection or two.
When we rise to leave he leaps from his chair and lurches towards us, looking
at me intently. "Like Prometheus, I have found my Asia!" he cries, pausing for effect.
"And I'm going to marry her!"
My friends and I are so startled we can only stare as he tells us about his 'Asia',
the bride-to-be whom he's only seen in photographs. We don't ask where she's from
and aren't surprised when he tells us that she's petite and pretty — after aU, aren't
all 'Asian' women? In Australia, aren't we all from somewhere else? My friends and
I mumble: "Good for you," and "Oh, really," and then we pointedly leave.
The legend has it that Prometheus, champion of humans, gives us the gift of fire,
stolen from the gods. For his trouble he's chained to a rock, where a raven arrives
every day to peck his magically replenishable liver out. Prometheus is drenched not
only by the elements but by an eternity of misery and pain.
As we leave the cafe, the man quotes Shelley's version, one hand raised
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dramaucally. Asia, achingly beautiful and exoric, the embodiment of Love, is so
moved by Prometheus' cause and suffering that she crosses the oceans to set him
free. Outside, my friends and I coUapse into laughter.
The more subtle implicarions of that encounter, like ripples widening in water,
only struck me later.

I have trouble representing one person, even one person, myself, with all the
ongoing negotiations and contradictions that go into the making of one's self, but to
represent a whole continent — that makes you stop and think. After that cafe by the
beach a hazy character started appearing and following me around, the way
characters do, lurking around the edges of your consciousness before one day
declaring themselves. I watched her from the comers of my eyes. A meditation grew
itself around her, distflled from various sources: impressions, observations, gossip,
snatches of story and conversation, a stone thrown as I walked down a street, names
called, another stone. A magpie's nest of things I've seen or read. I called her the
Other Asia,

In Australia, where I live, I am an 'Asian' woman, I speak with an 'Asian' accent,
although geographically Asia spans vast tracts and accents, and mine is hard to
pinpoint, having mutated over the years, I am tall, but have the prerequisite black
hair and slanted eyes, and sometimes, in spite of Blunstoned feet and a short haircut,
even the demure manner of the Other Asia, that ghostly shadow welded to me more
closely than my own.

It's the dark thing he feels for her. it makes him watch her face in astonishment. Hair
scraped back, her face is like a candle over the washbasin, over which she bends with her
pots of paint, with her pig bristle brushes and the jars of lard and pigment she balances on
the palm of her hand. Her face is pale and shiny. Hair falls in dark curls on her shoulders
and neck. The curve of her cheek is what he watches, that moon curve, and then she turns
and her features are sickle sharp. Like the teeth with which she bites him. With which she
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delicately lifts his skin, so small the bit of skin she lifts that he can hardly feel it. It's the nip
oj an insect/elt only in the swelling after it's gone. That is when he feels her: when she is
gone.

The Other Asia is a creature of the dark, only when it's dark can you see her
clearly. The night is her element, it flows through the windows in lazy spirals, it
creaks dirough the crevices in the floor and walls and weeps through the ceiling to
fold Uke some beast at her feet. At night, in neon, in a sheath of sequins perhaps, in
her face layered creamy as cake and just as good for eating, the Other Asia is: herself.
Everyone knows her. If you're patient or charming or kind or maybe just wealthy
(to her) she may well vsaden her arms and let you in. Over the washbasin you may
watch her take off this face. In the daytime, like Dennis O'Rourke and numerous
AustraUan filmgoers to The Good Woman of Bangkok, you may watch as she puts
on another. Or another. And another.
You may watch, but be on your guard. The way she does it is always delicate,
intimate, precise. You won't know what she's doing until it's done. Until she's under
your skin. Yet you may watch. You may make your marks in your notebooks,
whether you're a tourist or a traveller, expert or just curious, you may slip her snug
into your cameras or between your sheets of paper, if you're inclined, and take her
home. You may think you know her — since you've taken the time to try.

The Other Asia invites this. She asks for it. She wants to come home with you, you
are her passport to Australia, or Britain or America, to comparative freedom and a
better life. You may think you know her, but at night she swells with secrets. In the
daytime, when your back is turned, they may spill out. Behind your back. You can
never be sure. The Other Asia is devious — after all, that's in her nature. You have
something, and she wants it. You are her passport and the passport of who knows
how many others, brothers and sisters, uncles and aunties, mothers and fathers
she'll sneak along behind her. She and they will get to you eventually, to Britain or
America, but to Australia especially, since you're closest, she'll get to you one way
or another — by boat, by plane, through English language courses, overstayed
holiday visas, faked weddings and refugee status, family reunions, by hook or by
crook.
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In Australia she comes in several guises, but she's always recognisable, like
starfrait or mangoes, accommodatingly so, she'll leap into the salad bowl if you ask,
and knownng this, what's the point of asking — even after a vigorous toss in the
salad (called multiculturaUsm) she comes out the same. Ask any mirror. She hasn't
shed her skin.

She's contagious. She'll spread Asianisation, with ease.

In Australia, in dayUght, the Other Asia puts on faces demure and deferring,
passive and child-like, quiet to a fault. She is a wife, often a second wife, and mother
to young children and an older husband, pot-bellied, retired, reclining in an
armchair with the TV on and his tea brought to him on a tray. The Other Asia brings
colour to country towns and remote parts of Australia, she brings her nods and her
ear to ear grins, that is, when she's let out of the house. In cities she clogs up certain
suburbs, she and the men she's coupled with, and their children, though the men
are more like women really, enough experts have said so, they are feminine,
intuitive, you can tell by the way they walk and talk.
In Australia the Other Asia puts on her faces of sweat and slog. She is usually
dux of her school, or in the top ten percent, she can't come out because she's
studying or working, in any case she has to help in her parents' shop. She has long
black hair that swings when she walks, she is petite. You can wrap one arm around
her. You can barely see her, head bent machining, screwing on screws, picking duds
from a conveyer belt. Not swaying in sequins but selling her sweat instead, and for
a pittance, undercutting and accepring unacceptable condidons and hours. Taking
jobs. Taking welfare instead of paying tax.
The Other Asia in Australia is a slope, chink, swot, skolar, socket face, mail order
bride, supporter of gangs and secret socieries, rice eater, gook. She can be tragic too,
A perfect victim, as the American movie 'The Joy Luck Club' demonstrated, two
hours of that Other Asia's weeping face, one weeping woman's face after another,
until they blur into each other. Straight off the boat, the Other Asia is that kind of
victim too, staring through a hash of wire.
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Victim or no, she's part of an invasion.
You have to be watchful, tum your back and she might just slip out. Or in.
Under your skin.

In Australia, whatever her faces, the Other Asia is exotic. She always comes from
somewhere else, even when she's bom in Australia, even if she's a fourth-generation
Australian, sooner or later she provokes compliments. How nice her people are, so
gentle and friendly and always smiling, how good her English is, and where did she
leam to speak it, and how long has she been in Australia, and does she like it here?
Your face is so mobile, they say to her, even strangers on buses and people who have
just met her, you're not inscratable at all. And is your family out here, or are you
alone?
The Other Asia provokes this. She smiles and says, I am from Hong Kong or
Indonesia or Malaysia; and they say, I went there once, or I go there every year, and
I met a Mr Lee there, or was it a Mr Lim, he was lovely, so gentle and friendly, and
perhaps you know him, he was from Hong Kong or Indonesia or Malaysia too.
The Other Asia smiles, her smiling face and her good English are an open
invitation, she smiles and her smile, tho friendly and gentle, is strange. Is foreign,
unusual, extraneous, is intuitive, tender, feminine to the max. You can see this, it's
written on her face, or the way she stands and flicks back her hair; or looks at you
or tilts her head to listen; and even if you can't see it, you know it instinctively,
you've had experience of Asia, you've travelled, you've read books and newspapers,
seen documentaries on Vietnam, the Philippines, China; you've watched television,
met the neighbour's or even your cousin's new wife, ("Not too dark, is she," asked
Aunt Bessie, and you assured her,)
You know the Other Asia,
You've studied the statistics, the columns, the catalogues of what's on offer.
You've taken the time.

I know the Other Asia too, though I was a grovim woman before I met her. Before
I came across her standard set of faces, the roles she played. I was a grown woman
newly arrived from Asia to Australia. Now I too know the weight of her, that Other
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Asia, perched peering over my shoulder, nudging my elbow every now and then,
pushing at my writing hand.

Like Virginia Woolfs 'Angel in the House', the Other Asia is quiet, unassuming,
unexacting at first, or so it seems, but once met, once noticed, she's always there.
The Other Asia is a shape-shifter, try her in any convenient mould. Seductress,
spider-like in the "illicit space", the "Adventure Zone" described by Rana Kabbani
in Alison Broinowski's The Yellow Lady as the space where "civilised behaviour can
be abandoned, and taboos breached", a space always involving a combination of
allure and repugnance, assumed superiority and guilt. The space of the possible,
where the rales are bent, and the Other Asia reigns supreme,
I too know the Other Asia's names. Seductress. Slogger. Recent Arrival. Refugee,
Invader. Job-stealer. Victim. Wife. Tum your head and she's changed, she's assumed
another identity, another face to suit your purposes, whatever they may be. You
don't even have to ask.

Mostly I try to ignore her. But she lies in wait for me, she often catches me by
surprise, for example, in mirrors. Staring back.
The Other Asia is so exotic.
She's nothing to do wdth me.

When Lisa first comes to Sydney, sheridesthe trains incessantly. Sheridesto Penr
Bondi function, Pymble, Cronulla, West Ryde. The names stick to her tongue. She sits
to the window with her bag on her knee and sometimes people sit beside her and some
they move to another seat, and she zips and unzips the bag (in one carriage someon
drawn large anti-Asian signs, like anti-smoking signs, an Asiatic face cancelled out,
she sits looking at the little triangular hats). In the city she comes from there aren't
suburban trains. Later Lisaridesto Central and gets out to walk down George Street t
Quay. Everyone seems to be walking the other way: she bumps and edges along. Whe
gets to the Quay she stands looking at the water. Pigeons and gulls peck at her feet. T
isn't a harbour in the city she comes from, only two narrowrivers.Translated into Eng
the city's name is 'Muddy Confluence', at the spot where theriversmeet stands its ol
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mosque. At this spot the rivers swirl thickly.
Already Lisa can tell the difference between the groups of Asians at the Quay — the
ones who are tourists, the ones who have been here a while, or forever, and the ones who
have just arrived (already she understands by Asians not Indians, Malays, Arabs,
Burmese, Turks etc. but East Asians, people who look like her). When Lisa sees a group of
just Arrived's she carefully skirts them. She walks around them looking at their voices, their
laughter, their shoes, their hair. She wants to tell them not to put grease in their hair, not
to have partings that look like splits in their skulls, not to wear pink frills with a red skirt,
black tights with white shoes. And not to talk and laugh too loudly, or be too happy, or
excited. Not to stick out. The just Arrived's are so uncool (she feels angry and embarrassed
when people poke fun at them; at their stumbling words, she turns the other way). Lisa
glances furtively at her own clothes, her hair: hoping she doesn't look like them. She wants
to look like she's always been here — at least, to everyone except ticket collectors. To ticket
collectors Lisa wants to look like a tourist. She squeahs broken English when they ask for
her ticket and looks bewildered, and she makes them repeat and repeat what they're saying
and takes out her empty purse and, exasperated, they tell her to go away (she writes to her
mother how good she is at cutting costs).

And I'm standing in front of a mirror. I'm staring. Stopping short whenever I come to
a mirror. There is the body, the eyes, the cheekbones, the black hair hanging limply by the
sides of my face. And I'm looking at this face, I've looked at it for thirty one years but now
I'm having to stop and stare. Now chance sittings catch me unaware, bits of my image
lurk in the reflections on department store windows to shock me. Now my voice is no longer
so strange, now that I've lost my accent, I've almost lost my accent, people don't talk down
at me, yet there's always that initial reaction, the fundamental difference: my face. Often
I remember this difference only in people's reactions: you are my mirror (you mannequins
in shop windows, you pouting white women on magazine covers, you neighbours who
whisper loudly that I'm Japanese and can't speak like you.)

If I'm feeling particularly good-humoured, if I relax the fierce tension in my
writing arm and allow the Other Asia to nudge me ever so gently, I have to admit
that maybe we share some things in common. Maybe she's not completely
overwhelming, she has her uses too. The space she makes for me in her mould is a
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space I can slip neatly into, sit snugly, if I like. In ficrion as in Ufe,

The sudden blessed inability to speak English she gives me when a man squeezes
next to me on a bus, his arm over the seatback, his breath in my ear, wanting to tell
me about his exploits in Asia and how much he likes my kind.

The Other Asia and I, I have to admit, though we both live in Australia, the fact
remains that we come from somewhere else. There is a cut off point behind us. Our
memories and experiences, the ways we see and speak about the world is split down
the middle by a before and after date. We straddle two countries and cultures, and
maybe even more: this harbour reminds us of another harbour or the lack of it, a
certain odd way of expressing something leaks into our language to make people
from both before and after stare.
The Other Asia and I, we're engaged in a perpetual swing. To us 'home' is a
blurred concept. It is here and not-here, in equal doses, pulling us backwards in
time, and always away — an imaginary place. The 'place perfect', the yeamed-for,
and not where we currently are, never here, but a place crystallised in photos and
letters and the random operation of memory. Somewhere else, as clearly seen as
weak sunUght on water, never in its full glare, never with the interference of day to
day living, the sounds, sights, smells, the recalcitrant movements of bodies in space,
the inclinations that get in the way of a good story — or theory.
Like the Other Asia's many faces the 'place perfect' too has its uses, it is
somewhere I frequently visit, and from the comfort and security of my desk in the
Blue Mountains, I suppose the danger is in getting stuck there, losing your way
back. Do you write about Australia? people often ask me, and I say yes, 1 write about
Australia, I say that with the chip on my shoulder that the Other Asia gives me, as
if admitting otherwise might dislodge both me and her from our often seemingly
precarious niche.
But I have to admit, with a nudge from her, that in spite of years in Australia, it
is the 'place perfect' that has been my playground, my garden. I plant seedlings there
and sprinkle compost and see what grows. 'When I go back to Malaysia, when I'm
at that other end of the swdng, and I go back quite often, I write about Sydney or
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Katoomba, the quality of its light seems clearer to me there, its stories like weak
sunlight on water and spread evenly across the page.

But if we do look back, we must also do so in the knowledge — which gives rise
to profound uncertainties — that our physical alienation ... almost inevitably
means that we will not he capable of reclaiming precisely the thing that was lost;
that we will, in short, create fictions, not actual cities or villages, hut invisible
ones, imaginary homelands...

Salman Rushdie

In Bangkok or Kuala Lumpur, Guangzhou or Singapore, just some of the places in
Asia to which I've dragged her, the Other Asia splinters in confusion, so shocked is
she when faced with her origins in flesh and blood. For even in this narrow
geographical sample, flesh and blood Asian women come in such a wide variety of
shapes, colours, classes, backgrounds and cultures that the Other Asia is
overwhelmed.
The multipUcity of voices and existences of the women she is claimed to
represent, from jade-bangled grandmothers haggling with canny market women to
corporate high-flyers juggling careers and children, make her beat a hasty retreat.
The hardworking migrants and sex workers are here too, as are the girls who are
'petite and pretty', and the ones whose photos end up in cafes by the beach in
Australia, inspiring recitations of Shelly — but they are women amongst a multitude
of women, and do not represent the whole.
In Kuala Lumpur, in spite of traffic fumes, 1 stand on the kerbside taking deep
breaths. I look at my shadow, clear-cut in equatorial sunlight. I can't help feeling
smug. But it's foolish to assume that the Other Asia has retired for good. Like
Prometheus' magical liver, she painstakingly grows herself back. She insists she is
useful, even necessary. In Kuala Lumpur, after the initial feeling of freedom, I realise
I am caught up in a different part of the Other Asia's web. Here her 'Asian'
component frays while her feminine one intensifies. Here I am an 'Asian' woman,
but speak with a 'western' accent which makes people curl their Ups. Not an outing
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goes by without someone, usually male and a stranger, passing some remark about
my clothes, looks, accent or even posture. When I'm with my white partner, I am a
proponent of the 'Pinkerton Syndrome', a caricature not unUke the Other Asia's mail
order bride.

The Other Asia provokes this.
In Asia, she smiles and says, I am from Melboume or Perth or Sydney; and
people say, I went there once, or I go there every year, and I met a Mrs Smith there,
or was it a Mrs Smiley, and she was so nice and friendly, not stuck up at all, and
perhaps you know her, she was from Melboume or Perth or Sydney too.
In Asia, splintered, she finds herself in company with a different set: Waig^oren,
weiguh, gaijin, ferang, feringee, putih, da bidze (dabizi), mat salleh ... used with conte
for foreigners and connoting barbarians, monsters and devils.
Alison Broinowski

In Malaysia I write Australia as if I've never met the Other Asia, never come
across her, never seen her switch faces, or be made to jump hoops. In Australia, 1
often feel it's my duty, certainly it's my interest, and in my interest, to dislodge the
Other Asia from her perch over my shoulder, where she's content to sit. In more
militant moods I'd like to strangle her, as Virginia Woolf suggested, I'd like to make
it a double murder, the Angel in the House and the Other Asia buried head to head
under the compost heap. But like that angel she's tenacious, easily resurrected,
sooner or later she creeps back out, dripping paw paw seeds and potato peelings
over my study floor. Smirking as I stoop to clean up the mess. So I sometimes let
her, in all her faces, creep into my fiction, I show her the blank spaces, and invite
her in, I give her her Illicit Space to reign in, I bustle about with offerings of paint
and powder as she peers over the washbasin, hair falling in dark strands onto her
shoulders and neck,
I let her choose.

In my stories the Other Asia can play seductress, or victim, or oppressed
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migrant, or schoolgirl swot, but she has to promise me one thing. Never to be just
that. So the mysterious seductress, the creature of the dark, has a face and a place
in daylight, and lives beyond her street comer, her room. The victim bites back, or
as in the case of the lover in The Crocodile Fury she is so much the victim she is water
your hand hits through, she is smoke; her braises are shadows constantly shifting.
And yet much as I despise her, I couldn't submit the Other Asia to a literally
maddening masochism — in The Crocodile Fury, the lover, silent, sensual, passive,
a life-size doU as pUable as rabber and twisted any which way anyone desires — the
lover is not alive. The oppressed migrant sometimes laughs, infictionas in Ufe, with
hands on hips, and her chest heaving.
Infiction,as in life, I'd like the Other Asia to juggle her faces, exuberantly, not
meekly, and to her own tune and timing. And if those faces crack or smear in the
process — all is well.
Maybe then she'll acquire new ones — ones that don't sit so heavy or fit so tight.
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Pam Harvey

Searching Kyoto

O

NCE he had stopped her in a garden like that one. The city, he'd said. It
pulls me in. I'm immersed. When I'm here, I'm Uke a drowned man. He
lifted his hands and couldn't say more. Trees behind him — lush,
dripping — draped around his shoulders.
In the park, a smaU man tended fallen leaves. He swept them with a real stick
broom, and bowed as she went past. She wanted to say: Have you seen? Is this?
She nodded to him. Her umbreUa swirled above her and kept out the mist.
There was no one across the bridge, in the temple.
When the letters, his photos, had stopped, she'd thought: the city. It has him.
The sflence pushed its way across oceans and time zones, started smothering her
family. She couldn't teU them, though, about the city. About what he had said
when she'd gone to visit him, two years ago now. They paid her fare and there she
was. In the garden without him.
His photos were clear moments. Large packets in the mail showed fragments of
his life over there. Comers of a roof line, knots in fences, an iris, paper wishes in a
tree, the smoke of incense sticks. She had arranged them on a board and tried to
track their progress, 1 remember that, she'd thought. Then: No, no, I don't.
She had her photos of him, when they were in the city together. There, standing
against a tumble of granite, woolly jumper high on his neck. Another: in the torrent
of summer rain, in the street. Bicycles were captured in the instant, wheels blurred.
They were grey photos, terrible photos, poorly shot. In some, she thought, it wasn't
him at all. Just a shadow.
She had other photos of him, some of years ago, with younger eyes and short
hair. Shot in their AustraUan home. One photo she carried in her wallet. It was not
like he was when they were in the city, but she liked it, treasured it. He had looked
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at the camera with steady, beautiful eyes. Each part of his face showed exact, even
to the thickness of his dark eyelashes.
Has he, she'd thought, any photos of me?
The market places were full of masks. Bulging, jolly cheeks. Nothing behind
them, she thought. Nothing that I can see. They followed her with hoUow eyes as
she walked through the stalls. Millions of eyes, and none have seen him. She
slapped a paper cheek lightly. The mask swung and stall holders watched, rubbing
their fingers.
It was suffocating. Everyone's faces shone with only the effort of walking up the
street. Low cloud gathered over the city. The mist flattened her hair. She had
walked that street before, but now the times were blurring, and she couldn't think
whether she meant yesterday or those years ago. The heat. Hard to think.
At home, she'd practised photography. Attended classes and learned developer,
lens, light. She had taken photos of her family, and they came out progressively
clearer: her mother with a wistful nod of her head, her father rubbing his hand
through traces of Brylcreem.
She had taken photos of her home, broad views of whole front gardens. She had
taken photos of her photos. So many photos. The bathroom forever blackened and
dripping with prints.
Her family paid her fare."Have a look for him. You might find. You know him
closer than we do." Even her mother said that, desperation at the airport, patting
her arm, plucking at the sleeve.
Now she felt her time was ranning out. The heat was intense. People in the
street looked shorter, heads dovvm, pushing against the air. She staggered around
the streets, clutching her camera in two hands.
At one stage she gave up, and stood on a comer, pressed to the wall, taking
photo — cUck — after photo. Pedestrian lights shrilled Uke cuckoos. In the
evenings she mulled over the pictures. Who's in the crowd? A parody of faces.
Then, there, in a back street, she found herself against the tall building of his
Indian restaurant. They'd been there many times, she remembered the spicy smells
of the tiny elevator and the cluster of people at the tables. He ate here, she thought,
more often than at home.
Irasshaimase, madam. Waiters bowed to her. Would you like a table?
The place was so crowded, she had to lean forward on her elbows to stop the
intimate feel of someone else's spine against hers. The pickles in their dish looked
fluorescent in the light. When the waiter came with more water, she held him there
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with one hand on his smooth forearm.
The photo of years ago stuck in her sweaty palm. Have you seen my brother?
He's somewhere in Kyoto.
The samosa burned her throat, the pickles made her sneeze. The waiter nodded.
In the moming, she travelled to the poorer part of town. Buildings were small.
Paper houses waited for a fire, rastling in the breeze. By evening, the mist had gone
and she was still standing against a post, legs aching.
When the Ughts came on she could see in a few windows. Families with evening
meals. Couples on tatami. No one watched her, despite her wnnd-swept look. She
thought: I could be anyone looking for anyone.
The inner lights sent shadows around her feet. She walked between the fragile
homes, on the tips of her sneakers, to him. At the door she paused. It was slightly
ajar so she could see the floor, a wafl. She stared at the light, then took out her
camera and took a photo of the paper wall meeting the floor, a blend of simple
patterns.
The wind swung the door. Perhaps he'd seen the flash. She pushed and the Ught
flooded out. The door hit a cupboard, tapping on the oak, sending echoes into the
street.
There was a man sitting on cushions, cross-legged the Western way, eating
noodles. His beard touched the table as he leaned forward. His hair was grey. She
looked at the photo balanced on her outstretched hand.
Photos? he'd said when they were in the city together. You can take thousands
of them over here. Look.
His albums bulged with images of leaves and gates and tea-cups. City images of
heat and cloud pressing on roof-tops. She'd felt it then, the pull and the smothering,
the city.
But people, he'd said. Don't take photos of people. Then you only see a moment
of their Ufe in places you can't recognize: it's never there again. There's no use
taking photos of people.
She wondered why she hadn't remembered.
He heard the door. He looked up and smiled. Noodles dropped back to their
bowl. He was smiling at her.
She closed her fist on the picture of him taken in a moment too long ago. Excuse
me, she said. I've been searching a different city.
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Nichola Ryan

The Ten Per Cent

T

HE baby's face was raby-black and they thought it was dead until it began
to sob uncontrollably in the voice of a broken wolf. It began softly, and
slowly built up into a piercing howl which lasted for three days, and made
everyone in the town close their doors and windows and pull the curtains in fright.
It was a Sunday afternoon when the noise suddenly stopped and then all you could
hear was the dust settling and the sun collapsing in relief on the brown horizon. At
such a time, our father would normally be sitting on the porch reading the weekend
papers, but instead he was way up in the jacaranda tree with his fingers in his ears
— as if the silence were more terrifying than the cries of his newborn child. He
stayed in the tree untU the sky had changed from purple to black, and then he came
down in a hurry, missing his footing in the dark and landing with a thump and a
groan on the dried up lawn.
The baby came home in a pink basinet, and didn't cry again for many years. She
lay in her cot and giggled at the big woollen spiders that galloped across the ceilings
of our dusty, wooden house. That is all the baby did until she was three years old,
when she leamed to sit up. After that she could often be seen sitting up with the
legs of some insect straggling in her mouth — gifts from the spiders, who treated
her like a princess until our mother hired a man to poison them, and they crawled
away to die in the ran-down orchard at the end of the garden.
There were six boys in our family and they sounded like a brass band, "Oom
pah oom pah pah," you would sing along as they practised. In the mornings your
brother would wake you up by blowing his trumpet in your ear.
"Piss off ya bastard!" you would scream at him.
"Rise and shine," your brother would answer.
The boys played their instruments for the Burrajong Municipal Brass Brigade.
They also played cricket and football and table tennis. They went fishing after
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school. They moved about in an excited pack, tumbling over each other and
barking out orders. They got into trouble for pushing in at the dinner table and for
frightening the baby, who had turned into a four year old angel called Pradence.
Although Pradence looked Uke an angel, and had been made by God the Almighty
Father, our father didn't Uke her. He wanted her to be put away somewhere where
he wouldn't have to see her beauty or her silliness or the big lumps of shit that fell
out of her nappy and that she stomped into the carpet as she was leaming how to
walk.
Our father was a nervous, twitchy sort of man with haemorrhoids that
blossomed in the dust and the heat. He could often be seen pacing up and down in
the kitchen, trying to fight off one of his nervous attacks by blowing into a paper
bag, or tearing at his arsehole with furious fingers,
"I tell you what! 1 tell you bloody what!" he would wheeze,
God the Almighty Father was a tafl, thin man who wore a spotless white suit.
He never had a speck of dust in his underpants. He wore soft, goat skin slippers
and he did not speak with an Australian accent. He was part of the ten per cent.
The ten per cent was a group of people you had to belong to when you grew up.
They spoke like God the Almighty Father. They did not grow their own vegetables
and they drove around in silver-grey cars that were as smooth as aeroplanes. They
did not leave school, as our father had done, to support their dying mothers.
At my school, they taught us about the devil.
"He lives in your mother's purse," Sister Angelica would whisper, "and in your
panties."
"He hides in all the places of pleasure."
"Don't make a pact with the devil," the old black nun would caution. "You
might be very sorry if you did that."
I couldn't tell Sister Angelica that the devil was already living in our house. He
would hide in the cupboards during the day, and at night he would sit on the end
of your bed and try to scare you. He wasn't very good, I could pull better faces than
he could and sometimes I would frighten him so much that his head would
disappear for several minutes. The devil was much more interesting than the Virgin
Mary, who would appear from time to time and stand silently in the middle of the
room. After a while she would tum her eyes devoutly upwards and rise body and
soul into heaven.
Our father was upset when I told him about the miracle of Saint Theresa and the
shower of rose petals.
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"Don't they teach you anything else?" he said,
A few weeks later we shifted to a new school where we were catholic dogs and
didn't have any friends. The devil and the Virgin Mary stopped their nightly visits,
and so there was plenty of room for Prudence when she shifted into my room.
Lullabies are sleepy wooden rocking songs that you sing to your sister while you
are sewing. You sew the stitches onto the cloth, and you sew the lullabies into your
sister's heart. In the lamp Ught it is very quiet, and all you can hear is the sound of
your own voice making the words up and the clock ticking,
Pradence's body never shouted Uke mine did. Mine grew long and green and
sang in the shower. It shouted in the wand. My legs grew like wild spaghetti, I
climbed up trees with a new, lanky agility, and I stayed in them, staring and
Hstening as the sun went dowm behind the water tank and the jacarandas. Staring
into the eyes of my future which had growm as remote and infinite as the stars.
The tallest brother played the tuba and spied on you in the shower.
"Piss off ya bastard!" you would scream.
The boys were bullet-headed and impervious. They didn't know anything.
They didn't know how to change Pradence or how to give her breakfast. They
didn't have to sew anything or iron their own clothes. But when the summer came
and our father decided to paint the house, they had to stand under the ladder and
hold it steady while he shifted nervously from rang to rang,
Pradence's body was growing in a curve, and trying to stop her from walking.
It was like a cranky old tree that refused to grow straight, but leaned stubbornly
towards something that nobody else could see. The doctor decided to send her to
Sydney for an exciting new operation.
The doctor had white hands and he did not grow his own vegetables. He wrote
prescriptions with a little dry cough. He used to make us take aU our clothes off just
to look at our ears.
Pradence went into hospital when she was nine years old. She took a pink
shower bag with her, and a smelly grey rabbit. She could have taken a fresh one,
but we were afraid it would get lost at the hospital. She had a coUection of rabbits
in storage, so that when she wore one out we simply replaced it. The rabbits were
all grey and furry, and they had a plastic red ring coming out of their stomachs. You
pulled the ring, Uke a rip cord and the rabbit would say "Hello. What's up doc?"
Pmdence wore the rabbits out by pulling the string over and over and chewing the
ears off. The rabbit that Pradence took to hospital had no ears at all, and so was
spared the anguish of Prudence's screams and howls. She coughed up dirty brown
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lumps of blood and stared at us in terror. They had inserted a steel pin into her
spine and then covered her in a suit of thick white plaster.
You couldn't say "Don't worry, Pradence, soon you will be better and the plaster
will come off and you will be able to walk properly." You couldn't say "Don't worry,
Pradence, soon you will come home with us." You couldn't say anything, because
Pradence had never been able to understand words, and anyway, none of the things
you wanted to say were trae,
Pradence never did come home again, except on special occasions. The plaster
didn't come off for eight months, and Pradence never walked again because she had
forgotten how to use her legs. Her chest was grey and scabby when the plaster
finally came off, and she had a new smell of wet wool, which people didn't like.
To become part of the ten per cent, you had to get up at six o'clock in the
moming and do your piano practise. You had to put on a green and white checked
dress and walk through the brand new suburb to the brand new school. You had
not to worry about Prudence, who had shifted to a nursing home. They had taken
away her rabbits, which we hadn't realised were unhygienic and age-inappropriate.
To become part of the ten per cent, you had to leave the boys alone for now. You
had to go in competitions and smile at people. You had to wear stockings when it
was hot.
One day you found out that Pradence was dying,
"It's her chest" your mother explained.
You began to have visions of Pradence while you were doing your piano
practise. She was screaming like an angry bird. She wanted her rabbits back, A
dram began to beat in your head because your sister was dying and you had to be
part of the ten per cent. The next time you saw the greedy eyes peeping at you
through the bathroom window, you ran outside, still dripping and naked, and you
attacked your brother with the rake,
"Piss off ya bastard!" you screamed, as the blood began to stream out from the
gash in his forehead, and your father danced about anxiously trying to remove the
rake without getting clobbered.
The psychiatrist wanted to know what was wrong and you told her this:
"My sister was bom by accident, on the wrong planet and this frightened her.
First they took away her spiders, and then her rabbits. They put her in a white
plaster prison for eight months and when they realised she was dying they put her
in a nursing home. They gave her a Queen Anne bedside table for Christmas, but
she doesn't get treated like Queen Anne. They give her purple tablets when she
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cries, and they eat her chocolates. You can tell, because the nurses are all so fat and
guilty when you go to visit."
The psychiatrist gave you some purple tablets and your mother threw them in
the rabbish bin, and then she sat down on the floor and cried.
There was a sex education class at school and one of the girls asked "What does
'finger' mean?" You tried it that night and it was warm and delicious, and you got
up and prowled restlessly about the house, because the discovery was amazing, and
you didn't know what to do with it. When you went back to bed, there were spiders
crawling all over it. They were looking for Prudence, When they started crawling
out the window you followed them, and that is when you saw your sister for the last
time. She was wearing a spotless white suit and a pair of soft goat skin slippers. She
was standing next to the rose bushes and holding a brand new rabbit, which was
calling to you in the moonlight.
"Hello. What's up doc?"
Pradence turned her eyes devoutly upwards and began to rise, with a mysterious
smile, into heaven knows where.
Inside your head it is very quiet, and all you can hear is the sound of your own
voice making the words up, and the clock ticking.
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Miriam Lo

Kitchen Dreams
In a picture frame on my bedroom wall
is a portrait of a woman in a kitchen
tossing handfuls of oats into butter.
If I close my eyes,
I can see her
turning flour, whipping icing,
whisking, creaming, crumbling, rubbing,
as the world takes shape between her fingers.
Magic-fingers, nails stiff with dough
snatching toast from grillers,
lifting trays from ovens with nary a teatowel,
fingers smiling with chocolate kisses
as children watch, wide-eyed and waiting,
for a batter-smeared bowl to Uck.
My grandma was a kitchen witch,
her oven a kiln
that fired children heart's with apron dreams,
weaving with floured fingers
spells that conjured honey-dripping scones.
My mother's hand wove a different spell,
oven-hard and heavy.
I watched them,
grinding butter into dough,
scouring grease off table-tops,
scrubbing grief from faces, lines from foreheads.
She had a gift for joining,
wedding her mother's oven to a wok,
roast lamb and pavlova to stir-fried broccoli and soy-sauce rice;
two worlds matched and melted in her kitchen.
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The woman in the picture smiles.
Does she know
the dreams that rise up, wafting from her oven,
hot with the smell of bread?
They have crept into my head
and will not budge.
Obstinately longing
for bedrooms and bathtubs,
for hearthfires and children and kitchens.

Barbara Brandt

Dust
lor Minga
Dust, residue of ancient bones
red as rusty old blood and pulsing
with life, paints my skin.
The heart of my home country
pumps Banjima dust around the feet
of Kurruma and Innawonga dancers,
tints the old people's hair
and dyes my white shirt red.
Dust pulses to the beat of the dancing sticks,
enriches my mouth, the songs 1 sing.
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Peter Porter

A Pam Brown Belt
Something to be worn
with pride, a genuine
belt across the front
by a trae Oz poet,
'belt' as I used
to hear it said
'watch yer mouth
or I'll give yer a belt' —
this poet certainly
knows the greats,
the Americans that is,
the ones who changed the way
poetry is written —
Hi Frank, Hi Paul,
Hi August and Carlos,
HI Ted (oh no, they're dead),
and Hi
(fiU in the latest name,
John will know it) —
but even more the Sydney
troubadours, Ken, Ken,
another John, Nige etc
O Newfoundland,
O Altitude —
and a word for today's kids
you've got Pam on your side,
yr billowing clothes,
yr borrowing minds,
(no more commas)
yr one-finger sonatas
of sex and salsa —
well this is a grudge poem
written by the boring expatriate
Pam smacked down
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(see Lit Grit somewhere
in her ampUfied works)
he should know better
but he likes Pam's style
and once you set it roUing
it's hard to stop,
there aren't any brakes.
I try to imagine Pam
she's 46 now
but I can only think of
myself at 46
and hope she's in better shape.
I have a cousin cafled Pam
(but we always kept
to the full form Pamela)
she's got a place
beside a canal
in Florida Gardens,
Surfers' — Pam the Poet
wouldn't touch it
with a University
of Technology folder
or a Communications Course
Outline — contamination!
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though Forbes called his
stapled poem-sheet
after that sanitised haven
for white-shoed money
we poor Brisbaners
used to know as
THE SOUTH COAST.
What I'm trying
to establish
in this poem is —
what it really means
to be Australian —
on the one hand Pam
seems to think it means
preferring America
to anywhere else
(if you strip the angst
from her anger)
but then Les Murray
wouldn't agree with that
and here comes my special
pleading: to hell
with the Yanks
my ancestors came here
in the sixties of
the last century —
anyone's an Australian
who grew up here
no matter where she
or he went to live
or chooses to go on living.
I suppose it must be
who you Uke, what
artists you admire
and nothing to do with
native flowers, cockatoos
or Vegemite.
But at least I've leamed
not to try any of those
though I swore it wouldn't —
attack's the first if not the best
form of defence
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historical analogies —,
Australia is like
Mauretania in
the Roman Empire
where all the poets
headed for the capital —
after all, they all spoke
latin — but I wonder
is New York Byzantium?
No, the comparison breaks down
even if Australia's avant-garde
in its owm way persists
in feeling colonial.
At least not Post Colonial
that meaningless heading
which gets the prizes
in all academies.
I remember what
Philip Salom wrote —
Hi Phil! — the speed
of the Post Modem
contrasts with the snailpace
of the Modem Post.
And Pam's aggression
has been bugging me
and like those legions
which dressed in badges
taken from their enemies
I'm wearing her scorn
across my chest
for all the world like
a 1915 infantry officer —
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a British reference, Pam,
I'm sorry but out here
the military used to wear them
when I was young.
That's it — I suppose
I've convinced myself
I'm an Old Australian —
not that I know what
one is, but it seems
to invite hostUe recognition
in younger eyes alright —
I've written about Old Digs,
The People's Palace
and Toowoomba's Picnic Point
but that won't save me
and anyway I'm about
to return to London
which is a sort of home
if you beUeve in home
and really I did think
a Mozart sonata
was more real than
a Brisbane tram.

Breakfasting with Cockatoos

They go well with baroque flutes,
with charity on a stick
and with the tremor of night-staflions
(to give those bearers of bad dreams
their proper gender) — they incline
a head above their fodder and warn us watchers,
this is not Grace but cantUever greed,
dribbling being nicer far than gratitude.
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They defy us to be other than anthrop—
0 — is it morphic, ludic, metric? —
cockatooness is unknowable
and consider the only tools we have for an assessment whellbarrow words, rejigged, resprayed
but stationary on the superhighway
whose all roads lead to CD-Rom,
You photograph our souls, they say,
and what you get is quite a pretty plate
fit for The Book of Venerable Beards.
Now, as a gulp of tea goes down my shirt,
1 sight a sulphur crested imposed
on Byron's pompous helmet and know
this bird would see no point
in liberating Greece, But wings are shadows
under which a million deaths are waiting
extraterrestrially to be bom.
Birds will be Boyds,
beheaders of the worm voyeur
and snatchers of unguarded gristle;
they have platformed, so we think,
Darwinian aeronautics
from where they'll spring to any point
which offers exponential sloth.
They merchandise the proper lines
to front a marble fort embroidered
round the pelvis of a Doge
and when I put my cup down, faced at last
by my long-prevaricated, charismatic toast,
one of my cursory considerers,
non-verbally but colloquially,
pronounced our audience at an end
and offers in exchange a pilgrimage
to decorate a postcard, and I see
the picture in its heart, a trae romance,
the embarkation for some special
Cythera of bulging rabbish bins.
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Philip Salom

The Song of Hair
In four houses now I've seen her
taking her hair for its long swim like freestyle
through basins and towels, through conditioners
and wraps, tuning the waters, solving the combinations
of taps, 1 have seen her, from washing
and combing out, take in her strong hands
and lift to the right like playing a flute
her long hair, her long blonded dream of the scalp.
Nothing rashes her. Nothing is left out.
The drying machines, the hand-held wind
tunnels: and she, her sleek hair and face
like aerodynamics, so keen is her beauty
with this fuflness of work. In her house,
and mine, in London once, in Rome, I've
seen her, as this known world repeats
each combing and hair-touch and rightful place
as if the world would not be worth living if
this were not so, made so and found so
in her fabulous patience, her beautiful hair.
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Confession of Scale
A heretic: no ancient city presses through
my retina to woo my brain. The everyday
has swallowed all the rains like a monumental
see-through fish. Or some of us must lack
the gene of history so totally we walk
bare-topped in the rain of cliches
and stay dry. This world's too made over
in someone else's image Uke the masons
tapping at the Arch until the Ancients' faces
suddenly resemble Constantine. And that's
not very different from everywhere the what
of sequentiality has passed and left behind
stony, mediocre art, footnotes in the rain....
People waking and scratching, working
day-long then yabbering through a meal...
The heat's everywhere but the fire's out.
After youth and effort all too often: embarrassment, regret, Alzheimers in the garden.
Objects are neutral, we become at once
their only context; their age ruins them
into our favour, as if liking them we like
an alias: even I could dream myself
the temples of Khajaro. Roma's massive
vaults and walls like Mastodon rise
steeply in the brain, but Oh so full of agon...
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Paul Hetherington

Grandmother
Her mind is a sideshow, full of startling light
and children's leaning faces, her dynasty—
carefully placed on cupboard and mantelpiecethat she describes with serious deUght:
her fond, abiding sense of generation
accumulated throughout ninety years.
She revisits lessons her mother taught
during her charmed and active chfldhood,
doted on and flawed at once, one hand
a red birthmark that gloves would later hide.
Still she's sure of what she knew and knows,
of what is right, on whom should be bestowed
her gifts of kindness and clear-eyed advice.
Impatient of all weakness and afl vice
she chafes at her immobilising age
which daunts her independence and resolve:
she holds the hand of a parting daughter's son
and for long seconds her clarity is undone.
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Susan Midalia

The Contemporary Female
Bildungsroman: Gender, Genre
and the Politics of Optimism.
s a preface to this discussion of the contemporary female
Bildungsroman, I offer a few words about terminology — specifically,
the word Bildungsroman itself. I have chosen this term from a great
number of possibilities, including the novel of individual development, the novel of
formation, education, or vocation, and German variants such as the
Erziehungsroman or the Entwicklungsroman or the Aufkldrungsroman, whose subtle
gradations of meaning attest to an admirable if tedious Teutonic exactitude. I use
Bildungsroman to signal my interest in Bildung as both a class- and gender-specific
concept of identity formation. That concept, of course, originated in late eighteenthcentury Germany as a manifestation of a humanistic belief in the self as innate
potentiality shaped by acculturation and social experience. Central to this ideology
of selfhood is the notion of individual agency — the self as potentially selfdetermining, as capable of choice and change, as constitutive as well as constituted.
The class-specific basis of Bildung has been well documented, and succinctly
summarised by Jeffrey Sammons as that "intensely bourgeois concept which carries
with it many assumptions about the autonomy and relative integrity of the self... its
relative range of options within material, social, even psychological determinants".^
It's gender specific basis has also been subject to recent scrutiny. In contrast to male
versions, the female Bildungsroman, reflective of historical and social realities and
tied to a notion of typicality, has until fairly recently been obUged to depict the
obstacles to development, the paucity of choices for women. Nineteenth-century
examples in particular reveal the heroine's lack of autonomy and self-determination.

A

1. Sammons, Jeffrey L., "The Bildungsroman for Nonspecialists: An Attempt at a Clarification", in James Hardin, ed., Reflection and Action. Columbia, South CarolinaiUniversity of South Carolina Press, 1991,42. See
also Randolph P Shaffner, The Apprenticeship Novel, New York: Peter Lang, 1984; Franco Motetti, The Way
of the World. London: Verso, 1987; and various essays contained in James Hardin's useful collection.
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consigning her to either a conventional marriage or death — the two, as the feminist
joke has it, being virtually interchangeable. Feminist critics since the nineteeneighties have argued that the concept of Bildung, as both a social possibflity and a
cultural ideal, has tradiuonally been a male prerogative.^ I preserve the term
Bildungsroman, then, to foreground those ideologies of gender and class which not
only shaped its origins but which also, as I shall argue, underpin contemporary
female versions of the genre.

Recent feminist work on the contemporary female Bildungsroman has argued for the
emancipatory nature of the genre — what Ellen Morgan has enthusiastically
described as "the most salient form for literature influenced by neo-feminism" The
case for the genre's liberatory function rests partly on the fact that recent examples
have effected a modification of traditional definitions of Bildung itself, thereby
enabling the articulation of previously unacknowledged or silenced areas of female
experience. Thus, for example, whilst earUer versions of the genre present youth as
the most decisive stage of an individual's Ufe history, contemporary female examples
sometimes begin with middle-age as precipitating a crisis of identity, a questioning
of hitherto unproblematically internalised social norms. This shift in the definition
of Bildung implicitly acknowledges the differences for females and males in the
sociaUsation process. A gendered re-conceptualisation of Bildung also underpins
those novels which insist on the narratibility of the heroine's life in old age. Kate
Grenville's Lilian's Story is an example which, unlike its nineteenth-century
predecessors, refuses a youthful marriage as the point of narrative and ideological
closure.
The argument for the emancipatory nature of the genre also rests, I believe more
contentiously, on what is claimed to be its politics of optimism. It is said that such
novels, written in the wake of the Women's Movement and attesting to the influence

See, for example, Elizabeth Abel et at, eds, The Voyage In. New Hampshire: Hanover Press, 1984; Rita
Felski, Beyond Feminist Aesthetics. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989; Susan Fraiman,
Unbecoming Women. New York: Columbia University Press, 1993; Esther Kleinbord Labovitz, The M^th of
the Heroine. New York: Peter Lang, 1986; C. Pearson and K. Pope, TTie Female Hero. New York: R.R.
Bowker and Co., 1982; and Annis Pratt et al.. Archetypal Patterns in Womeni Fiction. London: Harvester
Press, 1982.
Ellen Morgan, 'Human Becoming: Form and Focus in the Neo-Feminist Novel", in Susan Comillon, ed.,
Images of Women in Fiction. Ohio: Bowling Green Press, 1973,185,
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of consciousness-raising and political activism, reflect progress in the "real" world
expanded social opportunities for women and more liberated and liberating
views of female sexuality. The claim for the liberatory politics of the genre can also
be situated in the more recent and wider debate about the political efficacy for
feminism of the reaUst novel, of which the Bildungsroman is one manifestation.
Critics such as Linda Hutcheon'^ and Patricia Waugh draw attention to the
usefulness of realism's model of the humanist subject in the face of poststracturalist
attacks, preserving as it does what Waugh circumspecdy describes as "a belief that
human beings can act upon the world as partially autonomous agents who can thus
determine to some extent what they shall be".^ Rita Felski, too, defends the
humanist subject, albeit on the grounds of textual reception, arguing that realism's
emancipatory potential lies in its capacity to effect attitudinal and behavioural
changes in the daily lives of female readers.^ Marilyn French's highly popular The
Women's Room is often given as the example of a consciousness-raising novel which,
as the blurb confidently announces, "changes lives". Other well-known examples
include Doris Lessing's Summer Before the JDark, Marge Piercy's Fly Away Home and
Fay Weldon's Praxis.
Recent AustraUan literature, too, provides numerous examples of optimistic
depictions of female Bildung. Novels such as Elizabeth Riley's All That False
Instruction, Amy Witting's I For Isobel, Sue Woolfe's Painted Woman and Gillian
Mears' The Mint Lawn centre on the escape from the stultifyingly familial, while
Marion CampbeU's Not Being Miriam espouses the importance of female community,
Thea Astley's Reaching Tin River and Amy Witting's A Change in the Lighting deal with
the insufficiencies of the heterosexual romance plot which has traditionally given
meaning to women's lives and to earlier versions of the genre. Notwithstanding the
bracingly oppositional, at times transformative impulse, of such novels, I want to
argue that the contemporary female Bildungsroman, from a feminist perspective, is
not always and necessarily liberatory; that the genre, in fact, encompasses
ideologically diverse, even antithetical, positions. Certainly the existence of
ideological variants can be explained partly in terms of genre theory itself, the
methodological presuppositions of which tend to homogenise narrative effects
4. Linda Hutcheon, The Politics of Modernism. London and New York: Routledge, 1989,
5. Patricia Waugh, Feminine Fictions. London and New York: Routledge, 1989,13.
6. Rita Felski, "Feminism, Realism and the Avant-Garde", in Andrew Milner, Phihp Thomson and Chris
Wonh (eds), Postmodern Conditions. New York: St Martin's Press, 1990. See also Chapter 4 of her Beyond
Feminist Aesthetics.
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which are demonstrably multiple, various, even contradictory. Nevertheless, actual
textual diversity can also be attributed to the way in which the issue of social class
problemauses that of personal liberauon, and to the different emphasis in different
novels on the psychological and social determinants of idenuty. Of relevance, too,
is the ideologically equivocal nature of liberal humanism itself, founded as it is on
what Kate Soper describes as an ultimately irresolvable tension between voluntarism
and determinism.'' With these considerauons in mind, I shall illustrate the genre's
ideological diversity through a discussion of three examples, Kate GrenviUe's Lilian's
Story (1991, revised version), Marion HalUgan's Sel/Possession (1987) and Marion
Campbefl's Lines of Flight (1985).
The political optimism of Lilian's Story Ues for me in its ameliorative view of
women's history. I have written elsewhere on this issue in the novel, arguing that its
optimism resides in its refusal to present the heroine's story — of frastrated
ambition and thwarted desire — as tragically inevitable. Spanning the years from
Federation through to the nineteen sixties, and written in the wake of second-wave
feminism, Lilian's Story anticipates, albeit in muted fashion, an era of enormous
social change and considerable progress for women. I now want to change the
focus of that argument by claiming that the novel's ameUorative perspective is
informed by a recognition of the political value of sisterhood, where in fact the
importance in the novel of a sustained and sustaining sense of female community is
suggested by its very absence. The political optimism of the novel is also qualified by
an acknowledgment of the ideologically compUcating factor of social class. Lilian's
Story recognises the power of class and economic determinants in women's lives; its
exploration of female liberation is informed by the knowledge, as the heroine puts
It, that "freedom [is] a relative thing".
The importance of sisterhood in the novel is exemplified by the figure of Joan,
LiUan's unconventional University friend. Initially Joan functions as a spokesperson
for feminist ideas and ideals. Her refusal of feminine stereotypes is signified both by
her appearance — her "hair cropped short at the back like a man's", "her trousers a

7.
8.
9.
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Kate Soper, Humanism and Anti-Humanism, London: Hutchinson Press, 1986.
Susan Midalia, "Art for Woman's Sake: Kate Grenville's Lilians Story as Feinale Bildungsroman', in Hilary
Eraser and R.S. White, eds, Constructing Gender. Nedlands, Western Australia; University of Western Ausualia Press, 1994.
Kate Grenville, Lilian's Story. Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1991,196. This is a revised and final version of the
original 1985 publication. All references are to the 1991 edition and are given in brackets throughout the
text.
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scandal" — and by her defiant rejection of the notion of female servitude: as she
says, "fuck the lady with the lamp." (93). In effect, Joan provides a feminist education
for Lilian, enabUng her to think beyond the conceptual and ideological limits of the
patriarchal order. She constracts a world in which men and women can be "mates",
in striking contrast to the world of sexual objectificauon of Lilian's young
womanhood. Her educative role is often related to the issue of the female body, and
her attempts to subvert those masculinist meanings inscribed upon it. This is clearly
illustrated in the swimming scene in which Joan admires the large Lilian's naked
body:
You are a fine figure of a woman, [Joan] said sincerely, I like the way there is

so much of you. I had not thought about myself in such a way before. My
bulk had always been an appendage, but now, looking down at my smooth
pale breasts in the sun, I was prepared to reconsider (113),
Joan's words here provide Lilian with a means of re-conceptualising her body,
seeing it as a source of pleasure and pride rather than as an object of masculinist
derision or disgust. Further, the muted homoerotic overtones later in this scene,
particularly in a novel pervaded by a sense of the inadequacies and destructiveness
of heterosexuality, suggest the political potential of female friendship. This potential
is confirmed by the novel's strategic removal of Joan from the narrative, Joan's
disappearance, itself the consequence of her conventional marriage, occurs shortly
after what is perhaps the novel's most disturbing manifestation of patriarchal power
— the father's rape of LiUan; and this departure leaves the heroine emotionally
isolated and socially powerless. Other possibilities for female support are also
denied at this point in the narrarive; Lilian's mother and Aunt Kitty, like the heroine
marginalised by patriarchy, remain oblivious to her plight.
In the public sphere, too, female soUdarity is systematically denied. Indeed, it is
one of the novel's poUtical ironies that female community in the wider social context
exists, in the main, only in parodic form. Each example re-inforces a sense of the
powerlessness of the heroine in particular and of women in general. The psychiatric
institution to which Lilian is consigned by her father is a grotesque version of female
community, its inmates soUpsistically locked into their delusions and invented
consolations. The women's prison in which Lilian is later incarcerated is by
definition, like the asylum, enforced community; and here Lilian is excluded by
virtue of her privileged class position — an issue to which I shall return — taunted
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and finally ignored for what the working-class female inmates perceive as her "rich
bitch tricks" (196), A further example, the sisterhood of prostitutes, is an emblem
of women's economic powerlessness and sexual commodificauon. The aged Lilian's
penultimate encounter with female community, the convent nursing-home, is also
heavily ironised. In a secrion pointedly entitled 'All My Sisters', the potentially selfdetermining, autonomous female subject is reduced to a state of cheerful
dependency by smilingly paternalistic nuns. The novel's only two positive examples
of sisterhood are unavailable to the ageing and isolated heroine. The brief reference
to the entry of women into the work force during World War Two is poUtically
telling; for whilst Lilian registers the women's sense of purposiveness and pleasure,
she remains ignorant of the -wider poUtical significance for women of this historical
phenomenon. The heroine is similarly oblivious to the emancipatory potential of the
novel's second positive example of female community. The fleeting reference to the
1960s University students — those confident "young girls striding in their pants"
(226) — suggests the Women's Movement demonstration marches both founded
on and generating a sense of female solidarity. The pathos of exclusion underlying
both these examples is countered -with the optimism born of retrospective
knowledge. These oblique allusions to the power of sisterhood prefigure the reaUty
of more personally fulfilling and socially productive narratives for women.
Moreover, this optimism is a knowing one. In its concluding specification of the
new generation of University women, the novel impUcitly acknowledges the
middle-class origins, assumptions and expectations of the Women's Movement,
Earlier and more extensively, the issue of social class problematises its
representation of female Bildung; -victimised by virtue of her gender, the heroine is
nevertheless shown to be pri-vileged by -virtue of her class. Bom into and assuming
as a given a world of servants and the cultivation of leisure, Lilian is granted access
to a University education in the Sydney of the 1920s, Later, economic independence
buys her freedom — escape from the father, release from the mental asylum and a
room of her o-wn. The issue of class privilege is made expUcit in those scenes which
detail the heroine's two weeks in prison — what she calls two weeks' "hard". It is
here, in a scene ironically set in the communal space of the dining-hall, that Lilian
recognises her difference from the other inmates, and how incarceration, both literal
and metaphoric, constitutes the Ufe of working-class women:
....[I] saw how bitter it must feel for women who were condemned to fold
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sheets for years, to have someone like myself, prissy of accent and incompetent with a broom, coming in and leaving again in two weeks. I tried to
tell myself that I, too, might be guilty of the same unkindness if I could see
freedom flaunted before me, as they could when they looked at me. And
freedom was a relative thing, I saw: I was as free as a bird in their eyes, for
what was two weeks, even two weeks of hard, in a sentence of years?(196).
Interestingly, these prison scenes, which have a marked social dimension, were
written with a conscious psychological intent. The scenes in fact were added to the
original 1985 version of the novel on the ad-vice of GrenvUle's American publisher,
in an attempt to make more psychologically plausible what was deemed to be
Lilian's too precipitous descent into "madness".^° Whilst this intention is realised
in the mo-ving account of the heroine's increasing sense of dissociation and
unreality, the political implications of these additional twelve pages are equally
compelling. Here, however briefly and belatedly, the novel makes explicit the
importance of economic and social determinants in its exploration of an individual's
destiny. In this way, then, both through its presentation of sisterhood and in its
recognition of the importance of social class, Lilian's Story suggests the limitations
its own Uberal feminist assumptions.
By contrast, my second example, Marion HalUgan's novel Self Possession, is a
curiously naive exploration of female Bildung. It seems unaware of some of the
implications of its underlying political phflosophy, namely an ethos of
individuaUsm ciystaflised in the credo of its heroine: "she wasn't a feminist. She
believed that liberation, like salvation, was something to be worked out by the
individual".
Ideologically speaking, it is a surprising book to have emerged in
Australia in the nineteen eighties; as one reviewer has observed. Self Possession does
"little to suggest the burgeoning sisterhood of the early 1970s".^^ This is not to be
prescriptive, to insist that a novel about individual female development must toe
some "poUtically correct" feminist line. Rather, my claim here is that the novel's
individualism reveals the phUosophical and polirical limitations of the concept of
female Bildung on which it is predicated. Its naivete is suggested by its separation of
the so-called private and public spheres, its socially decontextualised presentation
10. Gerry Tuicotte, "Telling Those Untold Stories: An Interview with Kate Grenville", Southerly, No,3, September 1987, 290.
11. Marion Halligan, Self Possession, St Lucia, Queensland, University of Queensland Press, 1987, 41. Other
page references are given in brackets throughout the text.
12. Diana Giese, "Angela Among the Svengalis", Canberra Times, 30 May 1987, 43,
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of a range of issues. Thus, for example, adultery is seen as a purely private matter;
the analysis of an affair between a male academic and his young female student relies
on a psychological rather than social model of explanarion, Lydia Bro-wnlow, the
academic wife, describes her husband's adulterous beha-viour as "a sort of male
menopausal thing" (187) rather than as a possible abuse of institurionalised power;
while her later observation that the usually "remote" John "must certainly have been
seduced" (237) impHcitly exonerates him as sexually helpless victim. Similarly, the
novel's treatment of the issue of abortion emphasises individual psychology at the
expense of possible feminist critique. Thus, for example, the scene in the waiting
room of the abortion clinic — filled -with what are described as "ignorant" lowerclass young women — functions primarily as a characterising device, attesting to the
heroine's sensitivity and capacity for self-scrutiny, rather than as a catalyst for social
analysis. Further, the heroine's decision to have an abortion, presented primarily as
a matter of individual choice, simply assumes the history of feminist activism which
made such choice possible.
This poUtical naivete — or, less generously, political complacency — is aU the
more ethically suspect in the light of the novel's understanding of feminism itself
Whereas Lilian's Story implicitly registers it as both a conceptual system and a social
movement. Self Possession defines feminism merely as a form of political acti-vism
-viewed with either indifference or antagonism. The novel's anti-feminist stance is
evident in its representation of three of its main female characters. The two who
explicitly dissociate themselves from the movement — the heroine Angela Mayhew
and the academic wife Lydia Brownlow — are sympathetically presented and
individualised. As a woman older than the heroine, Lydia Brownlow is used to offer
a perspective on the 1960s feminist movement from the vantage point of the 1970s;
and her uncomplaining, even cheerful balancing of the roles of supportive wife,
loving mother and aspiring -writer gives credence to her poUtical views. She
observes: " ... If I were a feminist I'd have to say that the sexual revolution of the
sixties was all on men's terms. Nice for women, perhaps, but still on men's terms.
All lip-service.... The classical argument: a man on the moon and contraception still
unsafe" (67-8). The novel seems unaware that Lydia's criticism here is precisely that
voiced by feminist revisionists since the 1970s; it uses Lydia's comments on the
Umitauons of an historically specific phase of the feminist movement to discredit
collective action per se and to confirm a belief in individualism. Later in the novel,
the reader is told that Lydia "had never bothered -with feminism, beUeving herself
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quite sufficiently liberated and having no proselytising interest in the liberation of
others" (189). The disdain for poUtical activism registered in the pejorative word
"proselytising" is even more obvious in the novel's stereotyping of its one selfdesignated feminist Philippa Massinger, whose political commitment is shown to be
motivated merely by personal unhappiness and neurosis. The novel's consistent
refusal to take seriously her feminist convictions is showm both by the paucity of
detail about her activism, and by the considerable emphasis given to her
unattractive physical appearance and personality. Variously described as thin and
angular, with smaU breasts and sharp knees, sulky, gloomy, bad-tempered, selfabsorbed and self-pitying, she emerges as a sexist caricature of the feminist acti-vist
as ugly, humourless social failure and man-hating malcontent. The one explicit
reference to PhUippa's activism is a trivialising account of her clothing: "the current
feminist uniform of wrap-around Indian skirt and bra-less besloganed t-shirt" (13).
And with what can only be read as unintentional irony, the reference is to her
attendance at an abortion rally.
Political conservatism also informs the novel's pervasive sense of female sexual
competitiveness, itself a logical consequence of the ethos of individualism. Self
Possession is notable both for its lack of female friendship and for therivalryand
resentment which characterise some of the relationships between women. The novel
consistently endorses the primacy of heterosexual relationships at the expense of
female friendships; without exception, the enduring loyalties of the women are to
their men, whilst friendly relationships between women are merely social
arrangements based on the professional connections of husbands. The friendship
between the heroine and her fellow students Meg and Julie is based not on
intellectual or emotional companionship but on a shared sense of social ineptitude
and man-lessness. Underlying sexual competitiveness is made explicit after Angela's
dramatic physical transformation from dowdy bespectacled scholar to contactlensed curvaceousness, and her acquisition of a desirable man. Perhaps the saddest,
and most poUtically telling, aspect of these friendships emerges in the heroine's
emotional isolation on discovering her pregnancy: her un-willingness to confide in
her friends because "she suspected capacities for certain ignoble satisfactions" (224)
is a rather cynical denial of the possibility of female sympathy or support. Nor is
there any evidence, here or elsewhere, of a feminist critique of such competitiveness.
On the contrary, the novel subscribes to the tyrannous regime of appearances of
which female sexual competitiveness is one manifestation. For all its concern with
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the heroine's social and moral educaUon, Self Possession is nouceably preoccupied
with her physical appearance — certainly there is more emphasis on Angela's
"audacious curves" (95 ) and prominent breasts than on her scholarly endeavours.
The other female characters are almost always described in terms of bodily shape,
and through details of clothing or hairdo which may or may not make the most of
so-caUed natural assets. Significantly, the one male character whose appearance is
described in any detail — Angela's lover — is ultimately dismissed as stereotypically
"feminine" in his narcissism and rather vacuous charm.
Finally, the novel's ethos of indi-vidualism is complicated by its attitude to social
class and to the issue of social mobility in particular. Unlike Lilian's Story, which
offers a critique of its bourgeois feminism. Self Possession seems to endorse its
heroine's class snobbery. Angela's intellectual and social aspirations are predicated
upon a rejection of her lower middle-class origins; and in a movement apparendy
endorsed by the novel, she ultimately aligns herself-with the pleasures and privileges
of academia rather than with a notion of sisterhood. Her attitude to the women in
her family is amusedly contemptuous; her description of the life of her cousin Pam,
for example, is informed by distaste for its material ugliness rather than by sympathy
for or protest against its circumscribed nature. Pam -will leave "school at fifteen to
work in a supermarket, spending all her money on flimsy clothes and gaudy makeup, [be] married at seventeen to a boy called Gary with ambitions of becoming a
motor mechanic and not just a service station attendant" (5). Pam's life offends the
heroine's aesthetic sensibilities rather than any feminist principles. Angela's
snobbery is apparent in her sarcastic dismissal of Gary's "ambitions"; even the classspecific names "Pam" and "Gary" effect a cacophonous contrast to the lyrical
"Angela".
Nor do her attitudes appreciably change when faced -with the reality of a
common female experience — an unplanned pregnancy. Rather than engendering
a sense of solidarity or even commonality, the discovery serves to re-inforce the
heroine's sense of her difference from, indeed her superiority to, the women of her
class. 'Whereas her female relatives merely get into what she calls "muddles and
messes", the heroine, making an eUtist distinction, believes her life is "rained" (254).
Another opportunity for female solidarity is offered by Angela's experience of
abortion; but again what emerges is the gulf of class rather than the bond of
sisterhood:
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There were other clients about, and after a bit another elegant woman took
them into a smaU high room and explained the procedures, -with diagrams.
All very pedagogic. And she knew it already. The other girls didn't; they
didn't seem to have any idea where the foetus was, or how it had got there,
or how it would be got out, and they were not leaming now. You could teU
by their shuttered faces, they were cold and glassy with fright; she realised
they were much younger than she, not prosperous, ill-educated, even their
names — for they all wore sticky labels (suggesting possibilities of mateyness, perhaps?) marked -with the brief anonymity of Christian names —
even their names not pretty, and certainly not Christian, ugly trendy
names of a few years ago, banal and easily triphongised. She felt superior,
and a fool. She lacked their excuse of ignorance. She fek much sorrier for
diem than for herself (270).
The passage represents an ostensible shift in the heroine's perceptions of lower-class
women. Whilst her snobbery persists in her reference to the "ugly, trendy names",
there is some attempt at imaginative projection on Angela's part in her movement
from the coldly unemotive word "clients" to the more personal, even quasi-maternal
"girls", and in her recognition that those girls are "cold and glassy -with fright". And
there is, importantly, an element of self-criticism which reveals a capacity to see
beyond her personal lot. But the heroine's sense of distance and difference prevails.
Her sympathy is offered from a position of superiority, suggesting pity rather than
empathy; whilst the possibiUty of solidarity is undercut by the sardonically
parenthetic reference to "mateyness". Moreover, the experience of sympathy is
merely temporary and theoretical; untranslated into action, it remains at the level of
a self-congratulatory exercise, functioning merely to confirm the heroine's
sensiti-vity. Nor does her recognition of the "ignorance" of the girls provide a catalyst
for feminist analysis; neither Angela nor the novel uses this insight to consider those
patriarchal attitudes which make such "ignorance" possible, even desirable.
The novel's unremittingly individualistic focus thus reveals a political naivete, at
times complacency, in its depiction of a range of female experiences. Emancipation
may come for the heroine in the form of personal autonomy and self-determination.
Her decision to have an abortion may be grounded in what is for some feminists the
most important and fundamental of women's rights — control over one's body.
Nevertheless, in its endorsement of individualism, its relative indifference to the
matter of social change, and its explicitly anti-feminist stance. Self Possession is an
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essentially conservative rather than emancipatory narrative.
My third and final example of the contemporary female Bildungsroman — more
precisely, Kunstlerroman — is Marion CampbeU's Lines of Flight. Unlike Sel/
Possession, this novel overtly scratinises some of the central philosophical and
ideological assumptions of Bildung, including, centrally, the notion of authentic
selfhood. As the heroine, Australian artist Rita Finnerty, sceptically declares upon
arriving in France: "So you have come to Europe to find yourself, they say. Ha".
Drawing on a range of poststracturalist models of the subject. Lines of Flight
foregrounds the epistemological naivete of the belief in authenticity — that margin
of self assumed to exist outside or beyond social determinations and retrievable
beneath the distortions of social roles. The novel's poUtical critique of the
Bildungsroman is centred on what it sees as the genre's potential narcissism, its preoccupation -with and pri-vileging of the personal at the expense of an analysis of
-wider social issues. The dustjacket blurb touches on this subversive impulse in its
description of Lines of Flight as "mo-ving away from self-obsession and the concem
with identity. In this", the blurb continues, "it defines itself consciously and
strikingly against the mainstream of recent feminist fiction". Certainly, the novel
does move from a focus on individual consciousness to a more overtly poUticised
concem with the social and cultural determinants of identity, and in particular to
the issue of the heroine's Australianness. Nevertheless, the novel does not abandon
entirely, as the blurb misleadingly implies, the premises of Bildung. Theoretical
sophistication notwithstanding, it retains a belief in the possibility — indeed the
ethical and political necessity — of linearity-as-progress, in its representation of the
heroine's movement, however fractured, fragmented and partial, to greater selfunderstanding. And for afl its postmodernist play -with identity — imaginatively
enacted as multiply determined, shifting, relational, improvisational — Lines of
Flight ethically endorses the feminist straggle, personal and vocational, for selfdetermination — what Rita calls her "brief disruptive tenancy" before "the other
voices take over" (277).
As a Kunstlerroman set in 1970s France, the novel's focus on its Australian
heroine's development as artist is politically suggestive on a number of counts.

13. Marion Campbell, Lines 0/Flight, Fremantle: Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 1985. Page references are given
in brackets throughout the text. The discussion of this novel is in part a condensed version of my article
entitled 'Return to Oz, or: Something Tells Me We're Not in France Anymore'; Female Identity in Marion
Campbell's Lines of Flight, World Literature Written in English, 33, 34, 1, 1993-4.
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Firstly, it charts her movement from both self-fixation and the sexual "fix" of
mascuUnist appropriation. Rita Finnerty's earlier paintings, predominantly
expressive in impulse, reveal a somewhat self-indulgent self-preoccupation. As her
French lover Sebastien declares, with the distorted trath of caricature: "You're
painting out of the same little obsession....The SAME ... LITTLE ... OBSESSION ...
over and over again. What do you want? Yourself? Perpetuated, non-stop? Your
female interiors ... afl those kflometres of... weU, it's like Michelin tyre tread" (249).
Rita's preoccupation with the personal, particularly her self-constraction in terms of
an acknowledged father-fixation, can be read in terms of what Deleuze and Guattari
call the "unrepentant famiUaUsm" of Freudian psychoanalytic theory — what they
see as its depoliticised, fixating and neuroticising focus on the Oedipal drama.
The destractiveness, both personal and vocational, of this father-fixation, is showm
in the novel's use of the central tropes of voice and flight; thus, for example, the
heroine's sense of her lack of autonomy informs her description of herself as "the
ventriloquist's dummy ... back in some borrowed daddylap, defined and humbled
by love for the maker" (26). Artistic integrity is sacrificed in the interests of
conforming to the patriarchal art establishment; as one of the novel's numerous
censor-figures puts it, ironising through the trope of flight Rita's compensatory need
to please the Father: Tou produce the goods for your Beaux Arts diploma, depositing
them, punctilious as a battery hen, for your professor's approval, palpitate and cluck for
the hland caress at your wing stump...." (34). Fixed as wefl as self-fixated, Rita sees
herself as the victim of inherently masculinist subject-object relations, immobflised
and frozen. Drawing on the idea of lines of flight derived from classical painting and
the Irigarayan notion of the objectifying male gaze, the novel's references to her early
paintings reveal the power of those influential men who advocate for her first
exhibition a consistency, a "homogeneity, a continuity of style, a uniformity of
framing" (157).
The release from both self-fixation and masculinist "framing" is enacted in Rita's
final exhibition, a retrospective held on her return to Australia. The heroine's
aesthetic self-representations mock her former narcissism; one title, for example, is
'Self-Portrait as Shish-kebab'. The exhibition's form — an installation — denies the
possibiUty of a fixed viewing position from which meaning can be located; in this

H. Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus, Minneapolis; University of Minnesota Press, 1893, 314.
Translated from the French by Robert Hurley, Mark Seem and Helen R. Lane.
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way, Rita slips the frames of the masculinist epistemology of subject-object relations
by positioning herself as the shifting and elusive subject of a promenading gaze.
Further, the exhibition's informing aesthetic — polyphonic, generically
heterogenous, one which positions the -viewer as active creator of meaning — is
precisely the aesthetic of the novel as a whole. As such, it embodies the principle of
hermeneutic provisionality to which Lines of Flight is ideologically committed. This
sense of self, described in Anti-Oedipus as "lignes de fuite" and translated as lines of
escape or breakthrough, is enacted at the end of the novel in the heroine's literal
absence, her flight from the narrative. The reader is informed, by way of a facetious
footnote by the art critic, of "the alleged 'disappearance' of R.F." and that "she may
weU have re-emerged elsewhere as the lyrical abstract expressionist..." (280-1).
Finally, the exhibition's inclusion of culturally specific verbal material — what
the heroine describes as her "Australian story" which must be said "in English" (277)
— posits a more socially contextualised and overtly politicised concept of identity
and art. For much of the novel, Rita denies or suppresses the cultural specificity of
selfhood; her assumption of an unproblematic absorption into a different culture is
suggested by the seamlessness with which her thoughts and speech move from
English to French, and by her cultivation of all things French from intellectuals and
artists to Provencal pepper cheese. "What few references there are to her
Australianness whilst living in France illustrate the so-called "cultural cringe"
mentality. Describing herself, for example, as an "Australian native" -with trousers of
"bush colours", Rita is nevertheless relieved to be able to hide those colours under
the restaurant table: "in a restaurant", she thinks, "the torso's the main thing: what
shows over the table" (95). The poUtical importance of acknowledging one's cultural
origins is evident in the exhibition's narration of the heroine's "Australian story".
Centering on the traumatic childhood experience of an oral rape perpetrated on the
four year old Rita by her adolescent cousin Cedric, it reveals not only the child's
emotional terror but also the systemic misogyny and racism of the society in which
the act took place. Set in the Australian bush, complete with the cultural icons of
the Holden ute, the kelpie dog, the tough young farm boy, the story subverts the
cultural myth of bush mateship and egalitarianism on which it has often been
claimed a sense of Australia's national identity was founded. Rita places her personal
experience in the context of 1950s country-town parochialism, misogyny and
racism, where jokes about having a "gin on the rocks" are the mainstay of male
conversation. Individual history and cultural context merge in the heroine's
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punning reference to having been "ozified" — both personally ossified or fixed —
and "Aussie-fied" — inducted into and victimised by a bratalising masculinist
society. The use of culturally specific language is also evident in the heroine's
references to Aborigines. Their mere presence in her story problematises the very
concept of "Australianness" itself, ironising as it does Rita's earlier description of
herself as a "native Australian". White European supremacist discourse is fllustrated
by the story's various namings of the indigenous population, ranging from the
scientific "Aboriginals", the picturesque "ranning population", the racist
misogynistic "gins" and the merely racist "boongs". Rita's linguistic return to
Australia, then, is part of the armoury of her social critique, and an embodiment of
the novel's movement towards her more overtly poUticised artistic practice and
sense of selfliood. As Bildungsroman, Lines of Flight thus contests the genre's
preoccupation with personal identity and its use of the model of authentic selfhood,
whilst retaining, indeed affirming, a belief in the possibiUty of personal growth or
change.
The contemporary female Bildungsroman, then, encompasses ideological
diversity. Perhaps it would be more politically useful to describe the genre as
potentially rather than inherently liberatory. The focus on individual development
may celebrate agency and choice, but at the risk of narcissism and political
complacency, and without an adequate basis for social change. And perhaps, as Rita
Felski argues, a genre's emancipatory potential may be more a matter of textual
reception than textual aesthetics, feminist, feminine or otherwise. This issue is taken
up in fact in Lines of Flight, in a number of explicitly self-reflexive moments in which
the novel questions its ovm political usefulness. As Rita Finnerty says, for example,
of the ostensibly "female power" of her art, "that's got a lot of revolutionary
potential, that does a fat lot for oppressed workers!" (239). And as the novel
recognises in its "framing" by the critic of the heroine's final exhibition, how a work
is read will to some extent depend on ideological and commercial forces beyond the
author's control. Feminist criticism might profitably debate, interrogate and extend
the insights gained from the genre criticism of the eighties and nineties by
examining the political impUcations of textual reception. In the public context,
issues surrounding the process of re-vie-wing, for example, are surely critical. Who
chooses the re-viewer of a new pubUcation, and on what basis? How do the politics
of gender, class, race, inform a re-viewer's interpretation and evaluation? In what
ways do aesthetic tastes and reputations shape the re-view? How are such opinions
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disseminated? And how does public reception shape the views of individual readers,
in bookclubs, in tutorial rooms, at dinner-parties, in studies and in bedrooms? How
do we read? Do books, after all, "change lives"? For feminist critics interested in the
emancipatory potential of art, these are politically important and challenging
questions. Like the two Ritas — Finnerty in the eighties and Felski in the nineties
— we would do well to address them.-^^

15. Some of these questions have been considered by Janet Wolff in her collection of essays Feminine
Sentences. Berkeley and Los Angeles; University of California Press, 1990, in which she advocates
combining textual analysis and a sociology of reception when considering the liberatory potential of texts.
Whilst her argument rightly draws attention to the political importance of the social contexts of artistic
production and consumption, its usefulness for Hterary critics is limited by its broadly sociological
approach. Wolffs proposal for a new direction for feminist analysis might be supplemented if not
enhanced by some form of reader-response criticism, in particular a consideration of the central issues of
the phenomenology of reading and the philosophically vexed concept of consciousness itself. Such issues,
however, are outside the scope of this essay
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(Bomhyx mori, a member of the family Bombycidoe, order Lepidoptera.
Adult does not eat and seldom flies. Many Lepidoptera occur in isolated
colonies as relic (remnant) populations cut off by geological or climactic
changes. Family Satumiidae (giant silkworm moths) — one species is Indo
Australian Attacus atlas and Coscinoscera hercules, -wing expanse up to 11
inches.)
UTSIDE the house the air is full of the thunder of a milUon Bombyx mori
grazing on mulberry leaves in the feeding sheds. Like rain on an iron roof.

0

He smooths a streak of sweat from his forehead -with a clean white pressed
handkerchief and walks with his daughter, in her white pressed silence, to the
cocoonery. Bombyx mori wave mulberry silk in the air in lustrous filaments,
tremulous in the moonUght. The fifth instars on cardboard frames, their heads
shaved to pearly purity, wave in a rhythmic pattern as they spin silk.
He moves slowly to his small section of Tussah moths which produce the cream,
wild silk. He had them in the same shed as the Australian Hercules molix
caterpillar, rebelling against its white cousins from Serica, the land of silk, with its
aqua blue and violent orange spots, tusks of yeUow.
His was a small holding, just 12.4 acres of mulberry plantations: evenly spaced
bushes through which could be glimpsed the sweep of Temple Bay. The thud of the
irrigation pump down at Laura River came every dawm, every dusk.
He was an old Huguenot whose ancestors settled in England after the Revocation
of the Edict of Nantes and who brought their sflk skiUs with them.
And it was to the comforts of this ancient art that he turned his attention when
things came undone.
Before things came undone...
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At the Prom the three of them went down to the creamy silk sand of Venus Bay
where sea and sky formed a smooth curve and her mother in dark Sunday clothes
raised her arm, looked out to sea with Jackie Kennedy eyes that scanned for disasters
that lay beyond the horizon. From the sandhiU the girl, -with the sun flinching in
the wa-ving grass, spied at the figures moving slowly in waves of light by the shore.
In the evening, at the Ball, she watched them again, on the parquet floor, both
in black, leaning as one in an arabesque of music.
When things came undone...
Grace was the girl's French teacher in the Convent school, and as such had cause
to stand before her parents in the ice of the school hall after the annual concert. The
daughter did not breathe during this meeting between Grace and her father. Simply
felt her self subside quietly Uke the side of a mountain slipping away from itself in
the rain.
Grace is before him, but he is afraid that she too is about to disappear, poised as
she seems for flight, a swimmer at the starting block, a boxer ready to dodge the
punch that he must surely throw at her.
Her mother's smile grows taut.
When he arrives to pick his daughter up from her extra lessons some weeks later
Grace makes them tea in her kitchen, mo-ving quietly like a monk about her task,
concentrating on the tea, the stove, the cups. She places the tea things before them.
The cups rattle a little, the tea spflls. She unfolds scones from a teatowel. He finds
his ears folio-wing her movements when his eyes cannot reach her.
He tells her of his plans for the silk farm in Cape York, the Hercules moth,
already his departure taking on the burden of loss. At last she comes and sits quietly
with them. Her eyes are edged with red where winter is creeping in, wearing away
the cre-vices. Her face tilts up, hair caught behind her ears swings when she moves.
Silver hair, spun silk brashed back from her wide, clean forehead. Self consciously
she touches it. Her fingers move to her lips. She is a stream of light from head to
shoulder: a fafl, a fold, a wa-vy line. He is aware of her silence but sits with it and
feels himself hold it against the wiU of the girl who is straining to leave, who is losing
here the benediction of Grace that had warmed her gently. Her bones became
softened, rounded when she was taught by Grace. She felt herself grow still, grow
into herself, fill out her Umbs comfortably, stretching and trying out her character
easily -with no fear of judgement.
At night she sat in the pantry polishing her duU black shoes and the warm brown
skin of her port with its smell of books.
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And while the pipes contracted, froze in the moming, the frost voice on the
radio crackled her awake and she put on her clothes. She made no close friends,
her French lessons being the only thing. Remained on the edge of things.
Grace's hands lie folded in her lap, fingers curled, the silk of skin passive. The
gentle curve of cuticle and wrinkle of knuckle, the shadows of joints damascene in
the cold Ught. He waits for her to raise her hand, lean forward and lay it gently on
the back of his neck, between hair and collar. The touch of the bow upon the ceflo.
It'stimeto go, he says.
Inside the room there is no sound. They leave and close the door.
It was the fact that they never touched that gave them away to the girl.
As he drives his daughter and Grace around the farm, the usual tour for visitors
he sees that falling in love is the only mental illness we enjoy; we crave the next
psychotic episode, the voice inside the head. We think only towards moments
when the loved one is present. We reconstract them cell by cell when they are not
present. We are paralysed. We soar. We fafl from ourselves. The craving is
constant and unmerciful. It has a life of its own: a malicious Ufe, Like the silk
worm, it follows its predetermined path: ova, larva, pupa, imago.
He knows all this yet desire strikes him with the shark fin edge of old. And he
leans towards it, embraces it. The blood falling down his body until there's just this
roaring, a fire at the same time blunted by the afternoon light that floods his eyes as
they come to a halt by the river. As the track stops loss settles in around his neck
with famfliar ease.
The mulberry trees lie before them on the river flat. He tells Grace and the girl
the Babylonian story of Pyramus and Thisbe, starcrossed lovers who arranged to
meet under a mulberry tree. When Thisbe arrived, first, she was surprised by a Uon
and, infleeing,dropped her veil under the tree. The lion snatched up the veil and
tore it to pieces -with his teeth bloodied from ha-ving just attacked an ox. Pryamus
then arrived, found the bloodied veU, assumed that Thisbe had been eaten by the
lion, and stabbed himself. Of course Thisbe killed herself in despair when she
returned and found him. Thereafter the fraits on the white mulberry changed to
black with juice the colour of blood.
The colour the girl had seen in a dark patch of ti-tree on an early moming ride
with her father where taller mangroves blocked the cold light, A moan along the
ground, A black cow prostrate, broken in a circle of mud. Her eyes rolled white.
Her father slid from his horse, slapping the leather, aflashof knife in his hand. Fig
saw the white of brain then blood. The silence in that dark wet place was cold.
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As the girl, her father and Grace drive around the land in the truck after tea, the
wind drives the button grass like white horses on the sea. Grace feels the warmth
of this man to her bones. A feather quilt to draw about her. At once elusive and
solid. There is no sense within her of his shape. Later she would not recall the
colour of his eyes. She feels drawn to him but sees his attention is constantly
alighting upon his daughter. There is a tangible web about them. She sits close to
them in the track, yet outside the circle. The girl's smile is secretive as she responds
to her father's observations in silence. Combative too. The chin rises a little. Her
dark, feathery head snaps to one side. He doesn't look at Grace, She leans back in
the seat, curled in flashes of sunlight as the truck sweeps around the side of the
mountain and do-wn, feeling the touch of his voice. That's all. A cocoon.
On a dark day the girl walked to the bedroom, a sort of tapping sound echoed
by a pluck of fear in her brain. She had believed herself to be alone in the house. A
chair, blue in the dusk, stood -with its rectangles and squares and the polished curve
of wood in between, the bars of its back leaning into the shadows of the room. The
round glasses illuminated her father's face and she saw the smudge of his eyes
behind the panes. The walls were pale -with the skin of alder tree shadows. Their
figures lay on the bed, striped with branches. Form reflecting form. The grey
corners of the room reached out to the cold Umbs, the head pressed into the stiU
arms, the curve of spine delicately cupped.
In the second before she closed the door, the girl heard the song of her father's
voice. Her heart was a clenched fist.
Later she came across her father kneeling, his back hunched, his leg flung
awkwardly to one side, hand to his forehead as she'd seen him at Mass. His
gumboots trimmed in black peat, hair do-wn across his face. His knee, where he had
once fallen from his horse, would be aching in the wet. The gloom lowered, the
pockets of grass in the floodwater shone a wet green. He moved his head towards
her, turned abraptly away and stood up. He walked to his horse and rode away.
From the gate the girl watched the storm stirring cypresses around the house.
She picked the letter from the road maU box. Turned into the wind. It plucked the
letter which flew to the edge of the road amongst the Scotch thistle. The ink bled.
She opened the letter, saw the silver strand of hair, ran across The Bridge.
She removed her gumboots by the back door on the verandah. She carefully
leaned the tops over so the huntsmen wouldn't enter in the hollow time of night.
She looked at her father sopping brown stew with his bread, and bent her head to
her own plate. The Aga breathed gently into the kitchen. The warmth shifted to
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other rooms. Betrayal formed in her mind like the swelling in the body of the
silkworm. When the thread came into contact with the air, it became hard.
She sat by the back door near the winter grass and the English oaks. She screen
door snapped. Her mother's shoes appeared in front of her, the heels worn. The
girl reached to touch them. Her mother moved to the laundry, a basket of washing
pushed up against her breast. The air broke with the cold. She foflowed the winter
sun across the boards, curled in it, her head on her knees. She smelt ashes and
burnt coal on her hands.
Her mother's rage shot with the steam from the laundry. The girl saw wads of
bed sheets on the floor, the bloated eyes pumping sweat. In her hand was the stick
she used for beating the clothes into the steaming copper. The air burst with
washing powder. The girl saw the letter fall to the soiled clothes on the floor. The
sound of the door slamming made her liver move in its closet. Her bones flinched.
Her mother's rage swept through her like molten lead as she followed her into the
house. Her mother took up the telephone and raged into it. The girl hung upside
down on the couch.
What did the operator think of that song spinning down the line to Grace?
Her father was far off herding cattle to shelter from the coming rain.
Strawberry clover drowned in the flood that crept around the house. The
corpses of bloated animals danced past the verandah. Outside her mother turned
to the woodpile and flew at the wood, her axe strokes wild on that dark day. The
ice of the wind swept off the flat white flood waters and strack the girl and made
her blue. Her mother turned, drenched in the olive tones of the rain, saw the girl
watching and threw the axe to the ground. She walked away across earth stuck in
its own glug, sludge, between the sweUs of ti-tree, to the house. The girl stood there
in corduroys thin at the knees.
Inside, the staircase contorted -with rage as her mother stood rigid in buttoned
coat and gloves. Her mouth, a dark hole spat resentment and revenge. Red blotches
rose on her face. The light was patchy, the floorboards hard. On her mother's face
a look she recognised but could not name.
Then there was just a white hand reaching out from a stretch of dark clothing to
close the car door and the Morris Minor in the dusk on the pale road. Water crept
at the wheels. A face in the flash of the rear--vision mirror.
The nun stood in front of the girl, her large hands uncomfortably crossed before
her. Her wide mouth was pressed into a straight line, her eyes creased and dark. A
frown on her face. The cross hung against the black curtain of her habit. Her
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companion watched her. That was to be the last she saw of the nuns. She was
removed from that school.
On the nights after her mother left, the giri saw the moon walk towards her,
grappling with the black trees on the hifl, thrasting them aside until it was full in
the sky. The shadows were cross-hatched about her as she sat bleary-eyed in bed.
It was only the cold she could remember. The pipes had frozen again.
Her breath became snow and there was snow on the earth. Her blood stopped
in its tracks and she became frozen memory. The earth had not had snow for many
years. And now this hea-vy fall out of the blue. The sflent air slapped her face. She
snaked the horse through icicled dry grass as it Ufted its Lippanzer feet, moving
sideways across the gullies to the foot of The Mountain where woolly rabbits lay
curled in their night long agony, A rabbit in every trap, crooked in the snow and
ice of metal mouths. They had been out dancing in the snow, rofling on the ice
under the winter moon. The thud of rabbit body on leather sent little smoky signals
into the icy da-wn.
The girl moved dimly through the days -with the memory of snow Uke a blanket
across her brain. She slept for weeks, caught and bound in the safety of sleep,
cocooned. Would lift her head and sniff the air before falUng again, di-ving down
with strong legs (she slept wearing her father's socks) to the bottom of the sea of
sleep. Settled on the sand there.
When her sleep stretched to weeks, her mother returned and, -with her father,
took her to the specialist in the city. She wore a new petticoat which was just as well
because he examined her closely with cold hands and made her wait on the other
side of the hea-vy wooden door while he gave her parents his verdict. She did not
speak on the way home. She slapped at flies on the car -window and went straight
to bed.
At night he'd wake and know that he had forgotten the child. She was in a room
under the house. She had cried out in the second before he woke.
He drives down the road that leads to the gate. Coreopsis lean towards them, a
cheering crowd at the barriers as they pass. Grace sits straight-backed in the seat.
She is ill, the fever flares in her lungs, the small constrictions, contractions of
bronchitis. Her eyes are bright with temperature and the anticipation of loss. She
looks at the coreopsis, at him and looks out the window again. She presses her
fingertips to her mouth, her elbows digging into her stomach. His departure and
the inevitabflity of it are two prongs of nausea. Soon she slumps forward in her seat,
her head glancing the dashboard. He looks uneasily to her and presses his foot on
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the brake gently. The place by the river where he stops is in shadow. He turns off
the engine and watches her. Reaches his hand out to her forehead as he would have
to his daughter when she was a child.
Easy, easy.
As to an injured animal.
Soon she draws herself back onto the seat, her face white, a smudge of blood on
her temple. She hears the whistle of her breath and the irritated scroop of a black
cockatoo. He starts the engine and winds the car back onto the road. Grace sees
blood on his hand on the wheel.
You've hurt yourself.
No.
There's blood on your hand.
Yours.
She tums away to the window then.
He seems to be holding his breath.
He would go to his silk farm in Cape York and the secrets of sericulture.
Produce his mulberry silk, despite the moth being so hard to domesticate and feed.
In the soft evenings he would walk about the silkworms and dream at dusk of crepe
de chine, damask, taffeta chiffon, the raw silk of her forehead and the wild silk of
her brow.
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T was a Tuesday. They always took the train on Tuesdays. Emma's
excitement caught at Julia as they passed the offices, the hairdresser, the frait
stafl where they bought an orange to eat on the way. They stopped at the
school fence and watched the last minute frenzy of play before the moming bell.
There was a light drizzle and everyone was wearing coats. The rabber wheels of
the stroller felt grippy on the sUck pavement. JuUa wheeled from the kerb to the
shop fronts, snaking quickly, side to side, making Emma squeal. The greatest
excitement was walking do-wn the station steps, into the hot breathy nest, the
beehive business of commuting, the manic, claustrophobic flow of people past and
around each other. The excitement was contagious, beguiling.
Julia stopped to peel the orange, not listening to Emma's babble. Then the train
came and she pushed her on. Someone shouted, she turned and the automatic
doors hissed quietly shut. She dropped the folded stroller, grasped at the round
metal moulding, the glass, the chrome latch. She broke her nail. Emma glanced
back as the carriage moved. It only took a moment. A man in the carriage nodded
and smiled. She memorised his face. He would help. She'd recognise him, waiting
at the next stop. Emma would be alright. He held up his pink palm as though
waving, pressed it against the glass, squashing the cushioned pink flesh -with the
pressure. But the carriages blurred, picked up speed, sucked into the blackness and
disappeared. She stood, looking do-wn the track, drowming in the saltwater feeUng,
the thin water weakness, unable to move, listening for the distant hum of the next
train, watching a gob of spittle bubbling by her foot. She closed her eyes and
shuddered. She had to remember the details. Nine forty-five, city-bound. Junction
Station, the third carriage. Emma was in a pleated tartan dress, green winter
stockings, a green ski-wy, her black felt coat with the hood. The doors clicked shut;
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Emma turned; the carriages shuddered into movement. Then she saw the man nod
and smile. He had soft grey eyebrows. He'd be waiting at the next stop. He'd
nodded.
A rash of wind preceded the next train. She got on, sat down, held the folded
stroller in front of her, a woman with an empty stroller. Her hands were sweaty, her
armpits prickled, then the train moved, swayed into rhythm and passed into the
darkness.
She remembered sitting in a dusty waiting room, mesmerised by lines of green
tiles. Weak sunlight bled through the frosted windows high in the wall. Someone
called her into a small office. Two women sat waiting for her, the older one behind
the desk, the younger on one of three wooden chairs arranged against the walls. The
room had the same frosted glass and the pale light filtered across the worn blond
wood of the desk. The older woman had a manilla folder which she fingered
gingerly. There were some questions she was going to ask, she said, and Julia
should take her time and no-one was here to judge her. She had to explain why she
wanted to terminate and had she discussed this with the father? The younger one
asked about the father's consent. And what method of contraception had she used?
"Method?" JuUa said.
The wooden chair squeaked each time she moved. She answered the questions
and then the doctor scraped her clean. There was more blood than she'd expected.
The nurse smiled quickly and left the room. She was aware of the constant traffic
noise. It was four o'clock, the beginning of rash hour. The blood was viscous, dark
red, then there was a thicker clot and that was it. There were two names that bled
with it, into the sterile padding between her legs.
She went home, crawled into bed with the Ught stifl on, woke in a sweat -with
the electric blanket turned high. She leaned out of the bed and fumbled -with the
control. It clicked softly when she switched it off.
Emma had straight dark hair, coUar length, straight fringe, bro-wn eyes. And
Emma's skin, her warm unblemished skin: did the police want to know about that?
She was wearing her black coat and a tartan dress. Her stockings were green. Everything was in the past tense like that. She had a photo, taken a few months earlier.
They bulk a photofit of the man. "No, softer, the eyebrows were soft," Julia said.
The photo made him look like a criminal. "He smiled," she said.
"How? How did he smile?"
"Like he meant it," she said.
She hadn't gone to the poUce straight away. She hadn't kno-wn what to do.
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Emma wasn't at the next station. She went on to the next, a dark shadow in her
chest. She stopped strangers, people she would never see again. She couldn't find
her child, a two year old with a man. Emma, her name was Emma. She called,
screamed. People turned. She went on, station by station, then back to the Junction. Perhaps she was missing them each time she moved. She waited for half an
hour, watching a madman screaming at the walls for the kingdom of God. She felt
nauseous each time the tunnel whispered with hot -wind before the train arrived.
Stale air curled around her.
She didn't go straight to the police.
She went to a cafe. She wasn't sure how she'd got there. Her coat was wet. She
still had the stroller. She watched the traffic. She sat in the window, lost track of
time. The train ticket was a sweaty paper ball rolled in her fist. Cars moved silently
on the street. The windows were smeared in a film of steam. A man walked to his
car, loaded -with bunches of flowers. He had to place them one by one along the
roof of the car while he found his keys in the rain. The flowers were dull, yellows
and pinks. Nobody stopped. She sat with a cold cup of coffee while the rain fell
silently.
She began to cry.
When she got home her clothes were stfll damp. Emma's jumpsuit was on the
floor. She went to bed, waiting for the phone and felt the empty spacesfillingthe
flat. That was the first night.
In the days that followed she tried to imagine Emma playing in a garden somewhere, but the days turned to weeks, winter set in and Emma shivered in the rain.
She heard her tapping at the window by the sink. She ran to the door, looked out
into the darkness under the wet tree.
It rained a lot that -winter. Most days she went walking, headed into the city.
She spent a lot of time there. She watched the river, still and grey, without reflection. Rain beaded the bridge railing, pearled and dripped. The cars went in queues,
back and forth, swishing, back and forth. She headed south to the station, half a
block past the playground, worked her way to the platform, swimming through the
warm stuffy air, through the long fat crowd spiUing Uke a haemorrhage onto the
platform.
The tunnel whispered as the train approached, pulled in, shuddered to a stop.
She remembered the quiet hydraulic swish, the click as the latch fastened, the
squeak of the wheels, the soft dove-grey smoothness of the carriage Emma's slow
turning, the screaming voice. She saw Emma and her own reflection, she always
saw this, as she clawed at the door, as the train gained momentum, pulled heavily
away.
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Keryn Large

My Thin Men

found my dreams in the black book, pressed between the pages where I had
put them. They must have lain there carelessly forgotten, moved by a hand
other than mine, whfle I wandered elsewhere, distracted.
It was
coincidence or chance or perhaps deliberate manipulation that led me to touch
them again.
When I flicked the pages I heard the whistle of the freight train still passing
through as it had before, beckoning me on board to take my place alongside the
other fugitives who travelled there. In my freight train dreams I rocked and huddled
with thin men wearing hollow faces and eyes burnt out by a certain hunger. It was
not a hunger that food could fill or one that could be satisfied by a fickle sunset or
a lovesick moon but more a starving of the spirit. It was a hunger that I followed
while they searched for the ingredient that would make them whole. We rode the
trains across the rivers and through the living rooms of the com fiUed continent.
First wheat then cotton, we cut a road through.
I was safe with them. I knew where their joumey ended or at least I thought I
did, travelling blind into the deep unknown. I slept in their warmth, fuelled by the
fire in their hearts as we slid electric through the darkest nights, across vacated
plains. My sleeping breath rising in tune with their cowboy harmonicas and my
train's lonely whistle.
They Ut cigarettes under lampposts, their stark cheeks haloed, their coUars
turned up against the wind as they walked hunched, down glistening streets where
soulful music shrieked from dark dungeons. I foflowed, sheltered from the -wind by
their bodies, as they led me through a subterranean city of restless wanderers who
lived in coffee bars and tenements and whose mad dreams lay scattered about floors
and floated down from -windows, written on tape which was tom and tangled and
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trod underfoot once the parade had passed. The thin men shrugged and continued
on.
This time to a bountiful place of ripe oranges and grapes seductive to the touch
of gaunt and hungry men. There were women too, plump and brightly coloured,
singing songs while they picked and plucked to the sun's warm orchestra. Bread
was broken, cheese was shared. Days sped towards night which gathered speed as
it rode the stories of the places where the thin men had been. They talked about life
above dead flames and softened our hardened hands and callused hearts with their
bitter blood and country wine.
Somewhere in the distance our freight train whistled. Let me gather my cluttered thoughts and my clumsy language and take that ride again.
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Susanna Easther

Old Joe

LD Joe lived in a dump. Not a run do-wn house with a yard full of rasting
car bodies but a real dump. He'd built a sort of humpy out of an old car
and some planks of wood and canvas. He foraged amongst garbage,
begged a Uttle and bought some basics now and again.
No-one had ever really got a good look at his face. He always wore his hat down
low on his head. The hat was incredibly old as were his clothes.
Children used to gather around him and there'd been some trouble where some
people had thought he might be a paedophile. But if you asked the kids, they just
said he told good stories. If you asked what kind of stories, they'd talk about faraway places with shining cities.
One boy in particular, little Tim, went to the dump all the time. He was an
unusual kid who didn't play with the other kids in his neighbourhood. He was quiet
and thoughtful. He was a dreamer. He formed a friendship with old Joe and they
were often seen together. Anyway, Tim's parents were drunk most of the time on
cheap port so they didn't really notice his absence. Tim was self-reUant in the
extreme.
I lived with my girlfriend Mandy in a smallflatwith a black cat and sunflowers
in our little piece of garden. 1 was trying to be a writer without much success.
Perhaps I was trying too hard. Anyway, this old man fascinated me and I used to spy
on him and watch what he did.
I actually strack up a conversation with him one day, or at least I tried. He was
a man of few words was our old Joe. He looked up from the rim of his battered
fedora and looked at me with clear other-worldly green eyes, not the rheumy glazed
eyes of the chronic alcoholic as I had half expected.
"1 just live over there," I gestured -with my hand in the direction of my flat, "1
have to be honest here, I'm really curious about you. What you do." It was an inane
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opening gambit but the best I could come up with at the time, strack as I was with
a strange awkwardness.
He looked at me steadily for a minute or so. I thought he wasn't going to speak
at afl.
"I'm going home," he said, with straightforward simplicity.
"Oh," was my sparkling rejoinder.
Old Joe was buflding something at the dump. It was a steadily gro-wing stmcture of pieces of car bodies and wheels and bits of machinery parts. Like a crazy
sculpture. Some people thought he must be an artist fallen on hard times for this
very reason.
After our scintillating conversation he walked towards this construction laden
down -with various objects. Tim waited silently at its base, looking in our direction.
Life went on the way it does, and old Joe's sculpture got bigger and seemingly
more complex. There had been reports of strange whirring sounds in the middle of
the night and flashes of light.
1 was still trying to be a writer but I found I couldn't concentrate on my work.
Old Joe was an enigma and a mystery to me. Towards the end I started hiding
behind piles of rabbish and watching. This made me feel kind of guilty but I didn't
bet on getting much information out of monosyllabic conversations. I thought I'd
leam more if I hid and watched.
I watched him clamber around attaching -wires and objects of various kinds. He
usually worked at dusk in the cool of the approaching evening. Tim was often there
-with him and there seemed to be some kind of communication between them that
didn't have much to do -with age or words. They would exchange glances that
excluded afl else. Tim helped him and Joe would give short sharp directions. Sometimes they would look at each other and smfle. Something mutually understood
would pass between them, I was almost jealous.
On that last night, I hid behind some empty rasted forty-four gallon drams. It
was a fufl moon and Joe and Tim worked under it's eerie light — later then usual.
As if they were in a hurry.
The sculpture or constraction or whatever it was had lately began to take the
shape of a conical shefl, I had begun to suspect that it was actually a machine of
some kind. The wheels and objects and pieces of metal seemed to have become
fused together. Melded in some way beyond my comprehension. But then again, all
of this was beyond my comprehension,
I'd tried to explain it to Mandy as she tended the sunflowers one afternoon in
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our little comer of paradise, but she thought I was imagining things,
"LookJack, it's probably like a really complicated playhouse, or cubby or something. He's probably simple .,, built it for the kid or something," she said.
I didn't think so. So as I thought about Mandy's complete lack of understanding
or imagination and pondered my own thoughts on the matter, the rubbishy lunar
landscape began to hum with some kind of vibration.
The thing, machine, sculpture, had started turning and light spilled out from
beneath it. The -vibration grew so loud it became painful, I clapped my hands over
my ears and watched as it went. It just went. It didn't slowly rise or change direction
or anything else, it just disappeared.
The next day Tim's mother reported him missing to the police and a search was
launched. Everyone said that it must have been trae all along, he was a paedophile
and he'd taken Tim away somewhere to do God knows what with him. But I didn't
think so. Mind you, I don't know how or where it and they went either, but
somehow I think Tim's okay. Perhaps they went home.
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Geoff Page

A Walk in Guangzhou
1994
1,
The cages tight with rabbits
or hens with heads
out through the wire
the rattan baskets filled with snakes
slow circuits of the fish in tanks
and half-cramped shudder of the eels
all declare humiliation
the "how did I get into this?"
the rueful smile of the unwary
as right beside them now
the instruments of death are set
for sudden distribution
2.
and outside on the Shenzhen freeway
the mountains too are no less sad
cut away in hea-vy slices
pressured by the need for stone —
though some with shaven
back and sides
still sport their little
touch of green,
a kind of cheap toupee.
3.
The bicycles
of all Guangzhou
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around the clock
are flowing past
The Guangzhou fish
in restaurants
are turning slowly
at the glass,
4.
A small crowd gathers from the flow
Uke water 'round a stick
to watch a man take up a snake
slowly
with a pair of kitchen scissors
four or five successive strokes
then bleed it in a dish,
5.
Chinese children
rarely cry
despite their being
first and last.
They know from birth
they have to fit
their future neatly
to the past.
The chaos of a
single cry
might threaten afl
that is agreed —
one biflion mouths
without a sound
converge upon
a single need.
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Thomas Shapcott

Stag in the Upstairs Parlour
The decoration's genteel — beige
and Regency, imitation dried flowers
-with a ribbon. The deer was once real.
Shoulders to eight-pointed antlers,
he intrades out of the wall
and out of afl proportion.
It's not that the room is caged;
it might have been unremarkable.
We are meant to believe in trophies.
That ancient fear of humans means
those false eyes are upturned.
Some taxidermist
would have been paid wefl.
Was there smell? —
stag in rat, saliva, hoof
stench and hea-vy breath?
In this upstairs parlour
afl is a model of preservation.
The cedar, polished to perfection,
had been tree for a thousand years.
We think of a forest
but it could have been some local scrub
("The deer, gift of Her Majesty
In Balmoral"), We imagine
the sudden rifle; a crack
harsh as a loud cough, as immediate.
Energy and lust:
Bone antlers with points
tug the covers back. Polish
does not preserve, it is
a brackish pool. Dried flowers.
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Kevin Brophy

Painting Session
She can't paint without taking her clothes off
and painting her body.
Beginning with her hands and finally covering
afl she can reach,
pushing the paint in aboriginal circles,
she says,
"Look, now I have a blue belly,"
When I give her the containers to wash out
-with a hose,
she licks them out,
seriously comparing the tastes of red, blue and yellow.
My bland contribution
is to remind her that if she mixes colours
aU she'll have in the end is a muddy brown.
She nods like a wise monkey and disregards me,
I have a blue demon, blue-eyed, rolled in blue,
tonguing the blue air here in the yard.
I hose her back to something like my chfld.
1 am calm, distant, middle-aged,
the colour barely showing in my face.
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Craig Powell

The Lost City of Gold
It's the Lone Ranger
he's in powder-blue tights
leaping at full gallop onto the bad guy
they crash into the sagebush then
haul up and punch each other
politely taking tums
The Long Ranger -wins
Yea!
there isn't a crease or scuff on the powder-blue tights
Yea!
my father starts cheering and I join in
My mother's embarrassed
that's the best part
It's Saturday night in a hoUday coastal to-wn
at the fag-end of the fifties
The Lone Ranger explains to the town folk
"This mask is a symbol of Justice"
Yea!
my father and I go stamping our feet
my mother
says "Shush!" but now the whole audience
is hollering and when the Lone Ranger
creeps into the lost treasure cave and drawls
"Those stal-AG-mites and stal-AG-tites are pure gold!"
we're whooping and whistling for tall-in-the saddle Goodness
The ocean trips over its ankles on Flynn's Beach
the starUght takes a thousand years to fall
I watch my father take my mother's hand
as we mosey out after the main feature
and know them no more truthfully than caves
under the prairie
glistening how?
and who
was that masked man?
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REVIEWS
Great Southern Landings, ed., Jan
Bassett, Oxford University Press,
1995 hb $39,95.
Travel always sells. In 1841
Charles Dickens knew it, writing to his
publisher to suggest it would be "a
good thing, wouldn't it, if I ran over to
America about the end of Febraary,
and came back after four or five
months with a one volume book —
such as a ten and sixpenny touch?" .
When the market became saturated
with books on America, the
indefatigable British writers and
travellers turned their sights on the
Antipodes: Australia and New Zealand
in particular. Travel writing was a
competitive literary practice in
Dickens' time, just as today every new
travel book must compete in what
seems an almost similarly satiated
market-place. Next time you find
yourself at an airport, take a look at
the vast range of travel books on offer.
Great Southern Landings not only
has an evocative title to distinguish it
from other travel anthologies, but also
a glorious dustjacket, a reproduction
of Garry Shead's Cockatoos (1994).
Shead's painting portrays the English
noveUst D.H. Lawrence at Thirroul in

1,

Charles Dickens, American Notes for General
Circulation, Penguin, 1972, 303,
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New South Wales, Lawrence, Uke the
birds of the title, hovers at a tilt, above
the brilliant azure of that state's south
coast, and the painting's mixture of
realism
and
fantasy
nicely
encapsulates that same mixture found
within the anthology's very eclectic
range. As Bassett points out, fact and
fiction "blur in many of these texts"
(ix) and it is this celebration of the
literary, as wefl the historical, which
gives this anthology its imaginative
potency. There are also marvellous
resonances and echoes. The British
biologist Francis Ratcliffe, in a 1938
pubUcation, confesses that his "were
still English eyes, and as such simply
could not see Australia" (82), while D,
H, Lawrence's narrator in Kangaroo
(1923) discovers the in-visible beauty
of Australia: "You feel you can't see—
as if your eyes hadn't the vision in
them to correspond with the outside
landscape" (180),
The balance in the range of
selections is carefully constracted and
maintained. Selected passages are
gathered together under specific
headings:
"Dreamers",
"Sailors",
"Convalescents", 'Journalists" and so
on, but although this is a fairly rigid
stracture, it permits, conversely, a
randomness and difference that a
straight chronological presentation
could not. There are entries sufficient
to satisfy every zealous Australian,
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without short-changing the most
patriotic New Zealander; there are not
only actual landings but imaginary
ones. (Less expUcably there are
leavings rather than landings, such as
the passage selected from Samuel
Butler's Erewhon). There are famous
names, and unkno-wn ones; and then
there are the surprises, for this reader
at least. Did you know diat Mark
Twain visited the Antipodes; and
Agatha Christie, and Zane Grey, and
Conan Doyle? And selections are
chosen not solely from British and
American works either, although, as
the editor points out in her
Introduction, two-thirds of the
travellers represented in the anthology
are of British descent (viii). Still,
among others, there is a selection from
the Indian teacher Ardaser Sorabjee N.
Wadia, and one from the devoted
French -wife Rose de Freycinet who,
disguised as a man, was smuggled
aboard her husband's ship, although
again the chosen passage is a
departure rather than a landing. There
is the ship-wrecked sailor from
Dalmatia,
and
the
Norwegian
ethnographer and naturalist Carl
Lumholtz whose book, Bassett
comments, was "unfortunately titled
Among Cannibals" (80). But the racier
the title, the better the sales. Anna
Damson's Winter Studies and Summer
Rambles in Canada (1838) was

12<B

renamed Rambles Among the Redmen
when reissued as part of the
"Traveller's Library" in 1856 to be sold
at railway station bookstalls.
Great
Southern
Landings is
comprised strictly of traveller's tales,
and includes no settler's stories, which
in part explains the absence of names
Uke Louisa Anne Meredith and Rachel
Henning from its pages, although the
former's first book. Notes and Sketches
of New South Wales, pubUshed in
1844, is a travel text rather than a
migrant one, from which any number
of extracts might have warranted
inclusion. Women's writing is notably
under-represented in this anthology.
The editor tells us about a fifth of the
extracts are by women, adding,
"possibly a slightly higher proportion
than for the genre as a whole" (xi), but
that rider is to some extent a means of
avoiding the issue. Certain of Bassett's
categories such as "Scientists" might
be understood as precluding women
automatically, but many nineteenthcentury
women
were
amateur
botanists and even one of these
represented in that group, would have
corrected an unnatural imbalance.
The category of professional -writers
could surely have seen a greater
representation of women than two out
of eight, "When Anthony Troflope
himself condemns his book on
Australia and New Zealand as tedious.
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commenting "I find that the pages
drag with me; — and if so with me,
how must it be with others who have
none of that love which a father feels
even for his ill-favoured off-spring",^
surely he might have been omitted in
favour of a third piece by a woman?
The selection from Jan Morris,
however, is a wonderfully balanced
piece of writing, a small essay
complete in itself, in which a new
Australia is wonderingly discovered
amidst the signs and memories of the
old,
Anthologising has its risks and
temptations, for the re-viewer as well as
the anthologiser. The re-viewer mutters
why Penryn Goldman and not Robyn
Davidson among the adventurers?
And there could be half a dozen
perfectly valid reasons why, Jan
Bassett must have sifted through a vast
range of material and reluctantly
sacrificed yet one more wonderful
description of Sydney, to avoid overrepresentation,
or
regretfully
jettisoned a third scaling of Mount
Wellington at Hobart as companion
piece to the experiences of Harry Price
(found among the Saflors), and Peter
Conrad, (an expatriate). Part of the
pleasure of this book resides in such
2.

Quoted in Anthony Trollope, The Tireless Traveler Twenty Letters to the Liverpool Mercury,
1875, london: University of California Press,
1941,9,
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accidental discoveries of companionate pieces separated by time, and
by category, but also in occasional
strong juxtapositions, as in the "Artists
and Critics" section, where the
passages selected from the works of
Kenneth Clark and Carol O'biso
reflect in interesting ways upon the
main topic of both, indigenous art,
Clark fulminates against "a lunatic Act
of Parliament [which] has prohibited
their export, as if they were fragments
of the Parthenon frieze" (62). His
simfle is a revelation about the precise
place of "AustraUan aboriginal [sic]
art" in a Eurocentric artistic hierarchy.
O'Biso, on the other hand, describes
compellingly an encounter with the
Maori o-wners of a collection of
artifacts to be shipped for an
exhibition to the United States, in
which an old maris anxious fears
about the safe return of these precious
items brought tears to my eyes,
Bassett clearly indicates title and
original publication date for each of
her selections, and provides a brief
explanatory paragraph on author and
text that almost invariably proves
sufficient. If even one selection makes
you want to tum to the original and
read the rest, then an anthology has
been a success. I found old friends like
Joseph Conrad: "Our dog was a gaunt
and unpleasant beast, more like a wolf
in poor health than a dog" (42), and
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discovered brand new ones. And in
case we are all feeling too cheerfully
complacent, we are given a strong
dose of John Pilger right at the end to
bring us back to grim reality.
Judith Johnston

Carmel Bird, The White Garden, St
Lucia: University of Queensland Press,
1995. $16.95, 218pp.
Two honeybees are the centrepiece of
Carmel Bird's latest novel, The White
Garden. Nearly thirty years after the
death of her sister in the grounds of a
psychiatric hospital as the result of the
bees' stings, Laura Field embarks on a
search for a well overdue library book
which she is convinced holds some
clue to the rather odd circumstances
surrounding her sister's death. Why,
for example, was Vickie Field -visiting
the clinic dressed as Vita Sack-villeWest in a garden modelled on the
grounds of Sissinghurst Castle in Kent,
and why was the copy of Sack-vifleWest's The Eagle and the Dove that she
was supposedly carrying with her at
the time, missing when her body was
found? Possible answers to these
questions are suggested at the
beginning of the text when we are told
that "The death, in Melboume,
AustraUa, in 1967 was curiously
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dependent on events that happened
long ago in Spain, France and
England". However it is not until we
have read the stories and secrets of the
patients in the Mandala Psychiatric
Clinic that the events which led to the
death of Vickie Field begin to emerge.
The clinic is a converted convent
overseen by Ambrose Goddard, an
egocentric doctor who uses the
hospital as an experimental laboratory
for the book he is obsessively writing
on
the
relationship
between
psychiatry and religion, and the
mechanics of self-deception. His
patients are predominantly women
and Dr Goddard encourages them to
live out their delusions with the help
of Deep Sleep techniques administered in the Sleeping Beauty Ward,
Electro-Con-vulsive Therapy, and large
quantities of barbiturates. Many of
them die as a result of this 'treatment'.
However medical reports and death
certificates are falsified, and the
residents of the respectable Melboume
suburb outside of the barbed -wire and
high walls of the clinic are unaware of
these murders for more than twenty
years,
Goddard derives his authority
from the powerful discourse of
medicine.
Biological
essentiaUsm
informs his prognosis that women are
innately neurotic and irrational: "All
women, in my experience, of any
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racial or cultural type, are capable of
these outbreaks. Something in the
nature of the beast, if you follow", and
he prescribes chilling 'cures' for his
patients: "What I know for a fact, and
1 feel sure you will readily understand,
is that these women need a good
fuck,"
Goddard reassures their
families
with
his
confident
monologues which expound the
revolutionary treatments developed
by the clinic and demonstrate his own
delusionary desire for complete
control, knowledge and power: "He
really liked it when they called him
Doctor God," Importantly however,
the multiple perspectives
and
experiences that
the
women's
narratives offer contest, in part,
Goddard's
claims
to
absolute
authority, Shirley Temple, one of the
patients in the hospital, imagines the
dreams she tells to Dr Goddard who is
incorporating them into his book.
This momentarily empowers her in
the face of physical and mental abuse:
"We call it the dream bank. I make
deposits. He does withdrawals. Under
my supervision of course. He beUeves
everything I say ,.. Lies, afl lies,
Neariy," Further, these narratives
explore the notions of 'trath',
'identity', and 'reaUty', To make a
distinction between reality and
imagination
proves
to
be
a
compUcated, if not an impossible
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project for the reader as the narratives
move easily between the two. Past and
present flatten out and overlap, events
and inventions are threaded by
shifting thoughts rather than linear
time, and boundaries of the self
dissolve as some patients merge their
identities with those of other people,
A middle-aged Shirley Temple for
example, wears frilly frocks and
sparkles, while Molly Bloom walks
around the hospital saying "yes, yes
and yes,"
However, it is the narratives of
Therese Giflis and Rosamund PryceJones that contribute many of the
clues to the story Laura Field is trying
to rewrite. These patients assume the
personas of Saint Therese of Lizieux
and Saint Teresa of Avila respectively,
dressing in nuns' habits and living in
the wing of the hospital which was
once a convent. Therese GilUs's narrative in particular, interweaves the
stories of her own Ufe with those of
Saint Therese of Lisieux, as well as
-with the accounts of this Saint's life
that she has read in a book -written by
Sackville-West. The women's enthusiastic readings of Sackville-West's texts
lead to the cultivation of a smafl-scale
copy of the author's White Garden in
the grounds of the clinic. The
coroner's report concludes that it is
here in the garden of cream blossoms
and sloping lawns that the accidental
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death of Vickie Field occurred: "Death
by asphyxiation resulted from acute
laryngeal oedema arising
from
anaphylactic shock, which had
occurred foUo-wing the stings of two
bees to the throat," However, -with the
belated discovery over twenty years
later of the murders that took place in
the clinic under the supervision of Dr
Ambrose Goddard, Laura Field begins
to uncover the narratives and events
that were left out of the coroner's
inquiry.
Although the reader is warned that
"small coincidences mean absolutely
nothing", Laura's concem with the
causes of her sister's death is
sharpened by a chance meeting -with
Ivan Quinn at an in-service weekend
conference for municipal librarians,
Ivan is doing a PhD on overdue and
lost books and on hearing Laura's last
name, he recafls that a woman by the
name of Victoria Field had not yet
returned Vita Sackville-West's volume
The Eagle and the Dove, which she had
taken out over twenty years before. It
is the absence of this book and its trace
in the memories of others that leads
Laura to seek out the relatives of those
women who died in the hospital, as
wefl as some of the survivors of
Goddard's murderous experiments.
However, it is not so much the book
that provides the answers to Laura's
investigations that the search it
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initiates and the secrets this uncovers.
It is towards the end of Bird's text that
the intertwining stories of these people
begin to gather the hints and clues
hidden within the patients narratives,
and the incidents that contributed to
Vickie Field's death are told.
Bird's book skilfully negotiates the
difficult themes it raises. The abuse of
power by medical practitioners is not a
fiction and indeed the text is informed
by the discovery several years ago that
some Australian psychiatric hospitals
were using Deep Sleep techniques and
other higher questionable practices
that led to many deaths. Despite the
seriousness of this subject, the text is
often very funny -with Shirley Temple
providing much of this humour.
However the text does not allow the
reader to forget the horrific physical,
sexual and mental abuses of the female
patients, just as Laura Field cannot
forget the death of her sister. Yet the
anger and vengeance she once felt is
replaced by a sorrowful sense of
serenity, and the voices of these
women are finally heard.
Tanya Dalziell
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Nicholas fose, Chinese
Whispers:
Cultural Essays,
Kent
Town:
Wakefield Press, 1995, $16.95, 193
pp.
As Alison Broinowski illustrated in The
Yellow Lady (1992), 'Asia' has long
occupied a pri-vileged spot in
Australia's collective unconscious. In
more recent times, it has actually put
on some weight, and gained a bit of
colour, so to speak. Whether it be the
'brides-for-sale' schemes 'expertly
uncovered' by the Immigration
Department, yet another tale of 'Asian
deceit' or simply a rowdy protest by
ungrateful 'would-be-Asians' (are we
not offering to send them to 'Asia'?) on
top of a soUd Australian roof, 'Asia',
and 'Asians', are now very real in our
lives. Unfortunately, faced with this
new sense of the 'real Asia' we have
also discovered issues of'authenticity'.
We have, to paraphrase Nicholas Jose
in his latest work, Chinese Whispers,
learnt to nuance our attitudes. This
newly developed 'cultural awareness'
now allows us to make all the 'right'
genuflections to the real Asia, while
putting the rest through the mincer
(the Sino-Vietnamese, for one).
Business oblige, and to hefl with the
noblesse d'esprit. To cite Jose: "Like
cultural cringe, a protean [nuanced?]
racism comes -with the insecurities of
AustraUan national identity". But Jose
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belongs to a group of Australians to
whom Asia has always meant much
more than 'Asia', and to whom the
term Asians did not necessarily mean
Chinese, And if in Chinese Whispers he
chooses to address largely the People's
Republic of China, and its people, the
essays on Taiwan also show, and the
references to Hong Kong confirm, that
it is possible to speak of difference
without immediately seeking succour
in discussions of authenticity,
Chinese Whispers is a deceptively
small book, the trae nature of the
questions it poses revealed by the
whimsical set of facial expressions in
Guan Wei's painting, which illustrates
the cover of Jose's work. The query,
"What do you do with a sausage (or is
it a bloody sausage?)" — is in a way a
precursor to those other, more
complex ones, posed by Jose in a
Preface to the essays. There he asks:
"What do we want -with China? In a
more-Asia oriented Australia, what do
we want with Chinese culture?". The
answer, as the various pieces collected
by Jose the Sinologist, writer and onetime bureaucrat make plain, is not
always the same to everyone. Some of
us would opt "for a spin in the scarlet
karaoke
palace
of
economic
superpowerdom", yet others would
undoubtedly settie for the "best roast
duck and spicy bean curd in China",
which, as Jose reveals, is served in
Xichang, "with a side dish of tender
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pear leaves tossed in oil". To many
more, moreover, China is still a place
of frightful customs (they eat dogs,
don't they?), and to Australian
politicians it is a many-headed
monster -with which one deals gently.
Indeed, as the recent waves of
indignation against Monsieur Jacques
Chirac have come to show, our
collective displeasure -with the
Tiananmen Square massacre was
already curiously nuanced.
Nicholas Jose's book is addressed
to all these positions, and many more
besides. With Jose we travel the length
and breadth of modem Chinese
society, and in this way we are
transported to China's ancient roots
— its poetry, its food, its rivers and
mountains, Peking the big metropolis
and the small villages in far away
places. As he -writes in 'Shots through
the bars', "The joumey to the West for
Chinese isn't always to New York. The
country has its o-wn land of romance,
a potent realm of wonders far from
Peking", It is most of all in the Chinese
as a people that Jose is interested,
however, and some of the most
poignant essays are those in which we
are offered deeply personal portraits of
poets, acti-vists, and poets-activists,
men and women of China. In
'Romancers of Old Peking'Jose brings
to Ufe the proud differences of "lao
Beijing", in 'The beat goes on' he pens
a tribute to the people's resilience in
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the face of the suffering at Tiananmen
Square,
Chinese Whispers reads partly as
travelogue, and at times as political
commentary. There are perceptive
critical readings of Chinese writing,
and detailed analyses of the love affair
of AustraUan authors to whom the
Orient was always more than "an
exotic
backdrop,
encouraging
enigmatic ambiguity and opaque
understanding", such as Harold
Stewart and Randolph Stow, It is a
small book, and a quick read, but one
which deserves to be read slowly,
quietly, if we are to enjoy the loud
whispers of Nicholas Jose's love for a
people, his understanding of a culture.
As he puts it in 'AustraUa's China':
"How this particular form of cultural
exchange serves the national interest
may not be quantifiable, yet it does so
by allo-wing conceptions of the
nation's potentialities to take shape".
Indeed, if as he puts it in his
reading of Broinowski's work, "Artists'
representations are taken to mirror the
attitudes, fantasies and prejudices of
the society as a whole", we are in a
better position to understand the one
instance when Jose himself reveals the
extent of our coflective insecurities as
a nation. Faced -with an old Taiwanese
taxi-driver's fears of the Omnivorous
China across the strait, Jose remarks:
"It is hard to argue with him. It is hard
to explain that, Australians, unlike
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East Asians, are mostly not given to
five-year plans or long term paranoias"
(24), Perhaps, 'mostly', they are not.
Yet a tourist to Australia enjoying an
encounter with the Ukes of this
particular taxi driver would quite
plausibly come to the conclusion that
Chinese Whispers could never have
been vmtten by an Australian,
For Jose is overaU so painfully
aware of the cultural sensibilities of
Chinese society, so forcefully bent on
exposing the "protean racism" that so
often tinges our relationship with
China, and with Asia in general, that it
is hard to think of the essays alongside
the ongoing craelty to which we, as a
nation, subject hundreds of SinoViemamese refugees. When it comes
to long term paranoias, we have
enough to share with East Asians and
others. One of the greatest strengths of
Chinese Whispers is then precisely the
way in which, as Chong-Weng-Ho has
noted in an earUer review of the work,
"Jose's tracings of Chinese connections
to Australia, and the effect China has
had on various past AustraUans"
redefines our present dealings with
that country and its people,^And, in
tum, with ourselves.

Antonio Simoes Da Silva

3. Cheng -Weng-Ho, "The China Syndrome"
Australian Book Review, July 95,6.6-7.
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Andrew Riemer, America
With
Subtitles, Reed Books, 1995. $17,95
ISBN 1-86330-496-7.
Faced -with this title, I misguidedly
anticipated a detached, light-hearted
commentary on various peculiarities
of the United States — perhaps
Andrew
Riemer's venture
into
Jamesian territory (that of Clive rather
than Henry). The book does
occasionally offer just such moments,
as in the connection Riemer makes
between a pair of exquisite drag
queens in a coffee shop in Madison
Avenue and the e-vil stepmother of
Disney's Snow White, traumatically
encountered by his child self more
than half a century earlier. For Riemer,
it is a liberating connection, the
conversion of a source of terror into an
image of ludic celebration.
On the whole, however, the book
is sombre, Riemer exploring such
issues as the apparently universal
characteristic of prejudice, and both
the persistence and fragility of
illusions. I was at first disconcerted to
discover that America With Subtitles is
Riemer's third memoir in four years,
having coincidentally greatly enjoyed
reading the second. The Habsburg
Cafe, a fortnight before receiving this
book. How, I wondered, could he
avoid becoming repetitive?
There is necessarily some overlap
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in the three volumes in the essential
details of Riemer's biography: the
traumatic end of his relatively happy
life as the only child of a middle-class
couple in Budapest because they were
classified as Jewish; the perilous
departure in 1946 for a life in
suburban Sydney; his consequent
feeling of being forever caught
between two worlds, belonging fully
to neither, notwithstanding his
distinguished academic and literary
career. My editorial impulse would
have been to make slight cuts to the
first part of America With. Suhtides in
which certain statements are in my
opinion
unnecessarily
repeated,
whether the reader is familiar or not
-with Inside Outside and The Habsburg
Cafe. Nonetheless, as in the earlier
memoirs, Riemer's writing is evocative
and instractive. Each of the three
volumes
provides
a
different
perspective on Riemer's painstaking
'recovery' of the past — each offers
more than nostalgia.
On their way to Australia in 1946,
the author's family spent some months
in the United States, during which the
country itself and various relatives
fafled dismally to fulfil
their
expectations. Cousins from both sides
of the family reacted to the obvious
need of the refugees with what seemed
to them an ungracious, sometimes
unkind, lack of generosity. In 1994
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Riemer retumed to the United States
for the first time, the visit prompting
him to recoflect those transitional
months and to reassess the importance
which images of 'America' had played
in his family's mythology.
He describes his parents in
Budapest as having been in love -with
an idea of modernity, represented for
them by technology. The family
partook vicariously of American
illusion at the cinema.
In such cinemas my parents'
infatuation with America and all
it represented in their somewhat
confused and rather childish
obsession with its glamour and
modernity, received replenishment every time the lights
dimmed and the screen flickered
into hfe.
As Riemer recalls, the tangible
intrusion of American technology into
their lives, in the form of American
bombers destroying large parts of
Budapest, did not diminish the
family's enthusiasm for what they
imagined they would find when they
in tum landed in America,
For this Hungarian family, Riemer
suggests.
New
York
stood
synecdochically for America, The
weeks which they eventually spent
there, based in a modest hotel cafled
the
Dixie,
were
distressingly
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disorienting. Towards the end of the
book Riemer goes so far as to assert
that the origin of much of the
unhappiness of his parents' later lives
"was located where their infatuation
with modernity died: in a New York
lashed by winter storms, and
particularly in the crowded elevator of
a down-at-heel hotel a moment after
its metal doors had closed."
The incident alluded to here,
obviously deeply painful still for
Riemer, is revealed gradually, piece by
piece, in the narrative. In an elevator,
accidentally coming into contact with
a young black woman, his mother had
recoiled in ob-vious disgust. The young
woman had given vent to her anger at
this insult, screaming at the family in
front of several other people. For
Riemer the incident reveals the gap
between his parents' worship of
American egalitarianism in theory and
their inabflity, conditioned as they
were by a rigidly stratified European
society, to comprehend it in practice.
In many ways America With
Subtitles is the narrative of Riemer's
parents, now both dead — albeit a
narrative spoken for them, based
necessarily in part on memories and
hypotheses
which
cannot
be
substantiated by others. The story of
Riemer's parents,
as he
has
reconstracted it, is a bitter paradigm of
lost innocence. Seemingly basic to
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most autobiographical enterprises is
the
autobiographer's
ambivalent
recollection of his or her parents — a
resentment of their almost inevitable
failure adequately to prepare their
child for the future he or she will
encounter, together with the impulse
to seek and accept mitigating factors in
that failure. The reader cannot help
but notice this ambivalence in America
With Subtitles, in Riemer's retrospective judging of his parents as
"curiously immature", their worship of
America as "self-indulgent and facile",
their lack of foresight in regard to the
horrors that would overtake their
country "naive".
They should have realised that
there were no certainties in their
world, that their expectations were in
many instances no more than
fantasies. They should have known
that just as they had misunderstood
the nature of their own world, -with
disastrous consequences, so their
-vision of America was insubstantial,
the product of fantasies and dreams.
Reiterating his perception that his
parents responded to the world
instinctively rather than intellectually,
Riemer alternatively reproves them
and justifies them, acknowledging
rationally, if not -viscerally, that they
could not realistically have chosen to
live their lives any differently.
At one point Riemer recounts a
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friend's unqualified enthusiasm for the
opportunities afforded in the United
States — a friend who had migrated
from Australia many years earlier.
Though not named, it is clearly Jill Ker
Conway to whom he is referring. As in
Inside Outside, Riemer again speculates
as to whether his parents made the
right decision when they chose not to
remain in America as illegal
immigrants in 1946, as a relative had
urged them to do. How might his life
have been different had they
persevered in New York? These are, of
course, unanswerable questions. Yet it
seems to be the lot of migrants —
particularly those for whom the
unexamined life is not possible, let
alone desirable — not to be able to set
such questions as these aside.
Heather Neilson

Debra Adelaide, The Hotel Albatross,
Sydney, RandomHouse, 1995, $14.95,
230pp.
A delight to read, this novel is a series
of loosely linked vignettes faithfully
depicting life in a country to-wn
through the eyes of a startled yet
bemused narrator, formerly an "inner
city dink settled in the eighties groove"
(200), Along with her husband,
affectionately known as "the Captain",
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she has invested (un-wisely, as it tums
out) in the "bold, crazy and
magnificent venture" of the Hotel
Albatross, Now -with the help of their
colourful staff — from Shirl, the "desexed" barmaid and Pamela, her
"oversexed" offsider, to Wallaby,
Rocky, Bing and Slim — they are
stoically battling the odds to make
their venture work. And in a comic
and sometimes tragic way, it does.
From the moment that Bev, who
sells raffle tickets for frozen chooks to
support the local football club, bursts
unceremoniously into the hotel
kitchen, we are drawm into the
everyday lives of regulars like the
Menace and the sewerage workers in
their cutaway shirts and stubbies.
They haunt the "holy of holies", the
inner sanctum, the guts of any country
town, the public bar,
,,,an in-between space, a twihght
zone, a thick dense margin
marking off the worlds of work
on the one hand, and home on
the other. A place where real
men, though in transit from one
space to the next, are more real,
more solid than anywhere else,,.
And some men seem to be
permanently in transit (28),
Like the hotel itself, then, the
customers represent a chaflenge to the
post-feminist sensibflities of the
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narrator, who has, she tells us, been
reared on Greer, Millett and de
Beauvoir (30). Despite her best efforts
to adapt to the roles of bartender,
assistant
manager,
receptionist,
housemaid, floor-washer and of
course, wife, she realises that she
doesn't quite belong. This impression
is further confirmed by a range of
unexpected and unique house-guests,
including old Mrs Darcy, complete
with cracifix and rosary beads once
blessed by the Pope, and Dr. Ivan
Rothmann, self-proclaimed "spiritual
coordinator" of the hotel.
A warm, poignant and remarkably
detailed depiction of the hopes,
aspirations and often disillusioning
reaUties of small-town life in central
Western New South Wales, The Hotel
Albatross is in fact a cameo of Ufe
anywhere. While the reader feels
comfortable with the host of famiUar
characters, the glimpses given of their
personal lives and circumstances
nevertheless prevent us from taking
them for granted and treating the
novel as a charming but superficial
tale. There are no patterns or reasons.
People and situations come and go at
random and rarely mean anything to
each other, although each represents a
precious fragment in the narrator's
attempt to hold the pieces of her
"broken self together (132),

beneath the comedy. The novel
meanders along to the strains of the
Alexander Brothers, Kevin Bloody
Wilson and Billy Joel (or is it Billy
Ocean or Billy Idol?), and the poetry of
Francis Webb, Banjo Paterson and
Barcroft Boake, But an increasing
frastration and even desperation
plagues the good-humoured narrator.
In a series of shorter vignettes towards
the end the pace changes, becoming
hectic and at times even frantic, as she
wonders what is real and what is
imagined, whether she has "invented
these weird images,,, [and] created the
whole mad scenario" (200), so that the
abrapt ending of the novel leaves the
reader regretful but also relieved.
Nevertheless, while a seriousness
underUes the humour and warmth of
The Hotel Albatross, its most striking
aspect is undoubtedly the narrator's
and
the
Captain's
humorous,
optimistic and occasionally bewildered ways of dealing -with some of
the famiUar problems and anxieties of
everyday life. The result is a heartwarming, mischievous and perceptive
novel, which reminds us of the simple
but often over-looked joy of reading.
Angeline O'Neill

So there is a sense of pathos
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Veronica Brady, Caught in the
Drau^t:
On
Contemporary
Australian Culture and Society,
Sydney: Angus & Robertson, 1994,
$24.95,310pp.
European academics who have known
Veronica Brady for many years see her
as an energetic, untiring, enthusiastic
scholar travelling lightly through
Europe with only one small bag,
working hard on the train all the way
from Barcelona, Rome or Bologna to
Liege and ready the next moming,
dapper as ever, to instil into students
her own enthusiasm for Australian
literature. For all her erudition and
knowledgeableness in fields other
than literature, there is a sense in
which intellectually too she has always
travelled light, equipped -with her
sharp intellect and judgement but
otherwise
unencumbered
by
institutional conventions, prejudices,
fashionable trends or orthodox
positions, whether in academia or, in
so far as I can judge, the Catholic
Church, In a traditionally Catholic
country
like
Belgium,
where
emancipation from Church authority
is a fairly recent and limited phenomenon, a radical CathoUc nun was
something of a novelty (highly
appreciated), particularly to those
unfamiliar with the anti-authoritarian
slant (at least outside its own organ-
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ization) of Australian Catholicism,
This freedom of thought, aflied to
intellectual assurance and a sense of
discrimination based on Christian
humanistic values rather than a
general consensus of opinion, rans
through all her essays whether Uterary,
social, political or reUgious. The book
is divided into five sections:
Aboriginal Australia, Justice, Patrick
White, AustraUan Poetry and the
Poetic (notably in David Maloufs An
Imaginary Life) and theology, though,
as Da-vid Brooks suggests in his
foreword,
none of these is
compartmentalized, each subject
discussed reflecting the variety of her
interests and what Brooks calls a
"[blurring of] the edges of the writing
and the living" (v). Indeed, Brady
insists in her own introduction that
the two are inseparable, and in this
respect her essays are sometimes
reminiscent of Orwell's for whom
clear thought and above all clear
language had an immediate influence
on the quality of Ufe, Her sympathy for
"the loser rather than the winners" (9)
also recalls Orwell's unconditional
defence of the "underdog". It may be
in the essays on Aboriginal Australia
that the blurring of writing and living
is most obvious, partly because with
uncompromising honesty Brady
exposes the pitfalls and selfdeceptions even in policies of
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reconciliation and atonement, partly
also by showing how an imaginative
perception of Aborigines in Australian
fiction (David Maloufs, Patrick
White's or the Aboriginal writer Bill
Neidjie's) throws light on the social,
political and metaphysical significance
of the Aboriginal presence in
Australia.
Veronica Brady's language is clear
and utterly free of fashionable jargon
even when she resorts to Foucault,
Barthes, Baudrillard or Homi Bhabha
to sustain her argument. It may seem
that her repeated emphasis on the
importance of value contradicts the
authority she grants to recent
theorists. But one should note that
since her essays were first wnritten,
"value" is returning in strength on the
critical scene and is now itself the
object of theorization, Veronica Brady
sees the role of theory in her own
writing as one of the relativisation, a
way of questioning certainties taken
for granted, of acknowledging the
multiplicity of world and self and the
many possible ways in which they can
be interpreted and realised. Her
approach is eclectic throughout, as are
her philosophical references. Again,
one is led to wonder whether this
might clash with her religious
essentiaUsm. Her religious faith,
however, is clearly not dogmatised by
any kind
of institutional
or
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philosophical absolute even if, in the
last resort and understandably,
Catholicism is her referential ideology
(as, for instance, when she watches
with approval Anglicans moving
closer to the "frontier" of her Church).
Through her essays, however, the
matter discussed and her own openminded individual thinking rather
than any pre-conceived ideology
determine her approach. This method
of analysis is particularly appropriate
in the literary essays, especially in her
perceptive comments on Rosemary
Dobson's poetry.
In the title essay she defines art as
essentially dialectical, intent on
expressing the unseen, the numinous,
"what is other" and can never be put
fully into words. Her preference then
clearly goes to writers who do not
belong to the Australian realistic
tradition, Patrick White among them,
whose criticism of society she
subscribes to, objecting like him to a
prevailing
rationalism
and
materialism, 'Caught in the draught'
(rather than "draft") implies, she
wnites, that "we are all ... dra-wn into
the process of culture, mass-media
culture, which flows around us and
through us, persuading us to
consume, compete and console
ourselves with mostly mindless
pleasures" (221). Of course, this
criticism appUes to the Westem world
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generally, as does her disapproval of a
secular culture in her essays on
'Questions of belief.' The basic issue
which informs this last section is in
fact the confrontation between a
secular belief in man's capacity for
progress and moral improvement and
the
con-viction
that
such
improvement, as well as the way out of
present crises both in AustraUa and
the Westem World, Ues in faith in the
Judaeo-Christian God, again not an
institutional absolute but a God
accessible
through
the
human
experience of love, terror and,
importantly, creativity. Religious faith
commands respect and is not a
debatable issue, though one can note
that in the history of humanity,
religious belief does not seem to have
made people much better than does
secular humanism and that there is
such a thing as a secular spirituaUty,
Though Brady herself may not agree,
the Christ figure who represents
suffering in White's fiction and in her
own essays can be seen as essentially
human, and I would suggest that the
compassion, urge to reconciliation
and love that rans through her essays
are common to both ideologies,
Hena Maes-Jelilnek
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David Brooks, The House of Balthus,
Allen & Unwin, 1995, $19.95, 204
pp.
Books about paintings often have a
very static feeling to them, as if they
were merely extensions of ekphrastic
episodes in poetry; they often are too
spatial in orientation and leave out the
sense of progress and direction desired
by most readers of fiction, Da-vid
Brooks' House of Balthus is a happy
exception to this rule. It partakes
compellingly of the spirit of the
paintings. But far from being merely a
well--written catalogue raisonne of
Balthus' work. Brooks addresses the
spirit of the paintings, and of'painting'
and thereby representation as such, as
much as the physical details of the
work themselves.
And yet physical and spiritual are
very much connected in The House of
Balthus. Evocation of the physical
details of the paintings leads to
spiritual reverberations that go well
beyond the immediate contours of the
representations that are at their base.
The book opens with a prologue,
which is outside the frame enclosing
the remainder of the book; here, an
authorial figure examines the Balthus
paintings directly, giving a primary
response to the works whose
suggestive, secondary affect -will
resonate in the narrative portion to
follow. Then the cast of characters
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who live in the 'House of Balthus' is
introduced.
Mme. Lecault, the
concierge, acts as the immediate point
of perspective with respect to the rest
of the characters, speculating about
the inner content of their lives, and
also encountering a mysterious ghost
of eighteenth-century provenance.
Therese embodies much of the overt
sexuality of the book. Miklus, the
artist, and the semi-mysterious
professor exhibit much of the book's
intellectual self-theorisation. But the
characters seem to be intended more
as focal points for an aesthetic
argument
than
true-to-Ufe
representations.
Indeed, Brooks'
characterisation
mirrors
the
dichotomy maintained by the book
between the physicaUty of Balthus's
paintings, both in theme and in their
material 'paintedness' itself, and the
abstractness of their connotation. The
more
"real"
the
focus
of
representation, the more ethereal its
resonance. "So much;" intones the
narrative overvoice on the last page of
the book "though there are also the
stone flagon, the stepladder, the
intentional scuff on the other side, by
the white chair, as of paint flaked from
a fresco... (204)" The corporeality of
the implements surrounding the
painter are complemented, not
annulled, by the artifice-revealing
scuff ("scuff itself being a very
"material" way to indicate such a mark
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of self-reference).
What is impressive about The House
of Balthus is the way its components
move. They glide to and fro; they do
not stand still. The dreamlike aura
-with which Brooks tries to surround
his characters is thus genuinely
earned. Though the book cannot
quite be called, with any sense of
generic strictness, a novel, it is
certainly a narrative, Mme, Berri, the
eighteenth-century ghost denizen
with whom Mme, Lecault communes,
is herself seeking, going forward into
the future. She is not just an object of
the 'modem' woman's quest, but an
active pursuant of the 'modem'. And
this mobility holds trae of the overall
dynamic
between
frame
and
representandum, artifice and reaUty,
the spiritual and the physical.
The reader may ask, though: Why
Balthus? Why Paris? Why this now.
Brooks gives no explicit answers to
these questions in the book, nor does
he even pro-vide any hints that he
intends the book to 'mean' in a certain
way other than with respect to the
aesthetic phenomena he describes. In
a way, the answer is obvious: the book
is 'about' beauty, about the nature of
art, the power of art to illuminate life
even as it some ways accesses a
dimension of experience which is
entirely other than the 'lived'. It
might seem begrudging or surly to
expect anything more. Yet, without at
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all infringing upon the book's tacit
lauding of 'pure' aesthetic experience,
which is only to be praised and
echoed, the reader might be pulled to
inquire: how is the perspective of
Brooks, as a contemporary Australian,
on the work of Balthus different from
a hypothetical older French writer
addressing the same subject. It may
take an American reviewer to hunger
so a-vidly for an Australian perspective
in a novel such as this, and Brooks'
example may, as the book cover
suggests, be Borges; yet even Borges
was far more 'Argentinean', far less a
deracine than we have imagined him.
And, fortuitous as it may be, there is
an 'Australian' undertow to The House
of Balthus as wefl. There is-a brief
historical passage inserted slightly
more than halfway through the book
discussing France in World War II,
which, though, not really taken up
again, does frame the book's
characters in a 'historical' setting and
thereby generate the image of an
AustraUan -writer delineating the final
images of a self-destroying Europe.
More subtle, though, and more crucial
is the almost throwaway reference to a
former pupil of the Professor's "who'd
been sent first as at a boys' school in
New South Wales and then, after the
war, to South America" (130).
Australia here functions as the site of
dispersal for imperially generated
knowledge, as the periphery to which
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the ambassadors of European leaming
are despatched and from which, in
tum, the mysteriously stamped and
decorated letters that the concierge so
delights in passing on to the Professor
are received. This is within the frame
of the book; yet outside the frame the
situation is reversed as it is Brooks, the
postmodern Australian, who verbally
renders French art, characters, and
settings, who is the designer courtesy
of whom we encounter the Professor
and his correspondents at all.
The book's one shortcoming,
indeed, may lie in the way it treats
Balthus as a metaphor for European
art, for high art in general. Balthus, of
course, is a very specific kind of
painter, and although Brooks gives full
evidence of the physicaUty and
sexuaUty of Balthus' paintings, he
sometimes tries to make him into a
more abstract (or really 'more general'
painter, almost a kind of Cezanne,
than seems warranted.
Perhaps,
though, Brooks is once again tuming
the tables on us, making of his Balthus
what seems artistically important and
not necessarily the "real" artist visible
to us on the canvases.
Nicholas Birns
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the Questionnaire on Love and three novels, TONY SIMOES DA SILVA is a PhD
student at The University of Westem Australia, TANYA DALZIELL is a PhD in the
English Department, UWA researching Modernism and Australian Women's fiction,
SUSANNA EASTHER is a freelance joumalist who has been a singer, waitress
and student, and is currently working on a novel and more short stories,
ARABELLA EDGE is a freelance journalist, and a post-graduate student at the
University of Technology in Sydney, Her story Rapunzel Retold, was highly
commended in the UUtarra Short Story Competition, 1995. JO GARDINER lives
and writes in Katoomba NSW, PAM HARVEY was bom in 1965 and lives in
Bendigo, Victoria where she works as a physiotherapist. She writes short stories and
children's fiction. PAUL HETHERINGTON's third collection of poetry is Shadow
Swimmer, (Molonglo Press). He is editor of the joumal Voices. DOROTHY
HEWETT is one of Australia's foremost poets and playwrights. STEVE HOLDEN
lives in Hobart. He has been -writing short stories for three years and is currently
working on his first novel, KATE JAMES grew up in the hills of South India and
the suburbs of eastern Melboume, She is now a joumalist in central Victoria,
JUDITH JOHNSTON is currently teaching in the English Department UWA,
PAUL KAVANAGH works at the University of Newcastle J O H N KINSELLA
has published five volumes of poetry and the latest. The Silo (FACP) won the WA
Premier's Award for Poetry in 1995, KERYN LARGE is of South African origin,
now settled in Perth. 'My Thin Men' is dedicated to the beat poets who started it all.
LEONG TZU A N N is a Malaysian student who wrote this piece as part of the
Creative Writing Course at The University of Westem Australia. LINA LINTON
is a Perth artist and silversmith, and graduate from Claremont School of Art, She
leaches art and jewellery part-time at TAPE, and rarely wears shoes. MIRIAM LO
of mixed Chinese and Caucasian parentage, was bom in Canada, grew up in
Singapore and now lives in Australia, She is currently doing Honours in English at
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UWA, and hopes to write more when she has finished her thesis, CAROLYN
LOGAN lives in Fremantle WA and writes full-time. Her work includes novels for
children and young adults as well as poetry, short fiction, radio and stage drama,
HENA MAES-JELINEK has just retired as Professor of English and
Commonwealth Literature at the University of Liege, She co-edits the series Cross/
Cultures published by Rodopi, STEPHEN MAGEE has lived in Australia for 25
years. He has previously published in Westerly and other leading literary journals,
G O E N A W A N M O H A M A D was the founding editor of Tempo magazine and
is one of Indonesia's most outstanding poets, editors and essayists. S U S A N
MIDALIA is a PhD student at The University of Westem AustraUa. ROSE
MOXHAM lives in Sydney, -writes fiction and edits a children's magazine.
HEATHER NEILSON teaches in the English Department, University College,
A.D.F.A. Canberra. ANGELINE O'NEILL is a post-graduate student at The
University of Westem AustraUa. GEOFF PAGE'S latest books are Human Interest
(Heinemann), A Reader's Guide to Contemporary Australian Poetry (UQP) and Mrs
Schnell Arrives in Heaven and Other Light Verse (Polonias). CHRIS PIGOTT is 25
years old and is living in Hawera in New Zealand, PETER PORTER is Australia's
best kno-wn poet internationally, lives in London and is a frequent visitor to Italy,
CRAIG POWELL works as a psychoanalyst in Sydney, His most recent book of
poetry is Minga Street — New & Selected Poems (Hale & Iremonger), Z A N ROSS
lives in Fremantle — is loathe to leave it except under extreme duress. For the last
five years has devoted herself to full time -writing, TRACY R Y A N ' s first book
Killing Delilah was published in early 1994 by Fremantle Arts Centre Press, and her
second, Bluebeard in Drag, will be out with the same press in August 1996, Her novel
Vamp has also been accepted for publication -with FACP, NICHOLA RYAN
studied creative writing at Curtin University and has been pubUshed in Fremantle
Arts Review, She is currently living in Sydney, PHILIP SALOM has just had an
innovatory collection of poems pubUshed by Penguin, The Rome Air Naked.
Previous books include Feeding the Thost and Playback. TOM SHAPCOTT is an
eminant Australian -writer of poetry and fiction, BETH YAHP was Writer-inResidence at UWA in Spring 1995, where an earlier version of this 'meditation' was
presented. She now lives and works in the Blue Mountains,
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